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MOTOROLA'S SIZZLING
NEW SIGNAL PROCESSOR

SUPERCOMPUTING HITS ITS STRIDE/44
CAN IBM MAKE THE LAPTOP MARKET HAPPEN?/59

"I knew we'd close that sale.
Did you see their faces?"
"Its' our competitorsfaces
Iwant to see. We've really cracked
this market now."

"Looks like we made all the
right decisions at the right
times."

ike Naticmats' 32-bit
icroprocessorfamily?"
"You can't build asystem out
ofdata sheets and promises.
National had 14 they delivered 14
and they got us herefirst"

While you're still
dreaming about success,
Sequent is delivering it.
With National's
Series 32000 family.
On January 17, 1983, eighteen
people started anew company
called Sequent Computer
Systems. They had no product,
no plan, no backing. Only
adream.
Two years later, that dream
came true. They delivered their
first system—a sophisticated
parallel processing computer.
Afull year ahead of their
competitors.
How'd they do it? Hard work.
Calculated risks. Belief. And a
bitical decision. They chose the
Series 32000' microprocessor
family.
It offered them acomplete
32-bit microprocessor family,
including demand paged virtual
Memory Management, Floating
Point, and other peripherals
with full UNIX' support.

But the Series 32000
wasn't just the right engineering
decision, it was the right
business decision. It helped
Sequent get their system to
market fast. First.
Sequent hit their window of
opportunity. And that window
is still open—for now. So find
out how the Series 32000 can
help you build your own
success story. Contact National
Semiconductor today.
National's Series 32000, MS 23-200
P.O. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090

National
Semiconductor
We're doing it.

Circle 1 on reader service card

From the industry's first
choice come the industry's
first choices.

Sensitive Centigrid°

We designed the original TO-5 double and 4-pole styles, and in
relay over 20 years ago. But that
hybrid versions with internal diode
was just the beginning. Since those and transistor drive. All with excelfirst days, we nudged it into father- lent RF switching characteristics,
ing afamily of adaptations and
Today, there's aversion for just
extensions along the way.
about any application—general purIn the process we also
pose and sensitive, commercial, and
pioneered many innovative techmilitary (qualified to "L," "M" and
niques for production, for manu"P" levels of MIL-R-39016),
facturing, and for quality control
Our family boasts the Centito ensure areliability level so congrid possibly the most advanced
sistently high it would be taken for hermetically sealed armature relay
granted.
available today. The Maglatch, a
Of course, for us it never was. relay with memory and low power
requirements. And lots of brothers
Soon, TO-5 relays were availand sisters to handle applications
able in latching versions, in single,
like high temperature, high shock,

and high vibration designs for critical, hi-rel applications. We even
have versions that can be driven
directly from CMOS and TTL
(qualified to "L" and "M" levels
of MIL-R-28776).
If you'd like complete technical information on our TO-5
relay and all its offspring, or some
applications help, or just alittle
history, drop anote or give us a
call.
Like proud parents, we love
to talk about the family.

01 TELEDYNE RELAYS

Innovations In Switching Technology

12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 •(213) 777-0077
European Hqtrs: Abraham Lincoln Strasse 38-42 •62 Wiesbaden, W. Germany 06121-7680
Belgium Sales Office: 181 Chaussee de la Hulpe •1170 Brussels (2) 673-99-88
U.K. Sales Office: Heathrow House, Bath Rd., Cranford, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW 59QQ •01-897-2501
Japan Sales Office: Nihon, Seimei Akasaka Building •8-1-19 Akasaka, Minato-Ku Tokyo, 107 Japan (03) 403-8141
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NEW PRODUCTS

Newsletters

A building block that gives OEMs a free hand, 34
The first system from Counterpoint Computers is alow-cost
building block designed for expandability and easy updating.
It is abase from which many different systems can be built,
using the latest in cost-effective high-performance hardware

Newsletter, 13
•Hitachi DRAM changes
memory data to video
signals
•Tekelec's simulatoranalyzer checks MAP nets
•A safe way to protect lowvoltage data lines

Technology, 9
•Texas Instruments
resurrects its solar-cell
research
•Pump improves
efficiencies of visible-light
lasers
•Largest business
computer goes into
operation this fall
Electronics, 11
•The players in the CDROM
market start teaming up
•The U. S. and Japan move
closer to an anti-dumping
pact
•Nippon Telegraph &
Telephone to buy IBM and
Sperry equipment
ASICs, 14
Now asingle chip can hold a
programmable system,
thanks to on-chip EEPROM
IC processing, 15
Is electron-beam lithography
finally ready for use on the
production line?

Special report: Supercomputers hit their stride, 44
The 10-year-old supercomputer industry is growing explosively
and continuing to break ground in the critical areas of
architecture and circuits, packaging and cooling, and software
PROBING THE NEWS
Can IBM make the laptop market happen? 59
Computer makers and prospective buyers alike are waiting for
IBM's entry into the laptop market. But many of them think
that even Big Blue's presence won't mean arepeat of the
personal computer boom. The twin problems are inadequate
technology—notably poor displays—and high prices

IC equipment, 71
Seiko's mask-repair system
takes on submicron defects

COVER

CAD software, 75
Compilation software from
Valley Data Sciences does
timing simulation for PLDs

Materials, 22
•The U. S. seeks anative
source for ultrapure silicon
•Sony devises away to
make oxygen-rich wafers
Datacom, 29
This single-chip modem
could get the ISDN going in
Western Europe
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Memories, 71
Intel's 1-Mb EPROM comes in
three architectural versions

DEPARTMENTS
Publisher's letter, 5

Research, 17
The budget fight between the
Reagan administration and
Congress threatens to put a
chill on R&D funding

Companies, 20
Now Belgium has its own
player in the IC game

Computers, 69
A minisupercomputer from
startup Scientific Computer
Systems costs 10% of aCray

It's slow going for U. S. telecom firms in Japan, 61
The Japanese telecommunications market has been open to
foreign suppliers for ayear, but the scramble to score is
proving even tougher than the most pessimistic U. S.
equipment makers predicted

Military, 16
A missile teardown at TI stirs
an interservice squabble

Packaging, 20
New laser package draws
away from the crowd: it's
multilayer ceramic instead of
metal

IC equipment, 69
Materials Research's
production-line reactive ion
etcher is fast and minimizes
ion damage to wafers

Books, 8
Companies, 63
Once again: can Frank
Hickey turn General
Instrument Corp. around?
Bottom lines, 64
Venture capitalists raise $2.3
billion in new funds
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Motorola's sizzling new signal processor, 30
The first digital signal-processing chip from Motorola may be
alate starter, but it vastly outspeeds its rivals. In asingle,
97.5-ns machine cycle, it can perform a24-by-24-bit
multiplication and a56-bit accumulation. Other innovations
include ahighly parallel architecture, as well as
microprocessor-like features and programming techniques
Cover illustration by art director Fred Sklenar

People, 65
•Mike Moody goes after a
new image for AT&T in
Japan
•Mitchell Goozé brings his
zip to Teledyne
•People on the move
Electronics index, 67
Meetings, 76
Electronics week, 78
•Kodak moves into chipmaking equipment...
•... And realigns its R&D
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That's what you get from Infotek's new cost and space saving
2MByte HP 9000-compatible memory.

AM 200
1MByte single
board memory

AM 241
1MByte factory
expandable to 2
or 4MBytes

AM 242
2MBytes factory
expandable
to 4MBytes

NEW!
AM 220
2MBytes on
asingle board
one board

Now, you can have afull two megabytes of instantly accessible memory
for your HP Series 300 and Series 200
computers for aprice you'd expect to
pay for 1MByte. That's like getting half
your memory free! And even better, you
get those 2MBytes on asingle board,
so all that extra capability occupies
only one I/O slot. You just plug in the
new board in seconds with no special
tools required.
The new Infotek AM 220 2MByte
memory board is ideal for all scientific
and engineering applications where
large memory requirements remain
constant. A 1MByte product is also
available at avery reasonable cost; and,
Circle 4 on reader service card

for maximum capacity, Infotek offers a
4MByte single board memory.
If your data storage needs are growing, you can have Infotek's unbeatable
price/performance/size benefits in an
expandable single board memory-1
MByte of memory upgradeable to 2or
4MBytes, or a2MByte board which
expands to four when memory requirements increase. You can even get a
floating point processor and 1MByte
of memory on asingle board.
Of course, all Infotek memory boards
have the high quality you demand for
your HP system. Their exceptional
reliability is backed by atwo-year warranty. So increase productivity, save

time, and enhance the capability of
your HP 9000 computer. Call Infotek
toll free today. The only way to get
MegaBytes without spending
MegaBucks.
Infotek Systems, 1400 North Baxter
Street, Anaheim, California 92806-1201,
(714) 956-9300, (800) 227-0218, in California, (800) 523-1682, TELEX 182283.

INFOTEK
SYSTEMS
A DIVISION OF ALS CORPORATION

Your Second Right Decision.
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majors
can
English
have a tough time af-

bit electrically erasable
programmable read-only
memory on astandard cell
ter graduation because
(p. 14) and wrote aPeople
the world isn't loaded
profile of Teledyne Semiwith career opportunities
conductor's young presifor them. But reading and
dent, Mitchell Goozé, on
writing are good training
p. 65. She also frequently
for the journalist's life.
writes stories for CompaAnd given an ample supnies and New Products, in
ply of curiosity, anose for
addition to making frenews, and doggedness in
quent contributions to the
the search for facts, the
newsletters.
person with a degree in
For her part, Eve says,
English can find a career
"I've been fortunate to be
in journalism. Eve Bennett of our Palo Alto bu- EVE BENNETT: From digging based in Silicon Valley,
where so much of the exreau is one of those.
for oil to digging for news.
citing electronics technolActually, Eve has some
ogy is being developed." For our part,
science in her educational background.
A native of Covington, Ky., Eve, 26,
we are glad that Eve decided that it is
more exciting to pursue the news of the
traveled to Southern California after
electronics industry than to look for oil.
high school armed with scholarship aid
from the Society of Exploration Geophysicists—the people who prospect for
ehave asurprise for you. Our cover story, on p. 30, reveals that Mooil—to attend the California Institute of
torola Inc. has a state-of-the-art digital
Technology in Pasadena. "I studied geophysics and literature for two years
signal processor, afact that up to now
there. Then it dawned on me that Iwas has not been known to the electronics
more comfortable with the literature industry. The article came from our Dalthan the geophysics, so Itransferred to las bureau manager, J. Robert Lin&
the University of North Carolina at Cha- back. "I wish Icould say Igot the story
pel Hill, where Igraduated with aBA in because I'm a great reporter, but the
fact is we got it because [Motorola proEnglish lit," she says.
Eve started work for Electronics as a gram manager] Bryant Wilder is adedicated reader and a fan of Electronics
secretary ayear later, and has successfully made the transition to reporting and thought the magazine was the place
for the story," Rob says.
and writing. She does alittle bit of evHe recalls that after Wilder teleerything. For example, in this issue, Eve
contributed reporting to the story on Si- phoned, "it was just a matter of going
erra Semiconductor Corp.'s integration out to Motorola with atape recorder. I
of analog and digital logic with single- wish they were all that easy."
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If you're serious about competing in the high-end 32-bit systems game, it's time to sign up for
the first register file, and the first
microprocessor family, designed
for high-performance. We're talking about the Am29334: Our new
64-word, Four-Port, Dual Access
register file. It's the first chip in a
set that will soon be found at the
heart of tomorrow's hot, new 32bit systems, our Am29300 family.
Like the other Am29300 family
members, the Am29334 boasts
speed aplenty In this case, 8Ons
cycle and 24ns access times. So
it won't slow down your 32-bit
hardware.
Am29334
Register for the
32-bit performance race.
In the long run, though, the
Am29334's high-performance
architecture is just as important
Four data ports (two input and
two output) allow simultaneous
read or write access to two 16-bit
data words in the same cycle. So
you can fetch afull 32 bits with
no performance penalty
Or you can easily cascade
Am29334s to handle 32-bit words.
Or 64-bit words. Or larger words
if you like. And at the same time,
you can increase the depth to 128
words, 256 words and beyond.
What's more, each Am29334
word contains two parity bits to
support fault detection/correction
schemes (like the one in our
Am29300 family) to keep your
system going at full speed.
And, like the rest of the family,
the Am29334, will be available in
CMOS and ECL, in addition to
the current TTL version.
The Am29334 guarantees
winning performance no matter
how you plan to run the race.

Our new 256K CMOS DRAMs
give you more than just the bits
you need to build large, highspeed memory systems. So much
more, in fact, you might want to
grab apencil and paper.
For openers, put down
"power:' Not just"stand-by power':
although ours is as low as
100µA, but"data retention power':
as well. By pushing the refresh
cycle out to 32ms, we've pushed
the retention current down to
230µA. So you can finally combine the density of DRAMs with
the reliability and portability
of battery back-up.
Am90C255/ 256/ 257

More than enough
to remember.
Then write down "speed'? With
their 100ns access times, these
DRAMs will keep pace with your
systems.
Don't put the pencil down yet
There's more:
There's achoice of 3
addressing modes. Nibble mode
(Am90C255), enhanced page
mode (Am90C256), or static
column mode (Am90C257).
The last two with continuous
data rates of over 18MHz.
If all that seems like alot,
then just write down "CMOS
DRAMs—AMD:'
That's really all you need to
plug into your memory

The improved features of our
new AmPAL18P8 IMOr PAL*
device are the result of some very
careful reasoning.
Why not, for example, allow
designers to plug increased logic
power into their designs, without
the extra cost of a24-pin package? So the 20-pin AmPAL18P8
comes loaded with 8bidirectional
I/O pins (not 6), 18 inputs (not
16), and an additional product
term per output (a total of 8plus
0E).The perfect foundation for
more complex logic functions.
And why not mix outputs—
both active high and active
low—on the same chip? So the
AmPAL18P8's output polarities
are user programmable. Eliminating outboard inverters and
extra circuitry
AmPAL18P8

There's a lot of
logic in this.
Finally, why not give this
advanced logic the speed, power
and reliability benefits of our
most advanced technology? So
the AmPAL18P8 is implemented
using platinum-silicide fuses and
our exclusive IMOX process.
The AmPAL18P8. Choose it
because of all the logic that
went into it
*PAL is aregistered trademark of, and is used under
license from, Monolithic Memories, Inc.

Design and application seminars are available
for this product. Write or call for information.
Circle 151 on reader service card

Circle 152 on reader service card

Circle 153 on reader service card
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Just aquick reminder. Now
that our Am2970 Dynamic
Memory Timing Controller is in
volume production, you've got
everything it takes to refresh
dynamic memories without
robbing the CPU of valuable
processing time.
That's because the Am2970
can be programmed to initiate
refresh cycles independently
while the CPU is busy with other
tasks. This "hidden refresh" technique will give your system
higher throughput without extra
cost or design penalties.
But even if you can't always
use hidden refresh, the Am2970
is something to remember.
Am2970
We'll refresh your memory
in no time.
After all, unlike other controllers, the architecture of the
Am2970 allows you to schedule
timing signals when they're really
needed, instead of when the
system clock thinks they're
needed. And that, in turn, means
you have the unique ability to
balance refresh, CPL and DMA
requests for maximum memory
performance.
Keep in mind, too that the
Am2970 is the perfect companion for our popular Am2968A
Dynamic Memory Controller.
And with the upcoming
Am2969 Controller (which
supports error detection and
correction), the Am2970 is part of
the most flexible 256K dynamic
memory controller family on
the market.
The Am2970. Use it once and
it will stay in your memory
forever.

On October 1, 1985, Advanced Micro
Devices committed to deliver fifty-two new
products in one year. One aweek Every week
On the shelf. In volume.
After 13 weeks, our customers could
reduce networking costs, modernize old state
machines, revive fading memories and see
graphics in awhole new light.
If you haven't seen the solution to
your problem yet, the game
has just begun.
Watch this space for
thirty-nine more new
products. One aweek
In volume. On the shelf.
That's not apromise. There are too
many promises in this business. That's a
commitment.

Advanced Micro Devices

Circle 154 on reader service card

901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088
Call toll free (800) 538-8450, ext. 5000, inside California, call (408) 749-5000.
eAdvanced Micro Devices. Inc. 1986

CUSTOM AND

sEmucusrom VLSI:
Survival Strategies
For The New Era

BOOKS
OP AMP NETWORK
DESIGN
John R. Hufault
Wiley/Interscience
$34.95/440pp

The semiconductor industry is
changing. Are you equipped to meet
the challenges of this ever-changing industry? Crucial decisions are
at hand. Electronics Magazine and
Gnostic Concepts Inc. sponsored
this prestigious seminar and the
transcript is now being made available to those who understand the
challenge of these changes.
Apanel of industry experts presents
up-to-date, significant information
that probes major technological
concerns such as:
•Company benefits by custom
design
•Economical appropriateness for
tackling custom
•Evaluation of gate arrays and
standard cells
•Alternate processes to explore
•Suitability of CAD systems to
your particular company
The questions raised are ones of
survival. And OPPORTUNITY
Put this exclusive resource in your
hands to help you make the right
decisions.
Don't hesitate—Order your
copy today!
Send $150 or your company purchase
order to:

Electronics Books
P.O. Box 541
Hightstown, N.J. 08520
(Tel.) 609/426-5070

Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Money-back guarantee.
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The applications-oriented Op Amp Network Design is for circuit designers on
tight schedules. After discussing network parameters, the author presents
over 300 networks, all of which can be
modified, with component values included. The emphasis here is on tradeoffs—
such as between physical space and accuracy when it comes to the dielectric
absorption parameter in a holding network, or between frequency stability
and amplitude stability in a sine-wave
oscillator. The author, a private consultant, was aHughes Aircraft Co. instrumentation designer for the space shuttle
research program.
MICROPROCESSOR
SOFTWARE
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Eli T. Fathi and
Cedric V. W. Armstrong
Marcel Dekker Inc.

proliferation of foreign companies in
Korea and investment there by low-cost
contract manufacturers. Companies that
already are clients of any of Dataquest's Semiconductor Industry Services
can purchase this report for $1,900.
ANALOG-DIGITAL
CONVERSION
HANDBOOK
Third Edition
Engineering Staff of
Analog Devices Inc.
Daniel H. Sheingold, Editor
Prentice-Hall Inc.
$32.95/733pp

For the 1986 edition of the Analog-Digital Conversion Handbook, the authors
have restored the "Guide for the Troubled," the bibliography, and the index,
which were dropped from the 1977 (second) edition. Other new or rewritten
chapters include those on testing, specifying, and applying converters. Entire
design areas—video conversion, synchro
and resolver converters, analog-to-frequency converters, and intentionally
nonlinear converters—have been added.

$57.50/368pp

Microprocessor Software Project Management breaks down the process of
microprocessor software development
into subsystems, making aproject easy
to track. Under "documentation classification," for example, the authors list
each category—preliminary, system,
program, data, operations, user, and
control. They then go on to list documentation problems, causes, and solutions, ending with apolicy checklist.
The book's core is the chapter on
"Principles of Project Management,"
based on D. J. Reifer's 1981 tutorial for
the Computer Society of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers. No
project is likely to fit all the authors'
paradigms exactly, but the authors have
foreseen many problems; both Parkinson's Law and the Peter Principle receive mention.
Eli T. Fathi is vice president of engineering at Pertronics Technology Inc.
Cedric V. W. Armstrong is president of
Tridex Systems Inc. The book is based
on a course for software engineers at
the Ontario Centre for Microelectronics,
Ottawa, Canada.
KOREAN SEMICONDUCTOR
INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
Dataquest Inc.
$2,500/ 150pp

Dataquest's Japanese Semiconductor Industry Service has compiled and analyzed data on Korean companies and
their manufacturing capabilities, support services, and technology. Information presented here includes data on the

STATUS 1986
Integrated Circuit
Engineering Corp.
$245/200pp

The 20th annual issue of this report on
the integrated-circuit industry says that
to survive 1986, companies must increase cooperative efforts in research
and development as well as production.
The report also says that high-density
memories are the product to watch this
year. Status 1986 covers the worldwide
semiconductor market, open-market IC
suppliers, U. S. captive suppliers, technology trends, and more.
THE CREATIVE ENGINEER:
THE ART OF INVENTING
Winston E. Kock
Plenum Press
$25/385pp

Is a creative engineer an oxymoron?
Not according to Winston E. Kock, who
argues in The Creative Engineer that
creativity is more than just a sudden
intuition or feeling—it is asynthesis of
imaginative and technical skills effectively transformed into useful products.
Kock, an inventor and pioneer in
acoustics, electronics, and optics, examines the adventure of inventing, drawing upon his own background. In addition, he suggests methods of nurturing
creativity in engineering. For example,
he strongly suggests pursuing an interdisciplinary curriculum. The combination
of his own interests in music and electronics led him to invent the reedless,
pipeless organ in 1932.
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TI RESURRECTS ITS SOLAR-CELL RESEARCH

A

closed-loop solar energy system that Texas Instruments Inc. once was
developing for homes could emerge as supplementary generating equipment for electric utilities. TI researchers in Dallas have quietly reconfigured the
system so that it might be a suitable alternative to high-cost conventional
generators used mainly for peak-load periods. TI researchers have seen
conversion efficiencies of 12% and expect to reach 15% with improvements
to the highly manufacturable, single-crystal silicon spheres making up the
solar-array collector. TI's solar cell, originally conceived by integrated-circuit
pioneer Jack Kilby, combines silicon photovoltaics and hydrogen bromide fuel
cells. In its new design, TI has unbundled the original system, separating the
hydrobromic-acid electrolyte from the tiny silicon spheres. Separation of the
collectors from the corrosive hydrogen bromide makes for a more manageable system. The spheres generate atrickle current that splits the electrolyte
into hydrogen and liquid bromide, which are later recombined in afuel cell. D
PUMP IMPROVES EFFICIENCIES OF VISIBLE-LIGHT LASERS

Sthe University of Illinois at Urbana have come up with away to pump a
igni fi cantly improved visible-light lasers now are in sight. Researchers at

mercury bromide laser that should dramatically improve output efficiencies,
says lead researcher J. Gary Eden. The technique could improve efficiencies
5to 10 times over today's state of the art, he says. In essence, the method
strips off one of the bromine atoms from mercury bromide gas molecules by
means of alow-power continuous electrical discharge before optical pumping
starts. The resulting diatomic vapor can then be made to lase with about 3.5
eV of energy, compared with about 6.4 eV for a conventionally pumped
triatomic vapor. The Illinois researchers have already measured output conversion efficiencies of 22% in ultraviolet-to-green lasers. That compares with
typical 1% to 2% efficiencies with the conventional approach.
D
LARGEST BUSINESS COMPUTER GOES INTO OPERATION THIS FALL

Sapplication will be up and running at Citibank Corp.'s North East Banking

ometime this fall, the largest computer system ever built for a business

Division headquarters in New York or at its office in Secaucus, N. J. Teradata
Corp. built the 168-processor relational-data-base DBC/1012 model 2, which
will be used for transaction processing and query applications. The Los
Angeles company says its earlier installations average 15 parallel processors.
The peak processing speed of the DBC/1012 model 2 will be 170 million
instructions per second. The system will include 32 interface processors, to
connect it to host computers, and 136 access-module processors, which will
manage data on 136 disk drives holding 515 megabytes each. Teradata uses
Intel's 80286 microprocessor and the 80287 math coprocessor.
0
WAFERSCALE STRIKES DEAL WITH RCA/SHARP ON ASICs

W Sharp Corp. to multisource standard-cell libraries. The agreement covaferscale Integration Inc. is forming an alliance with RCA Corp. and

ers manufacture by RCA of Waferscale's high-speed erasable-programmable
read-only memories, 32-bit-slice processors, and peripherals using its 2-µm
CMOS process. (Sharp acquired aWaferscale license under an earlier deal.)
Waferscale customers will have access to RCA's standard-cell library. The
agreement also extends to joint-venture RCA/Sharp Microelectronics Inc.,
Camas, Wash., which will acquire 7% of Waferscale's outstanding stock.
Waferscale, a privately held Fremont, Calif., company, expects the deal will
extend to its next-generation 1-µm cell libraries as well.
D
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Just what the DoD ordered!
An embedded, parallel
multicomputer with run-time
Ada for less than $50,000.
The new Series 600 and 1200 Flex/32
MultiComputers offer system integrators and
OEMs the best price/performance available in
fifth generation, parallel systems. The Flex/
32's concurrent software provides an Ada realtime, run-time environment as well as an Ada
development environment. The Series 600 and
1200 come in 21-inch high, standard rack
mountable chassis ready for embedding, or in
desk-high cabinetry.
And all of this for less than $50,000 in OEM
quantities.

APPLICATIONS
Command/Control and Communications
Multi-target Radar/Sonar
Flight/Combat/Weapon Simulation
Test Systems
Signal/Image Processing
Artificial Intelligence/Expert Systems
PARALLEL HARDWARE
Multiple Super Minicomputers
Multiple Memories
Multiple Data Paths
Multiple Instruction Paths
Multiple VMEbus I/O Paths
Multiple Built-In-Test
CONCURRENT SOFTWARE
Ada
ConCurrent C
ConCurrent FORTRAN
UNIX System V
Real-time Operating System
Concurrency Simulator

The Series 1200 configured with 8super minicomputers and 33 mb
of memory.

Flexible Computer Corporation
1801 Royal Lane, Bldg. 8; Dallas, Texas USA 75229; (214) 869-1234; TX: 5106001569
Sales Offices: Philadelphia (215) 648-3916; New York (203) 325-9440; Chicago: (312) 654-1125; Los Angebs (213) 640-3322;
San Francisco (415) 593-7044; Washington D.C. (703) 356-8882; Denver 1303) 741-3539; Florida (305) 344-0808.
FLEX/32, ConCurrent Cand ConCurrent FORTRAN are trademarks of Flexible Computer Corporation. UNIX System Vis atrademark of
AT&T Bell Laboratories. Ada is atrademark of the U.S. Government.
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PLAYERS IN CDROM MARKET START TEAMING UP

T

@Mahe prospect of a market that could reach $864 million by 1990 has
i touched off a small flurry of alliances in compact-disk read-only memories.
KnowledgeSet Corp. (formerly Activenture Corp.), Monterey, Calif., and Digital
Audio Disk Corp., Terre Haute, Ind., a wholly owned subsidiary of Sony Corp.
of America, said they will form a joint venture to manufacture finished CDROM
disks from customer-supplied raw data. They made their announcement at
last week's First International Conference on CDROM, sponsored by Microsoft
Corp. In Tokyo, Victor Corp. of Japan announced a similar service that will let
software houses use a premastering system it developed with Optical Media
International, Aptos, Calif. The software houses will produce formatted videotapes, which JVC then converts to CDROMs. In another joint venture announced at the Seattle conference the giant Italian national telecommunications holding company STET has created a new company with Ing. C. Olivetti
& C. to develop telecommunications-related CDROM applications and to distribute them worldwide.
LI
U. S. AND JAPAN MOVE CLOSER TO AN ANTI -DUMPING PACT

J

apanese and U. S. government negotiators need at least one more round
of talks—scheduled for Washington late this month—to figure out how to
monitor production costs and thus keep track of pricing structures for companies charged with dumping chips on the U. S. market. Negotiators have
agreed that action must be taken to stop semiconductor dumping, and after
two days of talks in Tokyo last week, a U. S. official said, "We've narrowed
our differences." One is how to ensure that the Japanese government will
provide production information promptly enough to protect U. S. companies
from being "dumped to death," says the official.
D

NTT TO BUY IBM AND SPERRY EQUIPMENT

N

ippon Telegraph & Telephone Corp., Tokyo, starts its new telegraph
system this week with equipment supplied by U. S. companies. NTT had
sought vendors with the technical know-how to jointly develop new hardware
when it decided to replace its obsolete 25-year-old system. IBM Japan Ltd.
provided the Telegram Exchange Automated System and the Display Controller. Nippon Univac Kaisha Ltd., a subsidiary of Sperry Corp., provided the
Telegram Entry Equipment. NTT says the new system can stem the telegraph
operation's tide of red ink, because the company will abandon its dedicated
telegraph-transmission network and use the packet-switching network it has
set up for data transmission.
0

THE SEMICONDUCTOR OUTLOOK GETS EVEN BRIGHTER

S

igns of an upturn for U. S.-based semiconductor houses continue to pop

up. Last week, Intel Corp. announced it had raised prices of its erasable
programmable read-only memory chips by 25% over November 1985 levels.
The Santa Clara, Calif., company's price hike, combined with similar EPROM
price increases last fall by Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.,
indicates that demand is picking up. Further evidence that the gloom of
several months ago in the chip industry is being swept away comes from
previously skeptical James Barlage, financial analyst for Smith Barney Harris
& Upham, New York. The veteran analyst, who has covered the semiconductor beat for more than a decade, now sees 1986 moving into plus territory,
and says it "marks the beginning of a three-year cycle." Barlage believes that
U. S. companies have 10% gains in store for them this year, with 25%
increases in the picture for 1987 and 1988.
0
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Are you spending too much on your image?
The Competition's IBM PC
Image Processing Boards, $2500-4500.

Data Translation's IBM PC
Image Processing Board, $1495.

Fred Molinari, President

The popular "standard" for video imaging is
512 x512 x8bits.
But ask yourself: do you really need that much
resolution? Chances are, you can get excellent
results from one of our 256 x256 x6bit real-time
processing boards. Which cost considerably less.
These image processors feature high
bandwidth, which provides avery sharp image. And
our boards give you faster processing too, because
the data requirements are reduced.

We could get into short strokes like VCR compatibility, full-functionality-on-one-board, and extensive software support, but we won't waste your time.
The issue here is value. We'll deliver excellent
results for about half the price.
And if you feel you need
512 x512 x8, well, we have
that too.

Call (617) 481-3700

IMAGE PROCESSING CHART

256x 256 x6
Imaging Boards

DT2803
Image Processor

IBM PC

Real-time

Videolab

Yes

$1,495

DT2603
Image Processor

MicroVAX II

Real-time

Coming
soon

Yes

$1,895

See our new 646 pg.
catalog/handbook
or see us in Gold
Book 1986. Or call for
your personal copy today.

DATA TRANSLATION
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc.. 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752 (617) 481-3700 Tlx 951 646
European Headquarters: Data Translation, Ltd., 13 The Business Centre, Molly Minus Lane, Wokiugham Berks, RG112QZ, England TM 851849862 (#D)
International Sales Offices: Australia (61) 2-6635289; Belgium (32) 2-7352135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile (2) 2-253689; China (408) 727-8222,186) 87214017; Denmark (02) 187188;
England (44) 0734-793838; Finland (358) 0-372-144; France (33) 146306839; Greece (30) 031-527039, (30) 13-614300. Hong Kong (852) 3-324563; I
idia (91) 2-231040, I.irael (972)
3-324298; Italy (39) 2349751; Japan (81) 3-502-5550, (81) 3-348-8301, (81) 3-355-1111; Korea (82) 753-3101; Malaysia (60)3-36299; Morocco (21) 9-30-6949; Netherlands (31) 70996360;
New Zealand (61) 2-663-5289; Norway (47)(02) 559050; Peru (51)(14) 31-8060; Philippines 818-0103, 818-3073, 818-4230, Portugal (351) 1545313; Singapore (65) 271-3163; South Africa (27)
12469221; Spain (34) 14558112; Sweden (46) 87617820; Switzerland (41) 17231410 (41) 22360830; Taiwan (86) 2-721-7864, (86) 2-531-2434; West Germany (49) 89809020.
Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation. Inc. IBM PC is aregistered trademark of IBM.
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PRODUCTS NEWarER
HITACHI DRAM CAN CHANGE MEMORY DATA TO VIDEO SIGNALS

Hfeatures

itachi Ltd.'s multiport 64-K-by-4-bit dynamic RAM for video applications
on-chip serial-access memory and a built-in shift register to
provide the conversion to change memory data to video signals. The
HM53461's multiport configuration makes it possible for aCPU to rewrite data
and simultaneously transfer it to the CRT. The DRAM comes in versions with
access times of 100, 120, and 150 ns; the three versions of the on-chip serialaccess memory, configured as 256 words by 4 bits, have minimum cycle
times of 40, 40, and 60 ns. The HM53461 and the HM53462, which adds
graphics processing, will be available in April. In Japan, the HM53461 will
cost $4.72 in lots of 1,000 and the HM53462 will cost $5.00.
D
SIMULATOR-ANALYZER WILL CHECK MAP NETWORKS

Lsoftware problems in

ook for Tekelec Inc. to unveil in May a simulator-analyzer for pinpointing
Manufacturing Automation Protocol networks. The
portable instrument initially will perform automatic simulation and conformance
tests on the Internet and transport protocols of MAP networks. Future developments from the Calabasas, Calif., company will include simulator support for
the session and case kernels of the software. The basic unit will sell for
$25,000, including software.
D
A SAFE WAY TO PROTECT LOW-VOLTAGE DATA LINES

Ecommunications to the data lines. Called Alpha, the 90-V gas-discharge

EV Inc. is bringing the tube surge-arrester technology common in tele-

tube protects low-voltage data lines from transients caused by lightning,
power lines, and static discharge. The hybrid circuits currently used to protect
the lines have been known to cause fires, destroying the equipment they are
supposed to protect. At about $1 each in large quantities, the Alpha costs less
than hybrids. The Elmsford, N. Y., company's three-electrode tube, which
works with secondary protection devices, will be available next month.
0
APPLIED MATERIALS' AUTOMATED REACTOR CUTS PROCESSING TIME

Aeasily into automated wafer-fabrication production lines. The Precision Epi

pplied Materials Inc. is ready to ship an epitaxial reactor that integrates

7010 processes 27 five-in. or 21 six-in, wafers per batch, using only two
thirds the cycle time required by previous systems from the company. The key
to the system's speed is adual-susceptor single-chamber design that permits
off-line wafer loading and unloading and cassette-to-cassette automation. The
Santa Clara, Calif., company's reactor was introduced last week at Semicon
Europa in Zurich and costs $1.2 million to $1.5 million.
D
BIT-SLICE PROCESSORS GET A HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE

Ssoftware tools, is providing users of bit-slice microprocessors with ahightep Engineering, a Sunnyvale, Calif., maker of development systems and

level language system. Up to now, bit-slice processors have been programmed in assembly language. The MetaStep Language System consists of
a definition-processor module to define macroinstructions, constants, and
variables; an assembler to build the microprogram from source code and
instructions; and alinker/debugger. It accepts Advanced Micro Devices Inc.'s
Amdasm source code, a popular microprogramming syntax, as well as its
own C-like language. MetaStep is available in versions for two operating
systems—AT&T Co.'s Unix and IBM Corp.'s PC-DOS--and for Step's own
Step-27 system-development tools. The price for each is $3,000.
D
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NOW A SINGLE CHIP CAN HOLD
A REPROGRAMMABLE SYSTEM
ON-CHIP EEPROM CELLS LET AN IC TEST AND REPROGRAM ITSELF
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

'T he fully self-contained reprogram. mable single-chip system is in sight,
now that Sierra Semiconductor Corp.
has come up with acell family based on
electrically erasable programmable
read-only memory. The cells are used,
not for bulk memory, but for adjustment and control of on-chip linear and
digital cells, and they can be integrated
on achip with Sierra's analog and digital cells.
Distributed across an application-specific integrated circuit, they make possible a whole new class of reprogrammable ASICs — even self-testing and selfadapting chips. Also, such electromechanical parts as switches and potentiometers can be integrated on-chip. Sierra, athree-year-old CMOS specialist, is
apparently the first to perfect the tricky
process of integrating linear, digital logic, and EEPROM technologies in a single standard-cell chip.
Other companies such as Intel, National Semiconductor, NCR, VLSI Technology, and Xicor are working on EEPROM cell technology, but only NCR is
expected to hit the market soon.
The Sierra cells are flip-flops and
latches that look to the designer like
any other logic cell. They have the same
inputs and outputs except for a single
lead that distributes the high-voltage
programming pulse. The cells mesh with
Sierra's standard library, which also includes 33 analog and 237 digital cells.
The EEPROM cells allow the others to
be programmed by the user.
"As few as 16 bits of E2 can allow
the customer to do a tremendous
amount of reconfiguring a digital function," says marketing vice president
Tom Reynolds. "These features can be
added at final test, or the final user can
be allowed to reconfigure a system."
The Sierra cells include a D-type flipflop, a data latch, a set-reset latch, a
high-voltage generator cell (for obtaining an 18-V programming voltage onchip), and two cells to interface with onand off-chip programming voltages.
When functioning as pots and switches
on a board, these cells can trim an onboard operational amplifier's gain, for
14

example, or control an input/output format electronically, just as is done manually with adual in-line package switch.
Other companies have duplicated discrete components with EEPROMs. One
example is Xicor Inc., Milpitas, Calif.,
with its E2POT, an IC version of a potentiometer. But the Sierra cells are distributed on the chip itself, physically
near the element they control, and so do
not require addition of I/O pins for accessing. Xicor has an EEPROM technology agreement with Intel Corp., Santa
Clara, Calif., which is also believed to be
working on EEPROM cells, though Intel
will not comment on them.
NCR Corp.'s Microelectronics Division,
Miamisburg, Ohio, is expected to enter
its EEPROM cell candidates next month:
256-bit arrays that can be used to design
personalized systems. NCR sees applications in encryption as well as controls.
MANY USES. National
Semiconductor
Corp., Santa Clara, has rights to the Sierra integrated EEPROM technology, and
is looking at adding EEPROM modules te
many devices, according to Jim Owens,
vice president of technology at National.
The company's work in this area entails
possible use of the technology as well as
developments from National's memory
group. Owens says EEPROM devices will

probably first be added to microprocessors for programmable microcontrollers,
and he cites possible use in programmable logic arrays, telecommunications circuits, smart cards, analog-to-digital converters, and voltage regulators.
VLSI Technology Inc., San Jose, has a
technology agreement with Sierra
(swapping VTI's digital technology for
Sierra's linear), and it plans to make EEPROM cells. VTI acquired Sierra's design tools, which run on the Digital
Equipment Corp. VAX, the Elxsi 6400,
and Apollo Computer Inc. work stations.
But the agreement with Sierra does not
cover EEPROM, and VTI will not announce its own products this year.
Sierra's CMOS process was designed
from the ground up to be compatible
with linear, digital logic, and memory
circuits. Usually, the three different circuit types use different processes.
Sierra's basic process is 2-1m n-well
CMOS, with asingle layer of polysilicon
and up to two layers of metal. A second
layer of poly is used in analog cells. The
EEPROM technology is an additional
module, and the EEPROM cells are ruggedized by a patented Sierra design so
that they can be placed anywhere on the
chip and be immune to the various types
of signals coming from their neighbors.
The 1-bit EEPROM is
the most flexible of the
new Sierra cells, but the
EEPROM CELLS
least efficient in terms of
(DIP SWITCHES, POTENTIO
space; cells are 500 pin
METERS, AND NONVOLATILE
STORAGE REGISTERS
wide by 72 j.tm high. Sierra
AND ARRAYS)
is also designing byte-wide
on-chip EEPROMs and
ANALOG
DIGITAL
small one- and two-dimenAND
AND
sional arrays that double
EEPROM
EEPROM
and quadruple the efficiency, says design vice president Andrew G. Varadi.
Uses for the new cells,
ANALOG CELLS
DIGITAL CELLS
Reynolds says, include
(ADCs, DACs,
(LOGIC FROM
AMPLIFIERS,
NAND GATES TO
ANALOG
ASIC DACs, smart teleCOMPARATORS,
PROCESSORS)
AND
communications
chips,
FILTERS, AND
DIGITAL
OSCILLATORS)
power-failure
detectors,
oscillators, and applications that let users program supervisory functions.
-Clifford Barney
TRIPLE. Sierra cell library integrates three key technologies.
and Eve Bennett
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IS E-BEAM LITHOGRAPHY FINALLY READY?
HAYWARD, CALIF.

E

lectron-beam technology appears
Iready to move into the commercial
marketplace, thanks to aboost from the
Very High-Speed Integrated Circuits program. Perkin-Elmer Corp. is promising
to ship a working production unit this
month, with a second to follow in two
weeks. It says it has overcome the defects and delays that have plagued the
prototype system, which can directly
write circuit features as small as 0.5 gm.
The Aeble 150 may have abright commercial future because of its high wafer
throughput. Perkin-Elmer specifies the
machine at up to 12 six-in, wafers or up
to 20 four-in, wafers per hour. High
throughput is critical for e-beam processing, says consultant Dan Hutcheson
of VLSI Research Inc., San Jose, Calif.,
because 20 wafers/h is the point at
which e-beam technology becomes costcompetitive with optical steppers.
"If Perkin-Elmer can build [the Aeble
150], they have aready-made market for
it," Hutcheson says. "E-beam could be a
major revolution in lithography for the
application-specific market. For the first
time, users will be able to do on-the-fly
customization of wafers at reasonable
cost without having to go to areticle."
The first two Aeble 150s will be used
to build chips in the Defense Department's VHSIC program. TRW Inc. has
ordered one. The prototype will remain
at Perkin-Elmer's Electron Beam Technology Division in Hayward, but will
eventually be delivered to Hughes Research Laboratory, Malibu, Calif., also
for VHSIC applications.
Building the Aeble 150 has been no
cinch. Direct-write e-beam technology

has areputation as one of the toughest
and costliest to implement in electronics.
It combines five exotic technologies—
laser optics, high-precision measurement, vacuum technology, electron optics, and sophisticated computer control.
Although the Perkin-Elmer prototype
has been in use for over a year, the
production version has been delayed by
software problems and the reported inability of the prototype to meet specifications at the high throughput rate. The
software problems have been "substantially resolved," according to Harold
Borkan, deputy director of the Electronic Technology and Devices Laboratory,
the lead Army lab for VHSIC.

At 20 wafers an hour,
e-beam systems can
compete with steppers
But Perkin-Elmer's real difficulty,
outside sources say, was in obtaining
the proper acuity of lines and registration of patterns on the wafer. This problem affects the ability of digital-to-analog converters to steer the beam properly and get it to settle on one spot.
VULNERABLE. The Aeble 150 is particularly sensitive to such problems because
it uses a shaped beam, so it can write
triangles and squares directly, and uses
awrite-on-the-fly technique in which the
beam's motion is correlated with the
continuous motion of the stage carrying
the wafers.
Performance problems with Hughes
Aircraft's prototype could be traced to
contamination in both building and us-

ing the equipment, says Charles
Biechler, general manager of PerkinElmer's Electron Beam Division. "It has
not been in a clean environment," he
says. "In fact, even to give it a class
10,000 label is probably a euphemism.
There have been Hughes and PerkinElmer engineers crawling all over it."
Contamination causes a charging of
the electron beam so that it tends to
wander. The production machine, adds
Biechler, was built and maintained in a
clean room rated better than class 100.
Perkin-Elmer's delivery promises are
raising skepticism in some quarters—
TRW does not expect to receive its Aeble 150 until April 28. However, Biechler
maintains that Perkin-Elmer has overcome its production difficulties, and that
not only can it meet specifications at a
high throughput, it can beat them. "This
is going to be a super machine—performing consistently at 0.5-p,m and even
0.25-gm geometries."
The equipment isn't cheap—a production model costs about $3 million, more
than three times as much as optical
steppers. Still, Perkin-Elmer expects to
sell anumber of Aeble 150s in the commercial market. European Silicon Structures, a consortium of six European
companies with some outside venture
capital, has announced its intention of
buying 10 e-beam machines, some of
them Aeble 150s. Another machine is
reportedly slated for aJapanese customer. "We continue to book orders at a
satisfactory rate," Perkin-Elmer told its
stockholders on Jan. 31.
By awarding a VHSIC contract for a
0.5-g.tm optical stepper to GCA Corp. of
Burlington, Mass., last fall, the DOD en-

READY TO ROLL. Perkin-Elmer plans to ship this month the first high-throughput Aeble 150 electron-beam system for 0.5-gm work.
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anomalies are meaningful, says William
B. Mitchell, president of TI's Defense
Systems & Electronics Group, which
builds HARM. "If anyone tears something down and you have 15 or 20 people looking at stuff under 10-power microscopes, you are going to see something that you judgmentally think
should look different. The color might
be different than you are used to seeing
or the lead is crimped differently."
In the teardown, defects were listed
MILITARY
as surface cracks on solder joints and
nicks or scrapes on components, say
Navy officials, who received the audit
report from certified inspectors at TI's
plant. HARM is TI's biggest weapon
contract, accounting for roughly 10% of
its total defense equipment sales, and
Pentagon officials say the missile could
have a lifetime value of more than $5
billion.
ON TARGET. The Navy emphasizes the
TI-built missile has had higher-thanspecified reliability in captive flight (under the wing of an aircraft). Since last
May, all 12 test firings of the HARM
have been successful. To reach this level
of reliability, software deficiencies were
CRACKS. Soldering "nonconformances" temporarily halted HARM acceptance.
corrected, the missile's radar-tracking
abilities were expanded, and its trajecLEWISVILLE, TEXAS
tion by the government, which has shut
tories reshaped. HARM operates by
ne HARM missile is caught in a
locking onto enemy radar emissions and
down contractor factories for far fewer
Washington dispute over the Navy's
infractions. The incident has rekindled
is aimed primarily at attacking surfacemild reaction to a report detailing dedebate on inconsistencies in weapons into-air weapon systems.
HARM's guidance-and-control system
fects in a missile built by a Texas Inspections and crackdowns on defense
struments Inc. plant in Lewisville.
contractors.
contains some 42,000 solder joints and
connections. The 881 minor discrepancies
Miffed HARM backers complain politics
In 1984, Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Phoeand program sniping within the armed
nix missile facility in Tucson, Ariz., was
fell into 17 categories of nonconformances and anomalies considered unlikeservices are behind the dispute.
shut down after defects were found durThe squabble stems from a February
ly to impair long-term reliability. The miing an inspection. "When the Air Force
teardown of aHARM (high-speed antirainspected the Phoenix we found 68 denor flaws were "indications of the need
diation missile) by inspectors working
for process improvement," says the
fects, and that closed Hughes down. We
for the Navy. The inspectors reported
should be more consistent, at least,"
Navy Air Systems Command (Navair),
which oversees the HARM program.
881 minor defects and 28 more serious
says Thomas S. Amlie, assistant for
flaws in the guidance and control sectechnical systems in the Air Force office
While assembly continued last month,
tions of a missile Most of the flaws
the Navy halted acceptance of HARM
of financial management in Washington.
were in solder joints.
Willis Willoughby, the
systems for about three
TI, sole supplier of the $300,000 radarin order to reach
Navy's executive direcPlants have been weeks
seeking missile, insists the anomalies
tor of reliability, mainan agreement with TI to
and defects pose no long-term danger to
shut down for far add new quality-control
tainability, and quality
HARM's reliability. In Washington,
assurance, says he has
The Navy also
fewer infractions steps.
plans to perform more
Navy officials defended HARM's brief
reviewed the findings of
environmental tests betrack record and the decision to keep
the teardown and bemissiles in production last month despite
lieves "they weren't problems of any
fore deploying the weapons.
the long list of deficiencies. They say
magnitude. It is overreaction." WilTI quickly agreed to extend its threethat the teardown uncovered no critical
loughby has supervised previous audits
year warranty to cover missiles built
mission-threatening defects.
of missile systems.
with 1984 appropriations but not previOFF GUARD. The unexpected disclosure
For the record, Navy officials decline
ously included under a two-year-old extensive weapons guarantee. (TI has
of the audit during a late-February
to comment on alleged infighting. They
House defense-appropriations subcomhave issued a statement acknowledging
pushed down the price of the missile
mittee hearing angered TI officials in
that the inspectors did record a large
from $589,000 in 1982; fiscal 1986 purDallas and caught some Navy program
number of apparent "nonconformances"
chases will be for $266,000.) The Navy's
request for an extended warranty is "a
managers off guard. Most believe the
to MIL STD WS6536. Cited discrepanreport was blown out of proportion. Just
very measured response to our contraccies included more than two dozen
how the subcommittee got acopy of the
termed major, meaning those that may
tor that it has to do better," says Capt.
report has not been made public.
have "some potential to affect long-term
Larry E. Kaufman, Navy HARM proSome officials in the Pentagon and in
reliability of the missile."
gram manager.
the defense industry suggest that 909
Much of the problem with inspecting
The Navy emphasizes the February
reported deficiencies merit stronger acsolder defects is determining whether
audit is still in progress and a final recouraged speculation that it was straying from its five-year dedication to ebeam technology for VHSIC. The optical
stepper could be used for high-volume
production of chips developed on e-beam
systems.
But the ETD Lab's Borkan denies
that there was any conflict within the
DOD with respect to e-beam technology.
"The VHSIC program is supporting

three types of lithography equipment—
electron-beam, optical, and X-ray," he
says. "Electron beam has the highest
resolution but is slowest in terms of wafers-per-hour throughput." As for the
GCA contract, he adds, "one cannot predict whether the optical approach can do
the entire lithography required for 0.5pm devices, or if it will be used in a
mix-and-match mode." -Clifford Barney

MISSILE TEARDOWN AT TI
STIRS SERVICE SQUABBLE
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port won't be ready until the end of
March. The number of discrepancies
could drop. Meanwhile, the Navy is
withholding payments of $50,000 per
missile until environmental tests are
complete.
At least one action planned by TI to
ensure greater soldering reliability is
certification and increased use of anew

infrared-laser inspection system, which
quickly detects faulty connections by
tracking thermal signatures of cooling
joints. The system is made by Vanzetti
Systems Inc., Stoughton, Mass.
One move the Navy might make
would end TI's monopoly on HARM's
guidance-and-control system, which
represents about 48% of the missile's

cost. The Navy is thinking of replacing
the HARM's system in 1990 with one
that will have multiple sources—the
low-cost Seeker guidance-and-control
system. Ford Aerospace & Communications Corp. and Raytheon Co. hold
development contracts for the new
Seeker system.
—J. Robert Lineback
and George Leopold

RESEARCH

BUDGET FIGHT THREATENS R&D FUNDING
tagon R&D budget is classified.
ministration's original proposal is the
The Very High Speed Integrated Cirlowest in his 20 years in Washington.
overnment and university officials
In figures supplied by the Office of cuits program will take a 34.2% cut, to
Ihasee bleak prospects for research
$132 million, in budget authority next
Management and Budget, $42 billion of
and development, despite the Reagan
year as the Pentagon seeks "about $150
the proposed $61 billion for R&D comes
administration's proposed 17% increase
million and probably more" for the GaAs
from a Pentagon request for research,
for R&D to $61 billion in fiscal 1987.
development, testing, and evaluation
analog ICs through its Microwave/MilliMore than half of that total would go to
funding. That figure includes funds for
meter-Wave Monolithic Integrated Cirelectronics R&D. The officials fear that
cuits [Mimic] effort. Deputy under secrethe Strategic Defense Initiative, and
the pressure of possible mandatory cuts
tary Carter calls the Mimic program "the
only the research segment of SDI has
under the Gramm-Rudman deficit-reducdropped in fiscal 1987—from just over
eyes and ears" of next-generation weaption act could force the R&D proposal
$1 billion to $986 million. Congress has
on systems, with specifications comparainto a game of "budget chicken" beble to submicron VHSIC chips.
tween the administration and Congress.. criticized the Pentagon budget proposal
NSF INCREASE. Elsewhere, the NSF will
for failing to recognize the limitations
The result could be a substantial cutimposed by the specter of Gramm-Ruddevote more funding to computing proback in funds, many observers feel.
grams if it gets the $1.5 billion requestman cuts [Electronics,
President Reagan coned for 1987. Its fiscal 1986 funds were
Feb. 10, 1986, p. 42].
siders the R&D budget a
DOD's shielding
$1.3 billion before the 4.9% Gramm-RudGramm-Rudman cuts
high priority and will
man cut. The funding request for the
lopped $3 million from
of SDI hurt
support
new
starts
NSF's Advanced Scientific Computing
Pentagon R&D in fiscal
across the board, says.
other research
program jumped from $45 million last
1986, says Donald I. CarJohn P. McTague, acting
year to just under $54 million, says Carl
ter, deputy under secreWhite House science adW. Hall, deputy assistant director for
tary of defense for research and adviser, who appeared at an R&D budget
engineering. The computer directorate,
briefing sponsored by the Institute of vanced technology. Because the Pentawhich will be separate from the adgon chose to shield SDI from budget
Electrical and Electronics Engineers in
vanced computing group and absorb
cuts, other research suffered. Most nolate February. This year's R&D request
NSF's computer engineering group, will
table is the Defense Advanced Research
includes increases for the Department
Projects Agency, which took about a cost about $100 million, says Hall.
of Defense, the National Aeronautics
NASA, which will probably submit
10% reduction, rather than the Grammand Space Administration, and the Nasupplemental 1986 and 1987 requests to
Rudman basic across-the-board cut of
tional Science Foundation. The Pentagon
account for the loss of the space shutwill start aprogram to develop gallium
4.9%. Carter acknowledged under questle Challenger, still looks to spend $410
tioning that Darpa sustained a double
arsenide integrated circuits, and the
million on the second phase of space
whammy, but says the DOD will try to
NSF plans to establish a new computer
station development. Moreover, the emrecover that loss this time around.
directorate within a few months.
A large increase in confidential, or
battled agency is now seeking space
R&D RISE. Most researchers, however,
station contributions from the Europe"black budget," items during the Readiscount the chance of abudget hike. In
an Communities, the European Space
gan years has made it more difficult to
fact, they think when the ax starts chopAgency, and the Japanese and Canadidiscern trends in Pentagon R&D. A reping, basic research will be the first to
an governments, adds Dudley G. Mccent National Journal magazine study
go. Yet McTague maintains that reConnell, deputy associate administrator
estimates that 11.:) of the current Pensearch is second only to general defense
funding as the fastest growing budget
FEDERAL R&D SPENDING TO GROW IN THE MILITARY SECTOR
component, and says that funding has
swung more heavily toward basic reFiscal 1987
Fiscal 1986
Department
search in recent years. He acknowl41,823"
Defense-military functions
33,485*
edges that basic-research funds to uni4,886
4,785
Department of Energy
versities, which were cut for fiscal 1986
4,051
3,594
NASA
under Gramm-Rudman, would not have
been cut by the administration and were
1,508
1,334
National Science Foundation
victims of a "mindless process."
277
364
Transportation
Other government officials at the
297
380
Commerce
briefing were less optimistic. Joel Snow,
7,961
8,084
Other
director of the Energy Department's Of60,803
52,026
Total
fice of Energy Research, says the likeli'Obligation
estimates
in
$
millions
hood that the budget will emerge from
SOURCE U S OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
Congress looking anything like the adWASHINGTON
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W ECOULD HAVE

CALLED IT A
32-BU
10PROCESSJR.

W ECOULD HAVE
CALLED IT A
C'OMPUirr 1G I

W ECOULD HAVE
CALLED IT THE FIRST
CONCURREI
SOLUTION

I
NSTEAD

WE CALL IT THE

INMOS introduces the transputer family. A
range of evaluation boards for the first transputers
is available now.
The transputer is afast, easy to use VLSI component designed for applications ranging from
single microprocessor systems to supercomputers.
The IMS T414 is the first transputer, integrating
a32 bit microprocessor, four inter-transputer
communication links, 2Kbytes of RAM, a32 bit
memory interface and amemory controller onto a
CMOS chip.
The microprocessor runs at 10 MIPS and is
designed specifically for the execution of high
level languages. It combines direct support for
multi-tasking, floating point, block transfer and
record handling with sub-microsecond procedure
call and task switching.
Each transputer link provides afull duplex,
10 Mbits/sec, point to point connection with an on
chip DMA controller Links are used for intertransputer communication or, via an INMOS Link
Adaptor, interfacing to industry standard byte
wide peripherals.
The memory interface provides access to a
linear 4Gbyte address space at adata transfer rate
of up to 25 Mbytes/sec.
Transputers are designed for ease of engineering. All transputer family devices operate from
asingle 5Mliz clock input, which is used to derive
high speed internal clocks for all on chip systems.
When transputers are directly connected via
links, additional components are not necessary.
Independent or common clocking can be used,
regardless of timing skew.
The configurable memory controller also
requires no external components. It provides all
TRANSPUTER PRODUCTS
IMS T414

32 Bit, 2Kbyte RAM, 4Ransputer links

IMS 1212

16 Bit, 2Kbyte RAM, 4Transputer links

IMS C001

Transputer Link Adaptor, Separate
8-Bit input and output

IMS 0002

Transputer Link Adaptor, Multiplexed

the necessary timing and refresh signals for
memory systems, comprising any mix of ROM,
SRAM, DRAM and memory mapped peripherals.
Transputers are designed for ease of programming. INMOS offers development systems
which provide integrated editing, compiling and
source level debugging for both single and
multiple transputer applications, using C, Pascal,
Fortran and occam.
In applications requiring only asingle computing element, the transputer's speed, minimal
support component requirements and programming efficiency provide significant cost/
performance advantages over conventional
microprocessors.
Systems of any size can be built from interconnected transputers, using the links. The same
program can be configured to run on one, tens or
thousands of transputers allowing asimple trade
off between performance and cost.
The transputer family already includes 32 bit
and 16 bit transputers, peripheral controllers,
evaluation boards and development tools. Start
assessing its capability for yourself now with an
IMS T414 evaluation board.
INMOS Corporation, PO. Box 16000. Colorado Spnngs, Colorado 80935,
USA. Tel (303)630-4000 Tx: (910)920-4904
INMOS Limited, Whitetnars. Lewins Mead, Bnstol. U.K. BSI 2NP.
Tel: 0272 290861 Tx: 444723.
INMOS GmbH, Danziger Strasse 2.8057 Eching, West Germany.
Tel -089 319 10 28 Tx: 522645.
INMOS Sarl, Immeuble Monaco. 7Rue Le Corbusier, Siltc 219,
94518 Rungis Cedex, France. Tel: (1) 687.22.01. Tx: 201 222.

r

For acomplete data pack on the Transputer and its
support products, fill in the response coupon, and
post to INMOS Corporation PO, Box 16000
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80935, USA.
For faster response, call (303) 630-4000
Name
Title
Company
Street/PO address

8-Bit input/output
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

City/State/Zip

¡MS D100

1NMOS Transputer Development System

Country

¡MS D600

Transputer Development Software. VAX-VMS

Telephone

¡MS D700

Transputer Development Software, IBM-PC
EVALUATION BOARDS

¡MS B001

Double Eurocard.1MS T414.

El Please send Transputer data pack

E Please have asalesman call
Ill 1am interested in ordering an Evaluation Board

64 Kbyte RAM. 2xRS232C ports
IMS B002

Double Eurocard, IMS T414,

IMS B004

IBM-PC add on card, ¡MS T414,

2Mbyte RAM. 2xRS232C ports
1Mbyte RAM
irnos eIMS and occam are trademarks of the INMOS Group of Companies.

ºAllOS ®

TRANSPUTER FAMILY
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for space and science applications.
Fiscal 1986 R&D for NASA calls for
$3.6 billion, and the 1987 proposal earmarks just over $4 billion. McConnell
says NASA will give priority to presidential initiatives, such as the space station, over more commercial uses, such
as satellite launchings.

Research officials, meanwhile, wonder
how to generate congressional support
for the proposed R&D increases. Administration science adviser McTague urges
them to promote basic research as a
"generic activity, not just single projects," while emphasizing the short-term
payoffs of research. -George Leopold

PACKAGING

A LASER PACKAGE BREAKS
AWAY FROM THE CROWD
MURRAY HILL, N.J.

packaging

is usually one of the more
r- mundane features of high-speed laser devices, but as the song from Porgy
and Bess goes, "it ain't necessarily so."
AT&T Co.'s new Astrotec line of lasers
comes in a 12-pin multilayer ceramic
package that helps the laser run faster
than it can in the usual metal packages.
Multiple layers of patterned metal
sandwiched between ceramic layers
form the connections inside the package.
These patterned-metal connections can
be made with very low impedance to
bring microwave-frequency signals to
the indium gallium arsenide lasers,
which run at up to 1.7 Gb/s.
"We had to make an optical coupling
and amicrowave coupling to the laser at
the same time," says Alfred Zacharias,
supervisor of device packaging at the
Lightwave Devices Laboratory at
AT&T's Bell Laboratories. That, he
maintains, had never been done before.
Lasers are typically housed in metal
packages, in part because the metal acts
as a heat sink, helping to diffuse the
heat generated by the laser. But to
achieve data rates up to 1.7 Gb/s, researchers at Bell Labs had to change
their thinking. "We tried," says Zacharias, recalling attempts to use the older
packages. "But we don't think it's possible to build astandard package [of this
type] for acommunication system."
PATTERNED LAYERS. Instead, Zacharias
and others looked to the ceramic packages used in high-speed microwave devices. "The multilayer ceramic package
allows you to intersperse layers of metal with ceramic using high-temperature
bonding techniques," says Richard Dickson, director of the Lightwave Device
Laboratory. "The metal layers can be
patterned." Within the package, the laser is wire-bonded to the metal layers
within the ceramic shell.
A shielded strip transmission line, or
strip line, is built into the package. The
line, says Zacharias, "allows us to control the impedance in the leads," which
makes for better transmission at high
rates. The package's terminated lines establish an impedance match between the
20

laser and the high-speed data terminal
to which it is connected. "The biggest
advantage is at high frequencies, where
the impedance of the leads is most important," Dickson says.
By using multilayer ceramics, AT&T
was able to eliminate the glass-to-metal
seals around the leads used to hermetically seal standard metal packages. In
the Astrotec packages, Zacharias says,
"the leads that come through the package walls are part of the ceramic itself,"
so there is no need for an extra seal.
He denies that aceramic substrate is
hard to cool; he says that the alumina
ceramic material in the package is no
worse aconductor of heat than the alloy

Kovar, the most common laser packaging material. To cool the Astrotec devices, AT&T built athermoelectric cooler into the package to keep the laser
from overheating, which is standard
procedure. A copper-tungsten plate with
an expansion coefficient identical to that
of the ceramic shell was also added to
the back of the package to radiate heat.
Dickson does not know why multilayer ceramic technology has not been used
before; it has been available for some
time. "The reasons may be relatively
mundane," he says. "Metal packages
are easier to machine. But once the
technology is stabilized, the cost advantage of the ceramic package will become
more evident. Ceramic is typically less
expensive than the analogous metal
package."
-Tobias Naegele

MATCHED. Laser package brings the signal
in on alow-impedance transmission line.

COMPANIES

NOW BELGIUM HAS ITS OWN
PLAYER IN THE IC GAME
dence on imports to satisfy the semiconductor needs of its electronic equipment
manufacturers. Mietec is no mere token
entry in the European IC market. Just
now ramping up to full production in
Oudenaarde, it churns out
chips in five different
technologies at a collective rate of 1,000 wafers
per week. The startup already has the equipment
to more than double that
figure and could triple it
to some 150,000 wafers
per year by adding more
gear in its spacious
factory.
Mietec was cofounded
by the GIMV, a ventureand development-capital
company owned by the
state of Flanders, and ITT
Corp.'s Belgian subsidiary, Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co. (BTM). The
two own, respectively,
49% and 49.5% of the comWHISTLE CLEAN. Critical fab operations, such as photolithog- pany's equity. The remainraphy, are carried out in Mietec's class 10 clean room.
ing 1.5% is held by bankOUDENAARDE, BELGIUM

B

elgium at last has anative integrateedd--cciirrccuuiitt maker. The startup, called
Mietec, owes its existence in part to the
government's desire to end total depen-
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"In ASIC, the customer has to
be more than ajob number!'
"What do application specific IC
(ASIC) users need? We've been
answering that question for 20 years
and three basic beliefs hold fast.

Finally, to keep customers ahead,
we must be aleader in design
technology. Our cell-compilation
work is the natural next step.

One, no single ASIC option is
optimal for every circuit. So we
developed them all—gate arrays,
standard cells, and cell-based
custom.

Keeping pace with change is
one of the hardest skills to learn.
Gould AMI is leading the pack. Our
customers have the advantage:'

Two, we can't expect customers to
adapt to us. So we assembled the
most flexible design interfaces in
ASIC. Including gate array and cell
libraries for workstations, PC-based
systems and most others.

To optimize your ASICs, call us at
408-554-2311. Gould Inc., Semiconductor Division, manufacturer
of Gould AMI semiconductors.

Gould AMI ASIC:
Depend on it.

High Performance Solutions in Factory Automation, Computers,
Instrumentation, Defense and Semiconductors.
Circle 21 on reader service card
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HIGH TECH IN FLANDERS. Mietec's IC plant at Oudenaarde currently turns out 1,000 wafers aweek in amix of five different technologies.
ing interests. The company is part of a
broader microelectronics initiative fostered by the Flanders government. That
plan already has produced aworld-class
research laboratory in Leuven called
IMEC, for Interuniversity Microelectronic Center, a spin-off of the Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven's electrical engineering department [Electronics Week,
Oct. 1, 1984, p. 18].
The government chose not to fund
Mietec, as it did IMEC. Given the realities of the merchant semiconductor business, it believed, the IC startup would
need the firm support of an equipment
manufacturer that would also be a major customer, principally at the outset.
That necessity meshed perfectly with
BTM's need for areliable source of the
proprietary ICs used in its telecommunications systems.
Most of Mietec's production, therefore, is for BTM, but managing director
Jean-Pierre Liebaut makes no apologies
for that situation. He reasons that BTM
and its orders not only give his company
the initial volume needed to get production off the starting block, but also offers Mietec a strategic opportunity unusual for any startup.
"From BTM, we've inherited a remarkable library of analog cells, and
that will be one of the key points of
Mietec's success," he says. "Our strategy is to serve the market for application-specific ICs, but particularly for
those applications, like telecommunications, where analog processing or an analog interface is necessary. There aren't
enough IC manufacturers who are
aware that the world is not digital."
To serve the analog market, Mietec
has an impressive array of tools. Its current production, for example, is distributed across five different IC technologies: 5- and 3-µm n-MOS; 3-µm CMOS
with three interconnection layers, one
metal and two polysilicon; dielectric-isolation high-voltage MOS that can withstand up to 400 V; and 8-1.tm BiMOS
integrating both bipolar and MOS transistors on the same substrate.
BTM developed the first four processes
22

at its pilot line in Antwerp, which was
shut down in favor of Mietec's production. The last comes from a technologyexchange accord with Sprague Electric
Co., Lexington, Mass. In return, Sprague
probably will get access to Mietec's highvoltage MOS technology. The two companies' versions of bipolar-MOS processes
are compatible, giving each a valuable
second source in the ASIC market.
Mietec's state-of-the-art fabrication
lines—including a class 10 clean
room—spread over an 80,000-meter2
area. Production is oriented toward 4in. wafers, but all equipment is compatible with 5-in. wafers. The company

has more than 300 employees.
One of the company's first strategies
will be to loosen its dependence on BTM.
Liebaut figures that by 1988, the parent
company's share of Mietec's production
will be down to no more than 25%. That
is also the year in which Mietec will
move into the black, he projects.
Meanwhile, Mietec is working at full
speed on developing proprietary computer-aided design tools based on BTM's analog cells as well as cells developed inhouse. It will then distribute the CAD
tools to its design centers as well as put
them directly into the hands of its best
customers.
—Robert T Gallagher

MATERIALS

U. S. SEEKS OWN SOURCE
OF ULTRAPURE SILICON
PITTSBURGH

Westinghouse Electric Corp. is movW

ing to fill what many believe to be
aserious gap in U. S. silicon technology.
It is developing production capability for
ultrapure, 5-in.-diameter crystals grown
by the floating-zone technique that significantly reduces the number of contaminating oxygen atoms.
The Westinghouse effort could be
strategically critical to the U. S., and it's
being encouraged by the Department of
Defense. The company says it has already spent $2 million of its own money
and now hopes to attract nearly $5 million from the DOD and others.
The technology is not new, but it is
expensive, and so the only U. S. maker
of the ultrapure silicon got out of the
business in mid-1984. Only three companies—two in Japan and one in West Germany—now produce the material.
The DOD relies on floating-zone silicon
for use in not only infrared detectors but
also power devices for electromagnetic
weapons launchers and other gear.
What's more, the high-voltage blocking
and current-switching capabilities of devices built on large-diameter floating-

zone wafers may be necessary in directed-energy weapons planned for the Strategic Defense Initiative, says Noel Thomas, manager of materials growth and
device technology at the Westinghouse
Research & Development Center. With
power devices, larger-diameter floatingzone wafers translate directly to an ability to build higher-current devices, he
notes. "We're looking for high purity
and high uniformity."
Unlike conventional Czochralski silicon-growth methods, in which the crystal is pulled from a silicon melt contained in aquartz crucible, floating-zone
technology relies on a containerless approach. A polysilicon rod is fused with
a single crystalline seed and is then
moved progressively through a heated
coil, which creates amolten zone that is
held in place by surface tension and converted into single-crystal material.
PURER. Though more difficult and costly
than the Czochralski technique, the floating-zone method eliminates the crucible
that adds to oxygen contamination in
Czochralski-grown silicon, says Thomas.
The oxygen-atom count typically is 10' 8/
cm2 in conventional Czochralski-grown
Electronics/ March 10, 1986

"Why compromise in ASIC,
when you don't have to?"
"Don't let anyone tell you an ASIC
is an ASIC is an ASIC.
If that were true, you'd only need one
choice of application specific ICs.
But an ASIC solution is more than a
gate array. Or astandard cell. Or a
cell-based custom circuit. These are
simply different approaches to
your system solution.
Time-to-market, development cost
and performance needs make
every application unique. So no
single ASIC option can work best
every time.
There's no problem, though, unless
your vendor offers just one basic

ASIC option. You'll get an ASIC
design all right, but odds are it won't
be the optimal one.
At Gould AMI, you don't have to
compromise. We offer the complete
continuum of ASIC options. Iknow
some vendors make you do ASIC
their way. It's just not our way."
To optimize your ASICs, call us at
408-554-2311. Gould Inc., Semiconductor Division, manufacturer
of Gould AMI semiconductors.

Gould AMI ASIC:
Depend on it.

High Performance Solutions in Factory Automation, Computers,
Instrumentation, Defense and Semiconductors.
Circle 23 on reader service card

Bruce Bourbon
VP Marketing
Gould AMI
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silicon, and 10' 7 for advanced magnetic
Czochralski-produced material. This is
fine for low-current devices, but the
higher resistivity needed for high-current
power semiconductors and IR detectors
calls for fewer oxygen defects. The floating-zone growth technique keeps contamination to the 10' 5 range.
The relatively small market for floating-zone materials, coupled with fierce
pricing competition from Japanese and
West German companies, prompted
Monsanto Co. to get out of the floatingzone business. The move may have
made sense for Monsanto, which decided to focus on its high-volume, highergrowth Czochralski business. But some
DOD officials and other users of highcurrent power semiconductor devices
are worried about depending on foreign
sources for the material.
Thomas says Westinghouse plans to
fire up its floating-zone furnace in about
three months for the first time. Currently, the only companies producing leading-edge 4- and 5-in, floating-zone ingots
are Shin-Etsu Chemical Co. and Komatsu Electronic Metals Co. in Japan
and West Germany's Wacker-Chemie
GmbH, say industry sources. "As soon

as they [Monsanto] got out of the business, we [U. S. device makers] couldn't
get the material. There were 12- to 15month delays and it was aseller's market," complains Narain Hingorani, director of the transmission department for
the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRD, an R&D funding organization
sponsored by the power-utility industry.
The supply situation now seems to be
easing, says Thomas Nowalk, an adviso-

Westinghouse plans to
fire up its floating-zone
furnace in three months
ry engineer at Powerex Inc., a Youngwood, Pa., joint venture of Westinghouse, GE, and Mitsubishi. "We've gotten some engineering quantities of 5-in.
floating-zone wafers, and 4-in, wafers
are now commercially available."
Nevertheless, the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency plans to provide funding for the Westinghouse effort, probably by late in the current fiscal year ending Sept. 30, says Richard
A. Reynolds, director of Darpa's de-

fense sciences office. The ultimate
amount could be affected by GrammRudman budget cuts, Reynolds says.
But he adds that Darpa hopes to work
toward the $1 million annual level proposed by Westinghouse for the course
of its planned three-year effort.
Westinghouse also expects to get
funding from the Army and an Air Force
program that is working on how to increase the purity of polysilicon, says
Thomas. Also, EPRI may provide about
$750,000 over three years, contingent on
adequate funding from Darpa or others
to ensure areasonable chance of the project's success, Hingorani says. "If they
[Westinghouse] don't commercialize the
process, then our interest isn't there."
Today's high-current devices based on
4-in, floating-zone silicon wafers can
block about 5,000 V and switch about 100
MW, says Thomas. But after three
years, Westinghouse aims to produce
high-quality 5-in, floating-zone wafers to
support devices capable of 20,000-V
blocking and switching up to 500 MW, he
says. Westinghouse will start by growing 4-in, crystals but expects to begin
producing 5-in. ingots about 18 months
into the project.
-Wesley R. Iversen

A WAY TO MAKE OXYGEN-RICH WAFERS
TOKYO

S

ometimes oxygen-rich wafers can be a
boon to chip makers, and so Sony
Corp. has moved in the opposite direction
and modified its magnetic-field crystalpulling technology to produce wafers
with an extra dose of oxygen in the single-crystal lattice. The oxygen-rich wafers
should be good for fabricating memory
and bipolar analog chips because they
provide intrinsic gettering, capturing the
metallic contaminants in the melt.
The technique produces lower defect
densities at the wafer surface than is
possible with aconventional Czochralski
process, so the high-oxygen wafers
promise higher device yields. Sony expects to use these wafers in memory
production soon.
The new process is based on one Sony
developed about six years ago. Called
magnetic-field Czochralski, or MCZ, the
process uses a vertical or horizontal
magnetic field to suppress motion in the
melt [Electronics, July 3, 1980, p. 83].
The company's patent claims also apply
to other semiconductor materials—the
process is being used by Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Corp. to grow gallium arsenide, for example. Sony has already licensed MCZ to Monsanto Co. in
the U. S. and several Japanese wafer
manufacturers.
The controlled MCZ environment
means process parameters can be varied
24

to tailor characteristics for different devices. It can reduce oxygen atoms in the
crystal lattice to about 10% of the number found in conventional wafers—or it
can increase them. Such parts as power
thyristors and charge-coupled-device
sensors benefit from low oxygen content, but others accrue more benefits
from added oxygen.
New MCZ process conditions enable ingots to be grown with an oxygen content
of about 2.8 x 10 18 atoms/cm3;2.0 x 10' 8
is difficult to obtain using conventional
methods. Also, the crystal-growth rate is
increased to 1.6 to 2.0 mm/min, about
twice the normal speed, while keeping inCRYSTAL

got surface striation and internal defectdensity low. The higher oxygen content
of the new process comes from rotating
the crucible to increase the rate at which
the fused quartz—silicon dioxide—dissolves in the melt.
Because motion in the melt is controlled, it is possible to use carbon heaters that are designed with profiled heating characteristics to give a designed
temperature profile in the melt. The
proper temperature profile is akey factor in reducing the surface defect density. In the standard Czochralski process,
the temperature in the melt changes in
horizontal strata hut is almost constant

SILICA
CRUCIBLE

MAGNETIC

-

(HELD

MELT

HEATER

MELT. Temperature varies rapidly along the central axis of astandard crystal-pulling melt (left).

Sony uses magnets to control both heat distribution and oxygen content in the crystal (right).
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"My philosophy on ASIC design?
Whatever works for your
"Some application specific IC
(ASIC) houses are very rigid. You
follow their rules— no questions
asked. At Gould AMI, you make
the rules.
For example, we know learning an
unfamiliar CAD system takes time.
So we support the workstations
and PC systems most designers
use: Mentor Graphics, Daisy
Systems, P-CAD, Viewlogic and
FutureNet, to name afew. Plus our
own terrific, low-cost software for
PCs—Sceptre II. You can even get
translator programs for proprietary
systems. And as much design
help as you want.

Why reinvent the wheel? Use our
proven gate array and standard cell
macros, and you can quickly
design an application specific IC
to meet your exact performance,
time to market and cost needs.
Call me. I'm committed to making
your design efforts easy and successful:'
To optimize your ASICs, call us at
408-554-2311. Gould Inc., Semiconductor Division, manufacturer
of Gould AMI semiconductors.

Gould AMI ASIC:
Depend on it.

High Performance Solutions in Factory Automation, Computers,
Instrumentation, Defense and Semiconductors.
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Jerty Da Bell
Manager ASIC Design li;
io1.1A
Gould AMI
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WHY 'ULTIME
DIVISION BOARDS ARF
BETTER THAN MULTILAYEK
POINT BY POINT.
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Computer-generated patterns
of insulated wire form
permanent interconnections.

Wires cross over each other
without shorting. X and Y axis
routed on the same plane.

Easily handles high-speed
signals like ECL and FAST.

Multiwire Division's electroplated
circuit board construction provides
surface features for surface-mount
components as well as traditional
through-hole-mount components.
Our experience in new package
types encompasses both leaded
and leadless devices with pin
pitches of 18 mils or more, pin
grid arrays and discrete surfacemount components.
We have successfully designed
and manufactured boards to accommodate pin grid arrays and chip
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carriers with 130 pins and greater.
Because our insulated wires can
be crossed without shorting, board
real estate can be used for components instead of via holes. This
allows increased packaging densities and decreases the need to
interconnect between cards,
which can result in greater system
reliability and lower costs.
Over the last 16 years, Multiwire Division has designed and
manufactured thousands of Multiwire boards. We have produced

boards for through-hole and surface-mount components, military
and VHSICNLSI applications and
used our expertise and experience
to solve system and circuit design
problems for high-speed logic and
thermal management applications.
Our sales, design and manufacturing centers located across the
country are ready to prove to you
the advantages of Multiwire boards
from Multiwire Division. For afree
copy of our brochure, just fill out
and return the coupon.
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Meets or exceeds
ANSI/IPC-DW-425 (DOD) and
the performance requirements
of MIL-P-55110.
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features mechanically and
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Accommodates component
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per IC and greater.

Superior electrical
characteristics. Crosstalk
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tightly controlled.
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Designed from as little input
as aschematic or netlist.

MAKE IT A POINT TO BUY MULTIWIRE® BOARDS
FROM MULTIWIRE DIVISION.
MULTEW1RE
250 Miller Place, Hicksville, NY 11801
III Please send me afree copy of your brochure.
CI Please have a salesman call.

Name

AA MULTIWIRE •
yyDIVISION

Title
Company

KOLLMORGEN CORPORATION

Address
City
Telephone

Sute

Z.11,

TIWIRE/EAST, 250 Miller Place, Hicksville, NY 11801 (516) 933-8300
TIWIREiNEW ENGLAND, 41 Simon Street, Nashua, NH 03060 (603) :':9-0083
TIWIREAVEST, 3901 East La Palma Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92807 (714) 632-7770
'wiree is aU.S. registered trademark of the Kollmorgen Corporation.

STYLE.

STYLE
AND
SUBSTANCE.
The differences between the Citibank
PreferrerVisaecard and the other card that
happens to be pictured here are, in aword,
substantial.
To start, we offer acredit line of $5,000 to
$50,000. And our card is accepted in 4times
as many places as theirs. From restaurants to
resorts, on business trips or pleasure trips, it
always the right card in the right place.
What's more, the Citibank Preferred Visa
card gives you immediate access to the nation's
largest network of cash machines. At bank
branches, shopping centers and major airports.
You can also take advantage of substantial
financial opportunities unique to Citibank.
Everything from investing in CD's and high
interest savings plans* to buying gold bullion.
And every time you use our card, you'll earn
CitiDollarS° Bonuses good for valuable discounts on brand-name merchandise, from the
truly extravagant to the downright practical.
No other card gives you as much. Not some
other bank's premium card. Not American
Express® Gold, despite their fancy annual fee.
If your household income is at least $25,000,
fill in the application and mail it. If its already
taken, call us toll-free at 1-800-952-2152
and we'll rush one to you.
Everyone can use atouch of style. But there's
no substitute for substance.

CITIBAPKO
ACMCORP COMPANY

THE C1RD TO END ALL CARDS.
Copyright, Citicorp 1986. Citibank (South Dakota> N.A., Member FDIC
*Federa: regulations require substantial penalties for early withdrawal from time accounts.
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from center to edges (see figure). The
temperature is at its minimum at the
top and increases markedly to acertain
depth, after which it again decreases.
In the new process, there is a hot
zone around the periphery of the melt,
and temperature change from top to
bottom along the central axis is reduced. The ingot is cooled rapidly as it
is pulled from the melt.
Interstitial oxygen at the wafers' surface is driven off during initial stages of
processing, forming a low-oxygen region
for device fabrication. Oxygen in the bulk

interior has less propensity to precipitate
out than in conventional wafers because
the wafer has afar lower density of defeets to act as precipitation centers. Defeet density at the surface is reduced
from 10 to 1,000 per em2 to close to zero.
Mechanical properties such as high-temperature strength are also superior.
Although the MCZ process requires a
hefty investment in magnets and the
power to operate them, Sony says the
increased crystal-pulling rate attained in
the new process more than balances out
the increased cost. -Charles L. Cohen

DATA COMMUNICATIONS

THIS SINGLE-CHIP MODEM
COULD GET ISDN GOING

mark-inversion coder and decoders, a
line equalizer, adigital-feedback-equalizer and echo-canceler module, and a 12bit digital-to-analog converter, all synchronized by adigital phase-locked loop.
Because the system uses complex and
cumbersome echo canceling for only one
portion of each frame, it can process the
signal as awhole at arate of 160 kb/s
to reach the net 144 kb/s rate.
Such a scheme requires only 35,000
transistors on chip, says Gianguido Rizzotto, SGS's manager for corporate strategic marketing in information technology. What's more, it can transmit as far
as 7km, so it can be used for the vast
majority of ISDN connections.
"We began studying the Italian market and found that our echo-pong system could be used to realize some 95%
of the envisaged connections," Rizzotto
points out. "Looking further, we found
that it was sufficient to satisfy asimilar
number of connections in Germany,
France, and the UK."
CONFORMS. The chip will conform to the
International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee 1430 standard
bearing on ISDN interfaces, and it has
already been chosen by Italy's national
phone company for its ISDN trials. Rizzotto says SGS is in "an advanced stage
of negotiations" with the French and
Swiss telecommunications authorities
for its use in those countries.
Equipment manufacturers wishing to
design it into their equipment can purchase the system in the form of aboard
based on two 5,000-gate arrays. The
cost, aseemingly steep $40,000 for four
boards, is explained by Rizzotto as the
price for participating in the development of the circuit rather than the outright purchase of the boards. He says
the sales to customers already contacted
are higher than SGS expected.
SGS is holding back on completion of
the single-chip version until reaction is
in from equipment manufacturers. First
samples of the 21.1.m CMOS chip are
scheduled for delivery in the second
quarter of 1987. -Robert T Gallagher

ented echo-canceling burst-mode modem
big roadblock in the push for a provides a full-duplex data-communicaEuropean integrated-services-digital- tions link over a standard two-wire telenetwork standard is ameans of achiev- phone link at 144 kb/s, which will be the
ing acceptable data rates in cases of rel- norm for first-generation ISDN applicaatively low phone-line quality. What's
tions. It does this at acost near that of
conventional ping-pong modems.
needed is an inexpensive, high-speed,
In essence, the SGS U-interface sysone-chip modem to realize the U intertem codes the standard ISDN signal into
face, the connection between the digital
frames with a length of 4 ms. These
exchange and the subscriber line.
Neither of the conventional modem de- frames are further broken down into
three periods—one each
signs for coping with
only useful data,
variable-quality
phone
The chip uses a with
lines fill the bill. Echoonly echo, and a combicancellation
techniques
new method for nation of the two.
are too complex for an inBecause the system
signal
processing knows
which part of the
expensive one-chip implementation. "Ping-pong"
frame is carrying which
kind of data, it simply extracts the part
burst-communication techniques, in which
transmission bursts bounce back and containing useful data and uses the secforth between the modems on either end tion with only echo to determine the
of the line, can't span long distances.
echo's parameters. Data is easily exA compromise may be at hand, howtracted from the portion containing both
ever. Engineers at Italy's SGS Microelet- signals by using the known parameters
tronica SpA have developed asignal-pro- to cancel the echo. As in ping-pong syscessing scheme called echo-pong, which
tems, a period with no data between
frames is used for synchronization of
combines both techniques.
Echo canceling is generally preferred
the signal.
for phone-line modems because it imDesignated the SMT 1C10, SGS's chip
poses fewer limitations in distance and
will carry a line interface, alternatetransmission rate. Unfortunately, implementing echo canceling would require a
chip of well over 100,000 transistors, a
ALTERNATE-MARK-INVERSION CODER
correspondingly expensive item. This is
the route that ITT Corp. and Siemens
CLOCK
ECHO CANCELLER
AG are following for West Germany's
PARALLEL
AND DIGITAL
SUBSCRIBERISDN trials scheduled for 1988.
I/O LINES
FEEDBACK EQUALIZER
DIGITAL
LINE
CLOCK
PHASEPing-pong systems cost as little as
HYBRID
LOCKED
TO
INTERFACE
one tenth as much to implement, but are
LOOP
LINE
restricted to far shorter transmission
CLOCK
distances. For this reason, ping-pong
techniques can be more profitably used
ALTERNATELINE
MARK
SIGNAL
for private ISDN applications—within a
EQUALIZER
INVERSION
SUMMER
single building, for example—than for
DECODER
public networks.
SGS's answer to this dilemma is to combine the most attractive elements of both ON LINE. SGS's U-interface chip for integrated services digital networks teams echo-cancel
systems. In the echo-pong scheme, apat- ing and ping-pong techniques to achieve 144-kb/s rates on existing subscriber lines.
AGRATE, ITALY

A
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

INSIDE TECHNOLOGY
MOTOROLA'S SIZZLING
NEW SIGNAL PROCESSOR

M

THE CHIP IS A LATE STARTER BUT OUTSPEEDS RIVALS

relying on a highly optimized hardware architecotorola Inc.'s first digital signal-processing circuit finally is out in the
ture, which is largely responsible for its speed.
open. The highly parallel, 24-bit
Goldman says the 56000 is a reduced-instructionCMOS
chip,
designated
the
set-computer (RISC) chip. Thus the design boasts
DSP56000, can execute 10.25 million
a nonpipelined multiplier-accumulator and some
instructions per second at maximum clock rates
62 software-language instructions tailored to DSP
of 20.5 MHz. Though Motorola is entering the
applications.
DSP market later than its major competitors,
The company is hailing the 56000 as a fourthproduct managers at the company's new Digital
generation DSP. As Motorola tells it, the first genSignal Processor Operation in Austin, Texas, beeration began with NEC Corp.'s 7720, which incorlieve the wait will pay off. With the extra time,
porates a 16-by-16-bit multiplier on aprogrammathe company was able to apply anumber of new
ble processor. In the early 1980s, Texas Instru11001
architectural and programming concepts to its
ments Inc. began what Motorola says is the
101 00
DSP development efforts.
second generation of DSP circuits with the intro0
11
01
Motorola claims that its technology eclipses the
duction of the TMS32010. The design brought the
000 11
power of other recently introduced DSPs. Most
Harvard architecture—which includes separate
important is the unmatched ability to perform 24110 01
program and data storage—to the DSP world, and
by-24-bit multiplications and a56-bit accumulation
featured apipelined accumulator to the multiplier
10 1 10
in a single 97.5-ns machine cycle. Multiplicationand the ability to expand memory off the chip.
001
01
accumulations are one of the most heavily used
Motorola believes the recent round of DSP an1
0
0
1
0
sequences in DSP algorithms, and the faster
nouncements constitutes a third generation, add01 1 01
throughput gives the chip the ability to serve
ing dual data memories, larger data sizes, and
emerging real-time applications.
1 1 0 01
address-generation techniques. What makes the
The 88-pin 56000 contains four 24-bit parallel
56000 afourth-generation DSP, Motorola believes,
10 0 10
data buses and three concurrently operating exe0 1 0 1 1 is single-cycle multiplication-accumulation comcution units—the address arithmetic logic unit,
bined with increased parallelism, plus its microthe data ALU, and the program controller. Each of the execuprocessor-like features and programming techniques.
tion units has its own independent memory space. The chip
Driving the high-speed 56000 is apatented array multiplier.
also contains three independent memory blocks and programInternally, its results are handled by two 56-bit accumulators,
mable multiple input/output ports that reduce the overhead of which can be used interchangeably as source and designation
using external memories or peripheral devices. The generalregisters. The accumulators provide some 336 dB of dynamic
purpose 56000, Motorola says, will also top the latest introducrange—as much as three times the amount of some current
tions with arich set of microcomputer-like I/O peripherals and
DSP products, says Jim Thomas, systems manager for the
a broad-ranging microprocessor-like programming model.
56000 project. Although the ALU uses 56 bits internally, data
"This is the biggest announcement that we have made in
is sent out of the 56000 through a 24-bit word, which can
the last five years," says Murray A. Goldman, vice president
handle a 144-dB dynamic range.
and general manager of the Microprocessor Products Group
PRESERVING PRECISION
in Austin, which is the parent unit of the new DSP Operation.

166A

And Motorola is betting big that DSPs will be where the
action is.
"We are going after this emerging market to be No. 1—we
are not treating it as a niche," says Goldman. Some of the
markets Motorola sees for the DSP are in telecommunications,
numerical processing, spectral analysis, two- and three-dimensional imaging, and speech recognition and synthesis. Sample
quantities of the 56000 will be available in the second half of
the year, and software that simulates the processor on personal computers is now ready for prospective 56000 users.
To get the 56000 to the top of the DSP heap, Motorola is
TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH is a regular feature of Electronics that provides readers with exclusive, in-depth reports on
important technical innovations from companies around
the world. It covers significant technology, processes, and
developments incorporated in major new products.
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The accumulators' wide dynamic range guarantees that no
precision is lost in calculations. Moreover, the multiplier-accumulator can round off the results with another addition function in the same clock cycle. Results are immediately available
on the next machine cycle.
Unlike multiplier-accumulators in the data ALUs aboard
other DSP products, the one-cycle engine is a single circuit
block, rather than two math units pipelined together, explains
Kevin L. Kloker, principal staff engineer at Motorola's Systems Research Laboratory in Schaumburg, Ill. He says that
many DSP chips appear to perform single-cycle multiplicationaccumulations because one instruction triggers the math sequence. The multipliers are often pipelined to accumulators,
and because data streams must run from one arithmetic block
to the other, pipelined results generally are not available on
the next clock cycle. In the 56000 chip, however, the data ALU
also contains 10 registers and uses separate X and Y data
Electronics/March 10, 1986
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1. HIGH-POWERED. Motorola's 24-bit digital signal processor, the 56000, performs 10.25 mips at a 20-MHz clock rate.

buses to load and store two operands simultaneously.
The nonpipelined multiplier-accumulator makes programming easier, according to Goldman. With apipelined architecture, the programmer faces the complex task of reestablishing data flow whenever an operation is interrupted. The 56000
is not pipelined, so once the cycle is over, the data is instantly
available.
THREE EXECUTION UNITS
The 56000 spreads processing among the three concurrently
operating execution units. Each of the units has its own set of
registers to eliminate processing overhead while concurrently
performing its job, says Kloker.
"What we like to do is keep all three sections busy all of
the time, then we can achieve our maximum throughput," he
says. The chip contains three 24-bit-wide memory blocks—two
(X and Y) for data and one for program storage. The parallel
X and Y data buses can be used in tandem to produce an
internal 48-bit data word—what is known as double-precision
mode. This preserves the 48-bit accuracy of the multiplieraccumulator (the extra 8bits of the 56-bit total are for overflow protection), and doubles the internal dynamic range to
288 dB—useful for systems requiring ahigh degree of accuracy, such as global navigation positioning. The memories can
Electronics /March 10, 1986

deliver independent simultaneous fetches in single 97.5-ns cycles over the processor's four parallel 24-bit buses (Fig. 1).
Two of the buses are routed logically between the data
ALU and the separate X and Y data memories. The program
data bus links the program controller to its memory. A 24-bit
global data bus provides apathway between the three parallel
execution units and supports programmable communications
to a broad range of onboard and off-chip peripherals.
Internally, the separate X and Y storage spaces are made
up each of 256 by 24 bits of random-access memory and the
same configuration of read-only memory. The program memory contains 2,048 by 24 bits of ROM. The RAM provides the
main storage for data on chip, while the data ROM is used for
coefficients, such as for filters and lookup tables. The address
ALU has some 24 registers and two modulo-arithmetic units,
which calculate a wide range of address modifications. The
address ALU can also use the program memory through the
parallel bus structure for additional storage of coefficients
and lookup tables.
All three memory spaces can be expanded with an external address switch and an external data bus switch. The
56000 chip can use up to 128-K by 24 bits of external data
storage and 64-K of off-chip program memory. The DSP has
been designed to incur no overhead penalties whenever an
31

1,024-point FFT filtering algorithms in 5
ms (table). The new Analog Devices Inc.
nO,a1
ADSP-2100, which contains a 16-by-16-bit
a
..data, r0
multiplier but is highly parallel, executes
al,n0
the 1,024-point FFT in 7.2 ms, and NationrO,r4
(r0)+nO,r1
al Semiconductor Corp.'s LM32900 takes
(r1)-,r5
13.24 ms. And NEC says its new 77320
#twiddle,r6
executes the 1,024-point FFT in 10.75 ms.
nO,n1
Running against the same 1,024-point filnO,n4
nO,n5
tering application, TI's 320C25 has been
benchmarked by its maker at 7.1 ms.
do
n2,_end_grp
move
x:(r1),x1
y:(r6),Y0
Motorola sees another ease to programmove
x:(r5),a
y:(r0),b
ming in its flexible address calculations,
move
x:(r6)+n6,x0
or address modifiers. This concept emdo
n0,_end_bfy
ploys modulo arithmetic and a dedicated
mac
x1,y0,b
y:(r1)+,y1
set of hardware registers in the address
macr
x0,y 1,b
a,x:(r5)+
y:(r0),a
arithmetic logic unit.
subl
b,a
x:(r0),b
b,y:(r4)
In essence, the modifiers set up circular
mac
x1,x0,b
x:(r0)+,a
a,y:(r5)
macr
-y1,y0,b
buffers, which automatically move the adx:(r1),x1
sub
b,a
b,x1r41+
yi(r0),b
dress pointers from one point in memory
_end_ bfy
to any other location and returns them
without incurring the overhead of shiftmove
a,x:(r5)+n5
y:(r1)+n1,y1
move
x:(r0)+n0,x1
ing data. Some chip designs have impley:(r4)+n4,y1
_end_grp
mented circular buffering techniques, but
move
n2,a1
none allows the flexibility of arbitrary
Is'
modulo calculations and offset values,
move
adds Kloker, who originated Motorola's
concept. Motorola believes the modulo-addressing scheme is useful in anumber of
2. ROUTINE WORK. Thanks to the Do-Loop instruction, the 56000 can perform aradix 2fast applications, such as in speech recogniFourier transform routine with as little as 42 words of code.
tion, that require DSP chips to work their
way through table structures.
instruction must access one external device.
"This directly implements structures, such as those known
Motorola is also attacking signal-processing bottlenecks
as delay lines. For microprocessors, they are known as a
with abundle of new programming modes as well as reconfiqueue or afirst in first out. We directly implement those data
gurable I/O ports. Programming modes and fast-interrupt
structures in memory," says Kloker. The address modifiers
structures have been styled like those found on many popular
set up the structures through hardware registers, speeding
microprocessors-including Motorola's own 68000 family.
up processor operations and eliminating the overhead associatThe 56000 has a total of 62 basic operation codes. A Doed with similar functions implemented in software.
Loop instruction cuts down the amount of assembly code
In the future, Motorola plans to introduce high-level lannecessary to perform complex DSP algorithms by instructing
guage tools for programming 56000 applications. "We fully
the processor to repeat ablock of macrocode acertain number
expect that a high-level language will be used most of the
of times. In addition, Motorola is making available in its DSP
time, with some assembly language mixed in the places where
development software package a wide variety of macrocode
speed has to be optimized," says Goldman, adding that Motorfor signal filtering and other popular applications.
ola intends to support a high-level language for DSP.
The Do-Loops are executed in the hardware registers of the 56000's program controller, eliminating BENCHMARK COMPARISONS OF DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS
software overhead. The potential code saving from
NEC
TI
TI
Motorola
Benchmark
Do-Loop instructions grows as DSP applications be7720
32010
32020
56000
come more complex, says Bryant Wilder, operations
Finite-impulsemanager at the Digital Signal Processor Operation.
response filter
0.75 ps
0.4 ps
0.2 gs
0.1 ps
The program controller contains a system stack of
with data shift
per tapl
per tap 2
per taps
per tap
registers 15 words deep, which will support 15 interInfinite-impulserupt levels or seven nested Do-Loop commands. The
system stack can be extended into the allocated mem- response biquadratic
filter
2.25 ps 1
2.0 ps 3
2.0 ps 5
0.4 ps
ory space using software stack-pointer operations.
The Do-Loop instruction makes it possible to per- 64-point complex
form aradix 2fast Fourier transform with as little as fast Fourier transform 1.6 msl
0.555 ms 2
0.434 ms 6 0.147 ms
42 words of code. The number of words remains the
256-point complex
same, whether the DSP application is a 64-point FFT
FFT
20 ms 4
2.44 ms 6
0.713 ms
filter or a more-complex 1,024-point filter. Only the
1.024-point complex
repeat values for the Do-Loop increase (Fig. 2).
77 ms 1
42 ms 4
As aresult of the loops, Motorola claims the 56000 FFT
14.18 ms 6 5 ms
will outperform competing DSP parts with shorter
1NECµPD7720 Signal Processing Inter ace user's manual
code when executing a 1,024-point complex FFT filter
2TMS32010 Workshop, TI Regional Technology Center
program. Wilder says the FFT code for competing
3TMS320(10) Product Description, TI SPRV001
4Details on Signal Processing, Issue 5, June 1985, TI SPRN005
parts will be as much as 15 times longer than similar
5TMS32020 Product Description, TI SPRV002
1,024-point filter applications using Motorola's hard6 Details on Signal Processing, Issue 6, November 1985, TI SPRN006
ware-nested Do-Loops. The efficient code, plus the
SOURCE VARIOUS PUBLISHED SOURCES AND MOTOROLA INC.
fast parallel hardware, enables the 56000 to complete
do
move
Isr
move
move
lua
lua
move
move
move
move

32

=passes,_end_pass
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The 56000 has been loaded with anumber of microcomputer tion kills even the oscillator, cutting the power dissipation
and microprocessor features. For example, the DSP chip has down to the leakage current of the chip. This mode keeps only
serial interfaces, similar to those employed on Motorola's sin- data alive in the 56000's registers and memory.
gle-chip 8-bit microcontrollers to provide alow-cost, dedicated
Motorola has focused much effort on making the programpath to outside expansion peripherals and memories. A syn- ming models for 56000 assembly code widely recognizable to
chronous serial interface can be used as a 5-Mb/s network
microprocessor programmers. "Because of the regularity and
linking up to 32 other DSP chips without tying up the main
rich set of registers, this chip should be quite suitable for
outside data bus.
high-level languages," Kloker says. "It will allow people to
A host interface on the 56000 provides an 8-bit-wide parallel
make atradeoff in the use of assembly languages and highinterface to microprocessors, which may be using the DSP as
level languages. That is especially important when you've got
areal-time peripheral. The host interface
90% of the [chip's operation] time in 10%
has direct-memory-access capabilities. To
of the code. A lot of the program could be
The
56000
is
designed
host microprocessors, the parallel interin higher languages, and then the tight
face is treated as the I/O of fast static
to be programmed like codes could be done in macros, which are
memory. A serial communications interin our library."
a microprocessor
face lets the DSP connect to an RS-232-C
Along with the chip, Motorola is introdevice. A programmed I/O feature can
ducing its DSP development software to
turn unused host, synchronous serial, or serial communica- potential 56000 customers. The $295 package turns an IBM
tions interfaces—accounting for 24 pins—into general-purpose Corp. Personal Computer or compatible into a full-function
input/output pins.
simulator and software-code assembler. The development softThe 56000 can also be programmed to have different wait ware runs under Microsoft Corp.'s MS-DOS operating system.
states for four areas of external memories or off-chip peri- Motorola chip engineers used the package in the final stages
pherals. The programmable wait states are intended to let of the design to debug the 56000's complex layout, which has
system designers closely match the access speeds of the DSP nearly 200,000 transistors. Software development packages
chip to a wide variety of fast and slow devices. The wait are planned for Digital Equipment Corp. VAX minicomputers
states, which can be changed on the fly by system software, and Sun Microsystems Inc. engineering work stations.
are intended to reduce the need for extra glue-logic chips that
The 56000 will be fabricated in anew Motorola double-levelare ordinarily required to match speeds of different parts.
metal n-well CMOS process, says Wilder. The initial minimum
For portable, battery-backed applications, the 56000 contains features are expected to be between 1.25 and 1.5 gm. The
a number of instructions to place the CMOS chip in a low- process will yield smaller gate lengths than are currently on
power mode. Wait and Stop instructions place the 56000 into a the 68020, Motorola's most powerful 32-bit microprocessor.
low-power standby mode, similar to that used on Motorola's
The new CMOS process is now being fine-tuned by another
6805 and HC11 microcontrollers. The Wait instruction halts
chip design. "We will have nine months of processing informathe internal clock, taking the power dissipation down to the tion before the 56000 comes out. So we will be able to hit the
level of the still-running crystal oscillator. The Stop instruc- ground running," says Wilder.

THERE'S SOME SERENDIPITY IN MOTOROLA'S DSP
To launch Its venture into digital signal
ola veteran, campaigned about the virprocessors, Motorola Inc. drew on disci- tues of getting into the DSP business.
plines ranging from technology to mar"One thing we recognized early on is
keting. Key members of the project that DSP would not be afad. It will be
were Kevin L. Kloker, principal staff en- something that will take us well into the
gineer in the Systems Research Labora1990s. We wanted agood foundation to
tory; Garth Hillman, strategic applica- enter that market. So what we came up
tions manager; systems manager Jim
with may be alittle more sophisticated"
Thomas; and Bryant Wilder, program
than what the company started out to
leader and operations manager in the
do. The 40-year-old Hillman holds adocDigital Signal Processor Operation.
torate in electrical engineering from the
Kloker pioneered many of
the processor's features. At
31, Kloker is already a 10year veteran of Motorola. He
received his BSEE from
Bradley University and an
MSEE from the Illinois Institute of Technology.
The basic architecture for
the single-cycle multiplier-accumulator surfaced during
1981 and 1982, and much of
the chip's architecture was
set by 1984. A little serendipity came into play during the
development: the concept of
modulo-arithmetic
address
modifiers, for instance, came
to Kloker while he was taking ashower.
FATHERS OF INVENTION. Hillman, Thomas, Wilder (behind,
Hillman, a six-year Motor- and Kloker (front), brought Motorola into the DSP market.
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University of Alberta in Edmonton.
Because speed is what really matters
in DSP applications, DSP chips must
have enough throughput for real-time
signal-processing
equipment,
notes
Thomas, who designed the chip's microprocessor-like features, such as .the serial I/O ports. Thomas, 36, was lured back
to Motorola by Wilder after he had left
to work on ion-implanter control systems. He holds aBSEE from the University of Texas at Austin.
Wilder, 37, heads the new
business venture and kept
such tight wraps on the
56000 project that many Motorola insiders were unaware
of its existence. He collected
his BSEE and MSEE from
the Georgia Institute of
Technology before joining
Motorola 11 years ago.
To Wilder, one of the most
exciting aspects of the Motorola DSP is that not even
the company conceived of all
the product's future applications.
"The
architecture
keeps finding new uses," he
says. "We keep finding it can
from left), solve problems we did not
anticipate."
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A SYSTEM BUILDING BLOCK THAT
GIVES OEMs A FREE HAND
ITS LOW-COST PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE IS EASY TO EXPAND AND UPDATE

ir

he rising star in system architecture is the platform:
multiprocessor graphics systems, multiuser graphics systems,
a base from which many different systems can be and multiuser multiprocessor graphics systems—all built on
built using the latest in cost-effective high-perfor- the same platform and running the same software.
mance hardware. Just such expandability and easy
Big multinational businesses, such as Counterpoint's own
updating are features of the Advanced System Plat- strategic partners, AT&T and Kyocera, require very broad
form from Counterpoint Computers.
product lines to compete in multiple vertical markets. To meet
The ASP is above all a very flexible system that can be these needs, Counterpoint has designed and developed aplatexpanded seamlessly and inexpensively, thanks to its open form that can take on many different market personalities—a
architecture. Processors and peripherals with different func- chameleon-like system. Another important need of big compations play in harmony and can be mixed to build systems for nies that System 19 provides is the ability to move quickly
many different applications. New hardware, such as faster with new technologies into emerging markets.
processors and denser memories, can be applied without disturbing the architecture, thereby preserving auser's software ONE FROM COLUMN A
investment. Another example of a platform is Hewlett-PackThe System 19 family consists of multiple-personality work
ard Co.'s Spectrum [Electronics, March 3, 1986, p. 39].
stations and computer systems offering choices like those
In developing the ASP and the just-introduced System 19,
from aChinese restaurant menu. From the graphics offering,
which is based on it, Counterpoint's design team lowered the auser can chose monochrome or color. In multiuser systems,
price for multiprocessor systems while maintaining high per- the choices are bit-mapped work stations, ASCII terminals, or
formance. They achieved the lower price primarily with three amixture of both. And for network servers, the list includes
innovations: the elimination of an expensive bus backplane, a computational servers and gateways to two IBM Corp. netcombination of local and global memory that also pared down working schemes—Systems Network Architecture and 3270.
bus requirements, and an efficient interprocessor procedure
The key features of the System 19 are:
call that eliminated the need for expensive hardware to man- u A main processor and up to seven application processors
age multiprocessing. The performance in
the San Jose, Calif., startup's System 19
comes primarily from the fast MC68020
microprocessor, the distributed dual-ported memory, and the new interprocessor
procedure call. The layered software architecture includes a shared general-purpose window manager for building easyto-use applications and support for virtual
terminals so that existing applications can
be run unchanged.
The many different kinds of product
strategies that the ASP facilitates mirrors
Counterpoint's organizational strategy—
begin with alarge company and aglobal
outlook through harmonious interplay of
diverse organizations [Electronics, Jan.
27, 1986, p. 60]. In keeping with that strategy, the company's first product announcement is the System 19 family, a 1. MULTIFACETED. System 19 can take on muliple personalities with its different types of
complete customizable computer line built processors, peripherals, and standard-bus boards. Dual buses deliver high performance.
upon the platform provided by the ASP
architecture (Fig. 1).
System 19 dramatically lowers the price
range of multiple-processor systems—the
entry-level price for atwo-processor model is $21,500, compared with $60,000 from
other makers. Prices of single-processor
systems star at $13,000, so the move up
to a multiprocessor system is not a big
jump. Counterpoint claims that a singleprocessor system will run 1.5 to 2 times
faster than a Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX-11/780 in most applications. It says
it is the only one offering such inexpen- 2. MINE AND YOURS. Memory is connected to individual processors through one port and to
sive multiuser multiprocessor systems, the system bus through another, providing the advantages of both local and shared memories.
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(graphics units, input/output processors,
and the like).
• AT&T Co.'s Unix System V operating
system, version 2.2 with virtual memory
and the Berkeley 4.2bsd networking
extensions.
• An icon-based user interface.
au Ethernet with the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol.
• Gateways to VME and Multibus buses.
Counterpoint's offerings are open systems so that its customers can develop
multiple product lines with software compatibility. Also, each product line can
grow incrementally over a wide performance range. In other words, Counterpoint has achieved apathway to seamless
systems of unified products. The openess
that contributes to the seamless expandability consists of a standard operating
system, a proprietary system bus that
original-equipment manufacturers can license, and many other functions, such as 3. SMARTLY DRESSED. The flexible, expandable System 19 product family comes in a5-in. bus expansion and networking, that are high plastic-sheathed case. As systems expand, modules neatly snap together.
based on industry standards.
Also contributing to the seamless expandability is the abili- some point limit the maximum number of processors that can
be connected to the main memory. Another disadvantage, for
ty to add application processors for many different types of
low-end low-cost systems, is that high-bandwidth buses are
jobs. As long as they adhere to the system bus specification,
these processors can be of any circuit technology and architec- expensive. Such expense has to be born at the outset even if
ture. Equally important for seamless expandability is the fact the first system contains only one or two processors.
In adistributed multicomputer architecture where each prothat abasic low-cost, one-processor system, small to medium
cessor has its own private memory, load distribution is ineffimultiprocessor systems, and the biggest multiprocessor concent because of the message- and data-passing overhead refiguration all look alike to the software. Another seamless
quired between private memories. But this setup does use less
aspect is the ability to mix different types of applications on
bus traffic, which means the system can have more procesone system, such as adding support for business data processing to abasic graphics work station. Such flexibility is aboon sors at a lower bus cost.
to small companies or small departments in larger companies.
LOCAL MEMORY, GLOBAL OUTLOOK
The processor building block in the System 19 is apowerful
The Counterpoint distributed dual-port architecture retains
single-board computer consisting of aMotorola 68020 central
the
advantages of both local and shared memory. The physical
processing unit, a memory-management unit, an MC68881
memory is tied locally to each processor, but it can perform
floating-point processor, 1 to 5 megabytes of memory, two
logically as global shared memory (Fig. 2). It can support a
RS-232-C input/output ports, an Ethernet interface, and adisk
controller. A user can mount one of these boards in a Coun- larger number of processors with a low-cost bus and yet
retain high processor efficiency because workloads can be
terpoint System 19 cabinet with a power supply and a disk
dynamically
distributed
among
drive and connect two terminals to create
processors.
alow-cost two-user system.
One money-saver is a
For global memory sharing, each proThe Counterpoint engineers decided it
cessor's memory-management unit maps
a
system
bus
based
would be too expensive to have two buses
the total memory of the system—all the
plus a card cage. So they extended the
on the processor bus local memories—into one contiguous vir68020's 16-MHz, 12-megabyte/s, asynchrotual-memory-address space. Each procesnous 32-bit bus beyond the chip to use it
sor then can transparently execute programs either from its
as the ASP system bus. They also eliminated an expensive
own local tightly coupled memory or from acompanion procard-cage backplane in favor of aflexible printed-circuit board
that serves as the system bus. As system elements are added, cessor's memory. The system supports atotal physical memothe system bus is extended by lengths of the flexible bus and ry space of 2 gigabytes, allocating 64 megabytes for each
connectors. To expand the system further with standard bus processor. Programs or processes can address up to 1gigabyte of virtual memory out of the total 4-gigabyte virtual
cards, the engineers added modules that convert bus signals
memory space.
for aVMEbus or Multibus II.
In any multiple-processor system design, one area that reThe ASP design also includes asynchronous interprocessor
bus to provide an efficient 33-megabyte/s pipeline for trans- quires very careful planning is the interprocessor communicafers of data among processors in high-end configurations. tion. A critical function of interprocessor communication is
Single processor configurations do not need the interprocessor letting one processor call on another to run aprocess. Inefficient interprocessor communication during such tasks can bog
bus and do not have to bear that cost.
One way the designers of ASP maintained high perfor- down a system too quickly as traffic volume grows. The
Counterpoint team came up with asimple yet efficient intermance and reduced cost was to come up with a memory
design that has the advantages of both shared memory and processor procedure call.
The engineers used standard Unix mechanisms already in
private memory systems while eliminating as many of the
the system for load distribution, so the interprocessor procedisadvantages as possible. The major advantage of a shared
dure call looks like acontext switch. That is, aprocess can be
memory system is that workloads can be distributed dynamiswapped to another processor in much the same way that it is
cally. A major disadvantage is that the bus bandwidth will at
Electronics/March 10, 1986
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swapped out to a disk. For example, the ASP application
processors do not have direct access to disk drives. If one of
them needs access to data on adisk file, it stops running its
current process and puts it on the run queue of the main
processor, which controls the disk drives. The data is transferred directly to or from the local memory of the application
processor using the direct-memory-access feature.
ADDING FEATURES
One example of an application processor is the ASP display
processor, built around a68020 to provide fast, high-resolution
monochrome graphics. Also included is a frame buffer for
storage of a screen image and a 32-bit barrel shifter that
speeds up graphics functions. The frame buffer can be operated upon by the display processor, the main processor, and any
accelerators connected to the interprocessor bus. Counterpoint's engineers coded all the lower-level drawing functions
to run out of the 256-byte instruction cache of the 68020. This
architecture is fast enough that a more expensive bit-slice
processor is required only for color displays.
In System 19, most other application processors are based
on the same basic processor as the main processor. Any system configuration can have multiple display and application
processors. The system packaging is modular too. For example, there are separate power supplies for each module.
The System 19's main-processor module can contain up to
four processors, the mass-storage controller, and the basic
disk drives. The basic 5-in.-high chassis module can be used
horizontially for a desktop system (Fig. 3) or vertically with
feet on it for adesk-side unit. A system can be extended by
stacking other 5-in.-high modules and extending the flexible
printed-circuit system bus to them.
A processor-expansion module containing up to four processors is one option. Another four-board option is aMultibus or

VMEbus module. Also available is an expansion peripheral
module containing one or two add-on 51
4 -in, disk drives.
/
At the bottom level of the ASP's layered software is the
Unix kernel containing basic system functions such as memory management, paging, and process control. On top of the
kernel sit the software drivers for such functions as the disk
drives and Ethernet communications. Above the drivers is the
window manager, which constructs and handles the multiple
windows on the display for all the application software, which
is at the top (fourth) layer.
In a multiple processor configuration there remains one
copy of the operating system on the main processor. For
efficiency, local copies of the kernel code are distributed to
each processor. The drivers and the window manager are
shared among processors and processes.
For applications written with a particular I/O model in
mind, the ASP architecture provides what is known as avirtual terminal facility. The virtual terminal is software that sits
between the application and the display. It makes the ASP
window display look like the terminal model for which the
application was written. The programming code for virtual
terminal support communicates with the window manager to
learn where on the screen its current window is open then all
output traffic is communicated directly between the virtual
terminal and the display, freeing the window manager for use
by other applications. This scheme eliminates any possible
bottleneck caused by the window manager. It also allows
existing application programs to run without change since the
virtual terminal isolates the application's I/O view from the
details of the system architecture.
Many applications with their associated virtual-terminal
code can be in use at one time, distributed over all processors.
A single window manager can support them all. In this system, windowing is avery efficient operation.

IT TOOK 13 MONTHS TO DEVELOP THE ADVANCED SYSTEM PLATFORM
It took a talented team to put together dent Fred Kiremidjian kept the focus
He spent 11 years at Hewlett-Packard
all the ideas for Counterpoint Comput- constant. He and Pauline Alker, compa- Co., then moved on to two other starters' Advanced System Platform. The ny president, brought technical and
ups before joining Counterpoint.
project attracted computer-system pro- business acumen to the party. CoMonte Pickard, the program manager
ject veterans with abroad range of ex- founders of Counterpoint, the two had for the operating system and networkperience in software and hardware de- earlier founded Convergent Technoling software, did a distributed file syssign, which is one reason the team was ogies Inc. The other principal players tem under Unix at Plexus Inc. Kent
able to deliver the beta-test units in only also have business as well as technical Peacock, with aPhD from the Universi13 months. The team's cohesiveness expertise, most of them having been in- ty of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, and excame from their solid agreerhent on the volved in other startups.
perience at Dialogic implementing a
main reason they were there—a chance
Among the key people, Raymond multiprocessing kernel for a system,
to work on a project they believed in Hou, director of engineering, is an old stepped in to manage the multiprocessand wanted to do.
Unix hand with aPhD from the Califor- ing software development.
"The sense of urgency along with ev- nia Institute of Technology and Unix exRobert Nystrom, who is carrying the
eryone's commitment to the plan and perience from AT&T Bell Laboratories ball beyond the research and developschedule pulled the team together," and then Convergent Technologies. Pro- ment enclave by managing the technical
says Richard Goss, engineering project viding the design and direction for such support to customers, worked closely
manager and the first hardware engi- packaging issues as the power-supply with the development group while dineer on the team. "Of course, the fact and printed-circuit board layouts was
recting work on support materials, such
that we made a major sale [to AT&T] product design manager Dennis Silva.
as documentation and training aids.
early on helped a lot,
too." He came to Counterpoint from Qualogy
Inc., where he was a
hardware manager and
did a multiprocessor
Unix system. He also
spent four years working on bus designs at
Motorola Inc.
In directing the development efforts, en- MAKING IT HAPPEN. Sitting left to right are Counterpoint Computers' Monte Pickard, Dennis Silva, Raymond Hou,
gineering vice presi- Robert Nystrom, Kent Peacock, Richard Goss, and Fred Kiremidjian—key figures in the ASP project.
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.---ee,New PAL ICs, interface devices, "flash" shifte
also utilize high-speed, low-power IMPACT
process.

• New EPRO microcomputer, cost-effée-tiv
replacemen fo masked ROM, slashes

IMPACT PROMs deliver 25-ns
speed at industry-standard power.
New Series 3IMPACT" PROMs from
Texas Instruments make 16K-memory
performance upgrades quick and easy.
If speed is your most critical parameter
in ahigh-complexity PROM, you can
achieve it now without paying apower
penalty. Just design in TI's new 25-ns,
175-mA IMPACT PROMs: The
TBP38S165-25 (2K x8) or the
TBP34S162-25 (4K x
Or use the world's fastest 16K registered PROMs. TI's TBP34R165-18
(2K x8), with aminimum address-toclock setup time (ts)of only 18 ns, is
nearly 21
/ times faster than the closest
4
competitor. And the TBP34R162-30
(tsu =30 tu) is the only 4K x4registered PROM on the market.

Standard speed
at 43% less power
You can also cut power without sacrificing speed, using TI's new TBP38L165-35
IMPACT PROM. It is pin-for-pin
compatible with existing 2K x8PROMs
and operates at the same 35- as speed,
but instead of 175 mA, it draws only
100 rriA. TI's broad family of Series 3
IMPACT PROMs also includes 256-bit,
1K and 2K devices.

Reliability built in
IMPACT PROMs are designed by TI
for exceptional reliability. Current densities, metal spacing, and contact sizes
are all conservatively designed. Electrostatic-discharge tolerance up to 4,000 V

so

is designed in. During programming,
TI-developed titanium-tungsten fuse
links insulate themselves with titaniumoxide caps. Electromigration is eliminated by copper-doped aluminum in
the first-level interconnection. And you
can program any of TI's new Series 3
PROMs on widely available commercial
equipment, using TI's standard Series 3
programming algorithm.

Q hift 32 positions in less
than 29 nanoseconds.
Now TI's 2-µ,m IMPACT technology
also brings you high-speed "flash-shift"
operations — with the new 74AS8838
32-bit barrel shifter. Shifting as many as
32 positions in asingle 29-tu instruction cycle, it can dramatically increase
throughput in such applications as
graphics systems, wide-word CPUs, and
array processors. At an energy cost of
less than 1.5 W, you get higher speed
with lower power, in asingle 84-pin
ceramic pin-grid-array package.
You can program the 74AS8838 for
logical, circular, or arithmetic shifts. Its
two 3-state, 16-bit outputs give it the
versatility to be configured as a32-bitin, 32-bit-out barrel shifter, as a16-bit
funnel shifter, or as a16-bit shifting
transceiver. And it can drive buses directly with 24-mA low-level output —
with no additional circuitry.
The 74AS8838 barrel shifter, first

HIGH-SPEED/LOW-POWER 16K (2K x8)

N82S191A
•

ACCESS TIME — ns

55

50
45

ler

TBP38L165-45

63S1681.
N82S191B

Am27S291

40
35
30
25

TBP38L165-3

TBP38S165-35
63S1681A

•
Am27S291A

TBP38S165-25

Bracketing the speed/power spectrum, TI's IMPACT PROMs cut power requirements from
180 to 100 mA for "standard" 35- to 45-ns access time. Or at 180 mA, they can give you
25- ns speed.

device in TI's 74AS88XX 32-bit processor chip set, is available today
through your local authorized Texas
Instruments distributor.

I
ldoubles

'IMPACT technology

speed of new

PAL ICs.

Four new exclusive-OR programmablearray logic (PAL®) ICs from TI feature
the highest speed available today. Their
20-ns propagation delay at 180 mA
makes them twice as fast as any comparable devices.
These devices — TIBPAL20L10-20,
T.IBPAL20X4-20, TIBPAL20X8-20,
and TIBPAL20X10-20 — are designed
primarily for counter-intensive applications. The exclusive-OR feature suits
them ideally to digital voice applications and video-screen information correction. They can also be useful in
memory addressing and mapping.

D

rogrammable logic
1 sequencer is 250%
faster because of IMPACT
processing.
Still another new product in TI's growing line of high-speed programmable
logic devices is the TIB82S105B. At
50 MHz, it is 2k4 times as fast as functionally equivalent 16 x48 x4fieldprogrammable logic sequencers — at
the same 180-mA powet Unlike them,
however, it maintains that speed even
when using many product terms.
Because of its improved clocking
scheme, the IMPACT TIB82S105B is
not adirect replacement for the TI or
Signetics N82S105A. But it is ideal for
those new high-speed state machines
designed to control peripheral 110,
dynamic memory systems, and video
blanking systems.
For more detailed information
about any of TI's growing line of highspeed, low-power IMPACT products,
just check the appropriate box on the
attached reply card and return it to TI.

your competitive edge.
Or for the performance you need,
and quick turnaround to get your product to market fast, there's TI's DLM
TAC-H and TAC-VH silicon-gate
CMOS gate-array family. These devices, fully alternate-sourced, offer complexities from 440 to 8,000 gates.

eeping you
competitive:
K
ASICs and TI.
If you're looking for increased systemlevel integration and performance,
shorter design-cycle time, and reduced
VLSI development costs, take ahard
look at application-specific integrated
circuits (ASICs). And along look at TI.

Extensive design support

Broad choice lets you pick the
right implementation
Texas Instruments supports an extensive
library of 3-pm CMOS standard cells —
more than 200 of the standard SN54/74
TTL functions you have designed with
for years — including MSI, analog, and
procedural LSI functions like RAM,
ROM, PLA, and ALU. In addition,
high-drive cells (up to 48 mA) are true
TTL replacements.
From TI's new family of advanced
standard cells you'll be able to choose
among more than 280 functions and
achieve increased system integration
and performance.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
ASIC TECHNOLOGY ROAD MAP
1.5

1.0

o

0.7

o

Whatever level of help you need, you
get it from TI. In your design cycle as
well as in meeting your prototype and
production requirements on time. TI's
proven expertise and worldwide manufacturing facilities are your assurance
of dedicated support and products in
the volume you require. And you have
awide range of package options: DIPs,
SOs, PLCCs, pin-grid arrays — from
8to 179 pins.

Design your own way

You can reduce your costs and speed
your ASIC design with TI because
you don't need special proprietary
software or design tools. And you can
do it at aTI regional design center or
at your own work station. Because TI's
cell libraries are supported by most
work stations, including Daisy LOGICIAN®, MEGALOGICIAN®, and

•SN54/ 74 SSI/MSI/LSI FUNCTIONS
• RAM, ROM. PLA
• ANALOG CELLS
• PROCEDURAL FUNCTIONS
• CONFIGURABLE MICROCONTROLLERS
• DSP

MS LIBRARY
•DAISY
•MENTOR
•VALID
•P-CAD
•FUTURENET

4

4«

1.0 µT

10K

20K

GATES
Advancing technology in ASICs need not demand new rules and tools. Your investment
in hardware and training is protected when you move up with Texas Instruments to faster,
more complex ASIC functions.

N

ew series of inputlatched and registered
PAL ICs lowers parts
counts.
Eight new 30 MHz PAL devices
from TI are the first input-latched
(TIBPALT19XX) and input-registered

(TIBPALR19XX) PAL ICs in the marketplace. Functionally similar to TI's
TIBPAL20XX series, they include
either 11 D-type transparent latches or
11 D-type input registers on chip. This
added circuitry allows you to synchronize inputs without external registers or latches. These devices can
reduce your parts counts and simplify
your design task in awide range of
applications such as random logic, businterface logic, and input synchronization to custom controllers.

GATEMASTER®; Mentor IDEA
1000®; Valid SCALDsystem®; and
RCAD® and FutureNet® in IBM PC®
environments.
TI's worldwide network of 13 training and design centers, staffed with
experienced ASIC design engineers,
can provide access to work stations, as
well as mainframe capability. And
you can learn ASIC design in one of
TI's unique hands-on workshops.
Using TI's semicustom libraries with a
real-world standard-cell example,
you'll learn every phase of design
from schematic capture through testpattern generation and simulation.
Select TI distributors can also give
you local access to TI's leading-edge
ASIC options, with dedicated facilities, tools, and trained engineers.
To find out more about what TI
ASICs can mean to you, check the
appropriate box on the return card.

A

nd now, anew,
easy-to-use EPROM
microcomputer.
TI's new TMS7742 EPROM microcomputer can cut to zero your lead time for
development, prototyping, field tests,
and product qualification. And it
bridges the gap to ROM-based volume
production. For low-volume applications, it can be acost-effective alternative to mask-programmed ROM. Its
4K bytes of on-chip EPROM are identical to TI's TMS2732A — transferred
into the chip area vacated by masked
ROM. So if you can program the
TMS2732A you can program the
TMS7742. This new microcomputer
provides EPROM capability for the
TMS7020, the TMS7040, and the new
TMS7042 ROM microcomputer.
Also new to TI's TMS7000 family is
the ROM-less TMS7002 microprocessor. Both the TMS7002 and the
TMS7042 feature 256 bytes of RAM, a
serial port for USART and serial I/O
functions, 32 1/0 lines, and three
timers. And with their 60% performance increase over earlier TMS7000
ICs, they can improve system performance in such applications as disk and
tape drives, printers, and industrial and
motor controls.

High-density IMPACT circuits
speed logic, memory access.
I'S's unique Implanted

TT

Composed Technology
(IMPACT) capitalizes on
the advantages of ion
implantation, oxide
isolation, and composedmasking techniques to
increase the speed and
density of bipolar ICs.
This innovative technology dramatically
reduces the size and the sidewall capacitance of circuit elements (see diagram).
As aresult, speed/power ratios are significantly improved: In PROMs that cut
power consumption by 43%, or more
than double the speed (see story opposite). In PAL ICs that reduce propagation delay by as much as 40% — to
only 15 ns at 180 mA.
With the high speed and low power
that TI's IMPACT process makes feasible, its potential for large-scale integration will reduce package counts in
many high-complexity circuits.

Composed masking
yields high density

In composed masking, critical
components are defined on the
chip with aminimum number of
masks. Thus they can be more
tightly defined and more
densely spaced than by
conventional
masking.

A

TI's IMPACT

major reduction in capacitance results from the 2-p.m feature size which
processing makes possible. Silicon dioxide is the isolation material. Switching speed is
further enhanced by utilizing this silicon dioxide for emitter and base sidewalls.

The IMPACT process also makes it
possible to insulate critical base
and emitter components
-- with oxide walls. This
insulation reduces sidewall
capacitance, which, at
the 2-p.m dimensions
of IMPACT features, can
represent as much as half
the overall capacitance.
Small size and oxide
walling together contribute significantly to

the increase in switching speed.
DRAM technology

spurs IMPACT growth

The IMPACT process is not adirect
descendant of DRAM technology. Nevertheless, TI's commitment to DRAM
production has provided IMPACT technology with vital processes.
It was the DRAM effort, for example, that drove photolithography to its
present advanced state and contributed
key dry-etching processes. Ion implanters designed to produce CMOS
DRAM ICs enhance the quality —
and the economy — of TI's bipolar
IMPACT ICs. And this vital "crossfertilization" from VLSI memory is one
reason Texas Instruments — almost
alone among U.S. semiconductor
manufacturers — is committed to
the development and manufacture
of DRAM devices.

DRAM TI's

MOS

More chips per slice help cut
costs. The 150-mm wafers now
used on
advanced
256K
wafer-fabrication line have
125% more area than the 100-ram
slices formerly used.

8new ways TI can help sharpen
A

new alternative for
memory-systems
design: TI SIP DRAM
modules.
Memory-intensive packaging for the future is available today — in TI's highly
reliable modules in single-in-line packages (SIPs). With them you can have
the many advantages of surface-mount
technology (SMT) — while using
through-hole-mounted or
111111
socketable packages. Thus
without changing your manufacturing technology, you
can increase memory density
by afactor of up to 3.5 over
dual-in-line packages (DIPs). And you
can simplify board layout while facilitating replacement and future upgrades.
Each SIP module uses DRAM chips
in plastic leaded chip carriers (PLCCs),

FaIMB

I
lenhanced
Interface

performance
by TI.

Also new from Texas Instruments is an
improved direct replacement for the
UCN5812 vacuum fluorescent display
driver. TI's TL5812 is 11% faster and

r ast line drivers and bus
I: transceivers from TI.

In the new SN75ALS192/194 quadruple EIA Standard RS-422-A differential
line drivers, TI's exclusive AIS 1.5 process technology (oxide-isolated Advanced Low-power Schottky) yields the
best speed/power ratio in the industry:
At approximately half the power consumption, these devices are 30% faster
than the competition.
A new family of differential bus
transceivers, SN75176B, 177B, 178B,
and 179B, are faster than earlier versions. Designed for bidirectional communication on multipoint transmission
lines in noisy environments, they meet

surface-mounted along with decoupling
capacitors on an epoxy substrate. Since
all connection points are on one edge
of the substrate, the module "stands on
end" to make the most of your board
area.
TI's full line of SIP memory modules
— from 64K x4to 256K x9and
1M x1— includes standard DRAMs
and Multiport Video RAMs in various
organizations. And all are available
through your authorized TI distributor.
For more information, just check the
appropriate box on the reply card.
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Memory can be 3.5 times denser using
fully-qualified, production-proven RAMs
configured in SIP modules. TI SIPs combine the density of surface-mount technology with economies of through-hole
insertion.
draws 60% less current. With an
output voltage swing of 70 V and an
output source-current capability of
40 mA.
Only TI's patented BIDFET technology — combining bipolar, doublediffused MOS (DMOS) and N-channel
and P-channel CMOS transistors on
the same chip — makes these improvements possible. And at acompetitive
price.
EIA Standards RS-422-A and RS-485.
Typical propagation time is only 22 ns.
Want to know more about these new
interface products from TI? Just check
the appropriate box on the reply card.
INDUSTRY'S FIRST ADVANCED LINE DRIVERS
USE ALS TECHNOLOGY

F

ast, economical
new 8-bit SAR
AID converters.
Now Texas Instruments offers 8-bit
SAR (serial-approximation resolution)
AID converters that are as economical
as any you can use. And because they
use LinCMOST" polysilicon-gate-process
technology, they are unsurpassed in
speed. TI's TLC549 analog-to-digital
converter performs 40,000 conversion
cycles per second (cps), while the new
TLC548 pushes speed to an unprecedented 45,500 cps. At any supply voltage between 3and 6V. And typical
power consumption is only 6mW.
Performance of the serial-approximation algorithm is not only fast. It's accurate: Conversions are performed with
the guaranteed low error rate of -± 0.5
LSB (least significant bit) across the
temperature range from —55° to 125°C.

681

military TI
devices comply
with 1.2.1.
Now designers of military electronics
have the broadest choice ever of devices
that comply with the requirements of
MIL-S1 D-883C, Paragraph 1.2.1. The
vast majority of TN military ICs — 681
different devices — now qualify:
Product Type
ALS/AS
TTL
LS/S
HCMOS
PAL ICs
Linear
Memory/LSI
MOS DSP

83
131
238

so

16
113
19
1
TOTAL:

SPEED — ns

Advanced TI line drivers are 30% faster,
typically draw only half the power of the
devices they are designed to replace.

Number

681

For more detailed information on
specific TI military devices, just check
the appropriate box on the reply card.

Texas Instruments quality
recognized in Tokyo and Detroit.
Outstanding Texas Instruments qualityassurance programs were lauded during
1985 both at home and abroad. In
June, Ford Motor Company granted TI
linear products the coveted Q1 Award.
And in November, TI's wholly owned
Japanese semiconductor operation received the prestigious Deming Prize.
Both awards recognize exceptional
levels of quality and reliability,
achieved through aggressive defectprevention programs.

along with Ford's review of warranty
returns, specifically keying part numbers to failures. Thus it recognizes both
initial product quality and continuing
reliability.
Both quality and reliability are attributes that TI Linear has pursued
aggressively through its "monitor program," begun in 1979. The goal of the
program has been to achieve levels of
quality and reliability equal to or better
than the best worldwide competition.
And the Ford Q1 Award is one visible
token of its success.

First U.S. winner of
Japan's Deming Prize

At ceremonies on November 11 in Tokyo,

FORD
,crrical and Electronics
Division

First Ford Q1 Award to a
semiconductor supplier

Ford Motor Company's QIAward to
Texas Instruments Linear is the first
ever to amajor U.S. semiconductor
manufacturer.
Qualification is based on ademonstrated defect-prevention program,

the Japanese Union of Scientists and
Engineers awarded the prestigious Deming
Prize for total quality control to TI's bipolar semiconductor operation in Japan.
The prize, never before won by a
wholly U.S.-owned company, recognizes outstanding quality-control
achievement in all aspects of business
— including marketing, engineering,
manufacturing, and support. It is
named for W. Edwards Deming, the
American statistician whose work in
defining and measuring quality control
in Japan after World War II became the
basis for the legendary Japanese commitment to quality. In 35 years, the
Deming Prize has been awarded to only
48 individuals and 111 institutions.
Texas Instruments Japan, Ltd. was one
of only eight companies so honored
in 1985.

More news upcoming from TI in the next issue:
• A new CMOS version of TI's trendsetting TMS320 Digital Signal
Processor.
• More new additions to Th growing
family of IMPACT PAL ICs.

• New CMOS standard cells and gate
arrays that augment TI's leadership in
Application-specific Integrated
Circuits (ASICs).
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As is the rase. with the Ford Q1
Award, sensitivity to customers' requirements is akey factor in selecting winners of the Deming Prize. TI's successful
commitment to quality and reliability
in support of all our customers' needs
has been demonstrated twice again.
And TI is justifiably proud of this
achievement.
IMPACT and LinCMOS are trademarks of Texas
Instruments Incorporated.
PAL is aregistered trademark of Monolithic
Memories, Inc.
LOGICIAN, MEGALOGICIAN, and GATEMASTER
are registered trademarks of Daisy Systems Corporation.
IDEA 1000 is aregistered trademark of Mentor
Graphics.
SCALDsystem is aregistered trademark of Valid Logic
Systems Incorporated.
P-CAD is aregistered trademark of Personal CAD
Systems Inc.
FutureNet is aregistered trademark of FutureNet
Corporation.
IBM PC is aregistered trademark of International
Business Machines Corp.

For more information...
Check the appropriate square on the
reply card, or write Texas Instruments
Incorporated, Department SY093,
P.O. Box 809066, Dallas, Texas
75380-9066.

• And more ...
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SPECIAL REPORT

SUPERCOMPUTERS
HIT THEIR STRIDE

I

is projecting growth to 258 in 1986 and to 1,675 by 1990
twas 10 years ago this month that Seymour Cray
ushered in the era of the vector supercomputer. His (chart). Not only is supercomputing becoming big business,
but the number of new companies offering more machines
company, Cray Research Inc., delivered the first of the
in the supercomputer range is increasing considerably.
giant superfast machines, the Cray-1, to Los Alamos
The supercomputer market is showing signs of greater
National Laboratories in March 1976. He spawned an
industry that is growing explosively and that continues to complexity, as many new companies enter with new superbreak ground in the critical technologies of architecture computers, minisupercomputers, or parallel computers.
The world's supercomputer makers are Cray, ETA, CDC,
and circuits, packaging and cooling, and software.
Ten years ago, it was generally thought that the total Fujitsu, Hitachi, and NEC.
The industry leader, Cray Research, Minneapolis, has an
market for such big, expensive machines would be just a
estimated 70% of the market, with about 116 systems inhandful of systems. Now it looks like a boom market
stalled. Second place belongs to the other U. S. maker, ETA
The impetus for the boom is the need for lots of fast
Systems Inc., St. Paul, Minn. ETA, a Control Data Corp.
computation. The price/performance ratio of supercomputing has been rising, making it more attractive. Another spinoff now sells CDC's Cyber 205 (about 40 installed) and
will introduce its own machine, the ETA", later this year.
spur is the new class of minisupercomputers, which has
CDC is still a player, and IBM Corp. has recently joined
reduced the entry-level cost of supercomputing.
the ranks with add-on vector processors for its 3090 mainA recent report from the research department of Sanford
C. Bernstein & Co. forecasts annual growth of 60% in sys- frame computers /Electronics, Feb. 3, 1986, p. 351
In Japan, the three major computer companies, Fujitsu,
tem installations and 45% in system value through 1990.
The New York broker figures that the worldwide supercom- Hitachi, and NEC, all of Tokyo, now make supercomputer installed base at the end of 1985 was 165 machines. It puters. NEC Corp. has orders for five systems—four in

ESTIMATED INSTALLED BASE

NEW HARDWARE,
PACKAGING,
AND SOFTWARE
STEP UP THE PACE
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Japan and one in the U. S., and Hitachi Ltd. has received
nine orders. France will be getting into the act, too; Bull
SA is preparing to enter the commercial market this year.
The rising price/performance ratio in supercomputers
stems from the ever-greater performance levels of these
machines. So several new vendors are rushing to improve
the other side of the equation, with minisupercomputers
that deliver less performance but also cost far less. Convex
Computer Corp., Richardson, Texas, has been shipping its
minisuper since September 1984 and has installed more

than 80 systems worldwide. Floating Point Systems Inc.,
Beaverton, Ore., was second into the market, and Alliant
Computer Systems Corp., Acton, Mass., markets a multiprocessor vector machine. Culler Scientific Systems Corp.,
Santa Barbara, Calif, recently introduced its first model
[Electronics, Nov. 25, 1985, p. 43] Scientific Computer Systems Corp. of Wilsonville, Ore., has just introduced a Craycompatible minisuper, and Vitesse Electronics Corp., Camarillo, Calif, is developing afamily of high-speed numerical computers targeted for 1987.

PARALLEL DESIGNS ARE MAKING INROADS
Torn Manuel

T

here's

a revolution
brewing in supercomputers, pitting the classical von Neumann architecture against parallel configurations. Parallelism is
making inroads in all sizes
of computers, but the
greater throughput it promises is especially critical in supercomputing.
The main thrust in supercomputer architecture to date has been to build the
fastest possible vector processor for single- or dual-processor supercomputers.
The dual-processor models often team a
superfast vector processor with ageneralpurpose scalar processor. Although many
configurations may have only one vector
processor, that processor is often highly
pipelined for concurrent vector processing. But now there is aclear trend toward
multiple-pipeline vector processors and 1. PARALLEL POWERHOUSE. CDC's Cyber Plus is apowerful parallel computer.
even multiple vector processors in order
to boost throughput even higher. For example, Cray is delivOne may be introduced this year: the Y-MP, whose architecering four-processor machines—both X-MP/48 and Cray-2 ture is similar to that of the X-MP. The Y will be able to run
models—and Alliant is delivering its FX/8 supercomputer with up to eight processors—the X has amaximum of four.
with up to eight vector processors [Electronics, July 29, 1985,
The second new machine will be the Cray-3, which is to be
p. 56].
largely compatible with the Cray-2 but with about 10 times
Machines with more parallelism are on the drawing boards.
the performance. The Cray-3 will have up to 16 processors,
The upcoming Cray-3 will have up to 16 processors, and the with the processor logic and some of the critical memory
ETA'° computer will have up to eight processors. New, highly parts made from the gallium arsenide integrated circuits the
parallel architectures, such as the one developed by Flexible company is developing. The third project, just started, is an
Computer Corp., Dallas, will be getting add-on vector proces- unnamed and as yet undefined system that probably will have
sors in the near future.
more parallel processors than any of the others and is likely
The Japanese supercomputer companies, though relatively to deliver around twice the performance of the Cray-3.
new to the supercomputer scene, are talking about parallel
architectures, too. A representative of Hitachi agrees that BEST CHOICE IS BOTH
parallel processing in supercomputers is definitely a trend.
There is acontroversy between those companies that push
"Parallel processing becomes more necessary with the pas- very fast single processors and those that champion amultisage of time because the speed increase provided by improved tude of multiprocessor approaches, according to Stephen Nelhardware technology is only about afactor of two every four son, Cray's director of research. "The best is to have both,"
years," he says. A representative of NEC says that his
he says. Cray started by pushing the limits of single-processor
company intends to incorporate parallel processing in its fu- speed. It still does that, but lately it has been pushing multiture supercomputers and to develop higher-speed single-pro- processing as well. "We are rapidly coming up against abrick
cessor hardware.
wall" in the ability to increase the speed of single processors,
France will be the first Western European country with a says Nelson. "It is inevitable that supercomputers go to
supercomputer company. Bull is starting with asimple archi- multiprocessing."
tecture that combines ascalar processor with avector procesAnother architectural trend is very large main memories
sor. It is to be atop-level machine with some parallel process- directly addressable by the CPU. One example is the Cray-2,
ing included.
with its 2,048 megabytes (256 megawords) of real memory. In
Cray, the world leader in supercomputers, is pursuing five fact, asingle Cray-2 has more memory than there was in all
development efforts, according to president John Rollwagen. previously sold Cray machines put together.
Two of them are the enhancements to the X-MP and Cray-2
The ETA'° will be structured with up to four pairs of very
systems. In addition, three new machines are being designed.
fast processors. Each processor, which will be immersed in
Electronics/March 10, 1986
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liquid nitrogen to speed up its CMOS circuits, will be complete will fill the bill for many applications. The first supercomputing
on a single board and will deliver performance two to three processor for the Flex/32 will be on one board, perform both
times that of a Control Data Cyber 205. The ETA'° will be 32- and 64-bit arithmetic, have more than 1megabyte of static
architecturally compatible with the Cyber 205 and will eventu- random-access memory, run at 12 million to 15 million floatingally replace it in the marketplace.
point operations per second (delivering a net performance of
Control Data has been in the large-computer business from about 10 megaflops in parallel operation). It will be formally
the beginning. Its backing of ETA Systems is acommitment announced by about midyear. Users will be able to gang as
to making the biggest supercomputers, while its separate many as they need to get the performance they want.
development of the Cyber Plus parallel computer is asimilar
ADDING NETWORKS
commitment to top-end parallel processing.
The Cyber Plus is aring structure of 21-ns processors that
To get the most performance out of asupercomputer, users
connects to a Cyber 180 mainframe as a front end and are discovering the value of installing them in ahierarchical
through networks to other computers (Fig. 1). With the ring network containing minisupercomputers and engineering
architecture (in contrast to a bus structure), every time the work stations. Steve Wallach, vice president of technology at
number of processors is increased, the total data bandwidth is
Convex, the first company to introduce aminisupercomputer,
speaks of athree-tiered hierarchy of machines, with the big
increased: more processors mean more pathways for data,
which increases the system bandwidth. The system has three supercomputers, mainframes, and application-specific black
levels of parallelism—within the processors themselves, multi- boxes at the top. These are connected to the next layer of
ple Cyber Plus processors on the ring, and parallel operation minisupercomputers through afast local-area network such as
a Hyperchannel from Network Systems Corp., Minneapolis.
between the Cyber 180 and the Cyber Plus processors.
All of the action in supercomputing is
On the lower level are work stations conno longer limited to the biggest, fastest,
nected to the middle level by an Ethernet.
One trend: huge
This machine hierarchy "comes from
and most costly machines. A new class of
main memories that
the hierarchy of needs in most organizaminisupercomputers has emerged in the
says Wallach. Powerful work stalast couple of years that offers lower levthe CPU can address tions,"
els of performance at very much lower
tions are replacing terminals for many usprices. For example, Scientific Computer
ers. Minisupercomputers such as ConSystems has just announced the newest minisupercomputer vex's C-1 Cray-like minisupercomputer will be installed as
entry (p. 69). Its 64-bit scientific computer offers entry-level department computers, both for new departmental installasupercomputer performance at a moderate price-25% the tions and for replacing existing departmental minicomputers
performance of aCray X-MP/1 at 10% of the cost. The SCS- that have run out of gas. Many medium-size and most large
40, aminisupercomputer, uses the Cray X-MP instruction set organizations need one or more large computers available to
plus the Cray time-sharing operating system and vectorizing the whole organization for big applications.
Fortran compiler to run over 200 applications developed for
Frank S. Greene Jr., president of ZeroOne Systems Inc.,
Cray X-MP machines.
Santa Clara, Calif., agrees that the new minisupercomputers
Another company developing a new minisupercomputer is
are important in the supercomputing hierarchy. His company
Vitesse. Its Vitesse Numerical Processor, or VNP, is designed is packaging the Convex C-1 with very high-performance disk
for multiprocessor operation. The architecture will also in- drives from Ibis Systems Inc., Westlake Village, Calif., more
clude many gigabytes of memory; each processor will have
Cray compatibility (through aCray Fortran preprocessor and
attached memory. There will be no global, shared memory per Cray object-code generation by the Fortran compiler), and a
se, nor ashared bus. However, selective memory sharing will high-speed Hyperchannel link between the C-1 and the Cray to
be available to all processors through asystem of buses for offer front-end systems to large Cray computers. Work stawhich the company has applied for patents (Fig. 2). The archi- tions tied to the C-1 can be used to offload short jobs and
tecture is not limited to a specific number of processors. software development from the Cray to the minisupercom"Processor types other than vector number crunchers, such as puter, freeing the big machine for the big jobs. For many
data-base or Lisp processors, can be integrated on the VNP short jobs, the C-1 will provide a much faster turnaround,
non-bus," says Allan Eddwin, president of Vitesse's Digital even though it takes longer to run the job; on aheavily loaded
Products Division.
Cray, the short job could wait along time to run.
The massively parallel architecture of the Flex/32 computer
The Japanese lineup of supercomputers begins with Hitachi,
from flexible Computer Corp., Dallas, is designed to add large which now has three separate supercomputers: the S-810/20,
numbers of different processors
4
for different functions [ElecHIGH SPEED DATA PATHS
tronicsWeek, May 13, 1985,
ETHERNET-z_
CONTROL
CONTROL
TAPE
DISK
p. 49]. The company recently won
PERIPHERALS
RS-232-C—z_ PROCESSOR
PROCESSOR
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DRIVES
a research grant from the National Aeronautics and Space Ad4
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ministration to develop a 32-bit
vector processor for the Flex/32
MEMORY
architecture. Because many supercomputing tasks do not reCONTR OL
quire the precision of 64 bits, and
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because high throughput can be
ELEMENT
achieved with the Flex/32 paralI
I
1
lel architecture, a lower-cost 32SPECIAL FUNCTION
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bit supercomputing processor
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2. FAST ONE. The Vitesse Numerical Processor under development
will be fast, especially when it gets a

INTERPROCESSOR AND DIRECT I/O LINKS

boost from GaAs chips.
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rated at 630 megaflops; the S810/10, at 315 megaflops; and
the S-810/5, at 160 megaflops.
The computers consist of scalar
processors with pipelined vector
processors, and the number of
vector processors can be expanded. The scalar processor
has an architecture similar to
the IBM Corp. 370. Hitachi will
continue with this type of architecture for at least three to five
years.
NEC offers two supercomputers, the SX-1 and SX-2, that
also incorporate ascalar control
processor and a vector processor. The scalar processor has a
small number of instructions,
making it a type of reduced-instruction-set computer. The instructions are hardwired rather
than in microcode.

3. BIG ONE. Supercomputers can be huge, bke this Fujitsu VP-400 being tested.

"The RISC concept is important because it is needed for scalar speed. Thus it should not tasks and one vector task in parallel. Each of the scalar data
be considered afad but an important design trend," says the paths has its own integer and floating-point calculation units,
NEC representative.
256 general registers with three simultaneous accesses, and
Because it is difficult to adapt software to aparallel archi- an instruction cache for 256 instructions, which permits autotecture, NEC engineers are going all out for the highest matic anticipation of changes in instructions and advance
possible scalar speed in asingle processor. The speed of the preparation of linkages between instructions. The large numSX-2 on the loop benchmark for measuring floating-point corn- ber of general registers associated with areduced instruction
putational performance, developed by the Lawrence Liver- set optimizes performance of the machine by reducing the
more Laboratory in California, is 286 megaflops. The Hitachi number of necessary memory-access operations.
810/20 has been benchmarked on the Livermore loop at 100
The need for the fastest processors possible in supercommegaflops, while Fujitsu Ltd.'s VP-400 turned in 161 mega- puter design is one of the main drivers of the most advanced
flops on the same test.
circuit-technology research and developFujitsu's supercomputer offering goes
GaAs circuits are
ment [Electronics, Sept. 9, 1985, p. 92].
from the VP-50 to the VP-400 (Fig. 3).
The U. S. supercomputer makers are
Fujitsu's supercomputers have acomplexbeing developed
working closely with IC companies to deinstruction-set-computer architecture confor the Cray-3
velop faster and denser bipolar ICs, very
sisting of ageneral-purpose scalar proceshighly integrated CMOS gate arrays that
sor plus multiple pipelmed vector proces
can be further speeded up by supercoolsors to counter the limited capability of this vector processor
ing, and fast GaAs circuits. The Japanese supercomputer corndesign. From the user's viewpoint, the collection of vector panies have their own very advanced circuit-development open
processors appears to be asingle processor. The VP-200 has
ations and are looking at similar technologies for the future.
two vector processors, and the VP-400 has four.
Cray has established IC development and fabrication faciliMeanwhile, the only Western European commercial super- ties and is developing GaAs circuits for the Cray-3. In its
computer is being developed in France. Bull began its Isis
prototype GaAs line, it has produced logic chips of several
supercomputer program in 1984 as a noncommercial venture hundred gates, as well as special memory chips containing 512
aimed at gaining French national independence in the strategi- and 1,024 bytes on 3-in. wafers. Cray is working with GaAs IC
cally essential area of supercomputers. But because of the vendors such as GigaBit Logic Inc., Newbury Park, Calif., to
program's progress, Bull will turn the project into acommer- fabricate the same designs. "The Cray-3 will require alarge
cial product when the first prototype of the Isis machine is number of logic designs—over 100, maybe 150," says Nelson.
completed by the end of this year.
Cray is using first-generation GaAs—depletion-mode metal
Isis will be a 1-gigaflops computer, essentially for military semiconductor FETs. The Japanese companies, as well as Viapplications. Bull plans to continue research on asecond gen- tesse and Ford Microelectronics in the U. S., are working on
eration of the machine with significantly improved
enhancement/depletion-mode devices. The Colorado Springs miperformance.
croeleetronics division of Ford Motor Co., now selling 500-gate
Bull is relying on an architecture that, despite its relative depletion-mode logic arrays and 1-K SRAMs, is developing 500simplicity, takes advantage of vector, parallel. and scalar pro- gate enhancement/depletion-mode arrays for supercomputers.
cessing. All the machine's components can be round on the
Cray's 300- to 500-gate logic chips will be made in avariety
commercial market. Isis consists of atwo-part central process- of speeds because it is possible to trade speed for lower
ing unit—a scalar part and a vector part. The machine also power. The fastest chips will be developed for the most critihas three memory modules, a main memory controller, and cal parts of the machine. The target speed of the processor is
two dedicated-connection interface devices to connect main a 2-ns clock speed versus the 4-ns Cray-2 speed. The Cray-2
memory to the CPU and the secondary memory unit (Fig. 4).
and X-MP computers are made from 21 to 22 types of 16-gate
The CPU is composed of four identical and independent emitter-coupled logic devices.
scalar data paths. Under program control, the data paths
Cray has built and tested anumber of fully functional 1-K
either execute scalar instructions or assign vector processing
GaAs memory chips (that is, all bits work). These chips will be
to the vector unit. Therefore, the CPU can execute four scalar used in local processor memory where speed is essential, such
47
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oped, they will be built into the
processor to improve performance. In this architecture, each
CONNECTION DEVICE
functional unit runs at its own
266 MEGAWORDSis
speed, so it does not have to be
redesigned to use faster GaAs in
some units. The system is synCPU
I/O
chronized by one master clock.
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MEMORY
con technologies. Today's Hitachi supercomputers use ECL
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I/O
gate arrays with up to 1,500
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gates, the same devices used in
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the company's M-280H mainframe computers. Hitachi's later
M-680H mainframes use ECL arrays with 5,000 gates [ElectronLOCAL
DISK
MAINTENANCE
icsWeek, March 18, 1985, p. 16],
DRIVES
PROCESSOR
and the use of these circuits is a
distinct possibility in Hitachi's
next supercomputer, expected
soon. Both gate arrays and cus4. FROM FRANCE. The French supercomputer debut is the 1-gigaflops Isis design from Bull.
tom circuits are now being used,
but the trend is toward more gate arrays. Logic-in-memory
as in vector registers and caches. The very large main memochips are used for the scalar cache. For the future, GaAs and
ry for the Cray-3 will still be made of silicon.
high-electron-mobility transistors appear attractive, but silicon
Although Nelson foresees abig future for GaAs, the comkeeps improving and will remain acontender.
pany is not abandoning silicon-based logic circuits; it has inNEC now uses low-power current-mode-logic 1,000-gate arstalled facilities for developing those, too. For example, ECL
rays that dissipate 5.5 W. Custom chips are also used. Dissipagate arrays with about 2,000 gates (better than two orders of
tion of the 36-chip modules is slightly more than 200 W.
magnitude denser than the 16-gate parts now used) are being
Fujitsu's supercomputers are built around 1,300-gate cusdeveloped for the Y-MP computer.
tom circuits and 400-gate ECL gate arrays with apropagationSilicon remains the semiconductor of choice at neighbor
delay time of 350 ps. ECL RAM is used for cache; main
ETA Systems. But ETA is shifting from bipolar to CMOS. In
memory is 64-K n-MOS SRAM with an access time of 55 ns.
conjunction with Honeywell Inc.'s Digital Product Center in
Systems to be sold five years from now probably will use ECL
Colorado Springs, ETA has developed a 20,000-gate CMOS
in the form of higher-density gate arrays.
gate array that it will operate at 77 K. All 92 gate-array
Fujitsu undoubtedly will continue to use the same type of
design options required have been designed and are in the
highly integrated devices, where the trend is to 3,000- and
production pipeline, and most of them have been returned and
10,000-gate devices, that it developed for its general-purpose
fully tested [Electronics, Feb. 10, 1986, p. 9].
mainframes and will be using in its supercomputers.
"These arrays will be the sole logic component on the proCircuit hardware for Bull's Isis CPU consists of ECL gate
cessor board," says Dave Resnick, senior technologist. The
arrays with densities of 2,000 gates, which could be increased
chips will also be used in other parts of the machine, where
to 8,000 or 10,000 gates within the next couple of years. There
they are applicable—for example, in memory control, I/O, and
are no full-custom ICs in Isis, nor are any planned. ICs in the
the clock distribution network. But because the chips also
primary system memory are SRAMs with a cycle time of 35
operate well at room temperature, only the CPU boards will
ns; in the secondary system memory are dynamic RAMs. D
be immersed in liquid nitrogen.
One other U. S. supercomputer company, Vitesse, is working
on GaAs circuits for its machine. The VNP computer will first
be implemented in silicon, but as the GaAs circuits are devel-

Additional reporting was provided by Charles L. Cohen in
Tokyo and Robert T. Gallagher in Paris.

SUPERCOOLING COMES TO THE FOREFRONT
by Jerry Lyman

Ka ore than ever, the design of supercomIVI puters turns on devising away to cool the
superfast machines. Its still important to select ahigh-density high-speed IC package, design a controlled-impedance, state-of-the-art,
multilayer printed-circuit board, and figure out
how to interconnect all circuitry with a minimum of propagation delay, reflections, and
crosscoupling. But tomorrow's systems could dissipate as
much as 100 kW, and so cooling is even more critical than in
today's supercomputer designs.
Not surprisingly, the leading supercomputer maker, Cray,
is also a leading innovator in supercomputer packaging. The
company's first units, the Cray-1 and X-MP, are based on
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relatively simple ECL small-scale-integration chips in ceramic
flatpacks mounted on 6-by-8-in., five-layer pc boards. Vertical
Freon-cooled aluminum columns carry away the heat generated by horizontal stacks of pc boards.
For Cray's next system, the Cray-2, the company went to a
completely new design for packaging and cooling. Instead of a
horizontal stack of boards, Cray used an even denser threedimensional cube of slightly smaller circuit boards, which
raised the power-dissipation level above that of the Cray-1.
To take care of this power increase, Cray decided to immerse all boards in Fluorinert, an inert cooling fluid from 3M
Co. This fluid is kept circulating across the boards, keeping
critical components at a uniform and safe temperature.
High heat-transfer rates enable the cooling fluid to remove
Electronics! March 10, 1986

heat rapidly, which allows components to be spaced very close
together without a sacrifice in reliability. This close spacing
allows for very short signal paths, which increase operating
speeds.
Cray is in the midst of developing its fastest and most
advanced systems yet—the Cray-3, based on GaAs ICs, and
the Cray YMP, based on ECL ICs. "For the Cray-3, we are
still in the experimental stage and final details have not
been determined," says Cray's Stephen Nelson. "We are
still working on assembly techniques. Packaging will involve a surface-mount kind of technology. We are heading
in the direction of 3-d packaging and immersion cooling
somewhat like the Cray-2."
He says the company wants to improve the circuit density,
however, and intends to shrink everything it possibly can—the
line widths on pc boards and so on. The power density on the
Cray-3 will be higher than on the Cray-2 because of the circuit
density, and he predicts that the big challenge will be cooling.
"The Cray X-MP is not immersion-cooled," Nelson points
out. Like the Cray-1, the XMP uses aluminum column bars
with Freon. "The cooling for the follow-on to the X-MP, the
Cray Y-MP, has been defined, but we are not ready to disclose
details yet. However, it won't be an immersion-type cooling.
"The Y is much further along in development than the 3.
This system is targeted to be an eight-processor system. It
will have a flatpack type of packaging. It will be similar to
the X, yet it still will be different. The power density on the
Y is not as great as the Cray-2 because we are using much
larger circuits and therefore there is less I/O on and off the
chips. Therefore it is unnecessary to immerse the Y," says
Nelson.

5. SUPERCOMPUTER PACKAGING. In NEC's latest supercomputer.
TAB gate arrays (a) are placed on special bumped chip carriers (b),
which in turn go on a large multilayer ceramic substrate (c). This
package is then housed in aspecial water-cooled module (d.)

SUPERCOOLING WITH LIQUID NITROGEN
ETA Systems, Cray's main U. S. competitor, is building its
ETA'° supercomputer based on 20,000-gate CMOS gate arrays
cooled by liquid nitrogen. The CPU boards will be sealed in
cryogenic containers through which liquid nitrogen will be
pumped. This cryogenic environment serves both to carry
away heat and to supercool the chips for higher operating
performance.
The main building block of the ETA'' processor is a board
of about 40 layers containing nothing but the 20,000-gate
CMOS gate array that was designed by ETA and fabricated by
Honeywell. At 16 by 20 in., the state-of-the-art board provides
plenty of room for 250 chips. The CPU will require about 240
chips, the company says.

The board's controlled 5041 impedance, which allows the
board to act as a transmission line, is achieved by keeping
board edges as clean as possible. This may be one of the first
uses of a 50-fl system with CMOS.
"The next step in circuit density for ETA will require a
careful decision on just how far to go," says Tony Vacca, the
company's director of technology concepts. "Packaging contraints will be the biggest issue. The first-level packaging will
be the biggest concern. Memories present no problem. Microprocessors' pins can be multiplexed. But in supercomputers,
you can't multiplex—too slow. So you have a problem with
requiring lots of pins for the very dense circuits. We will look
for a proper balance between not enough gates versus not
enough pins—at least until we have 3million gates and 1,000
pins in one chip."
In Japan, the other main participants in the supercomputer
competition—Hitachi, NEC, and Fujitsu—all take different approaches in packaging their supercomputers.
Hitachi's supercomputer packaging is similar to that used in
its M-280H mainframe computer, but vector registers are added to the second side of the circuit boards of the vector
processors to minimize propagation delays.
The basic package used in the scalar processor is aceramic
flatpack with leads on four sides. Hybrid modules with ceramElectronics/ March 10, 1986
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ic chip carriers on both sides of aceramic substrate are used then mounted in special water-cooled modules. This arrangefor the main memory. Pinout of this module resembles a ment cools the 200-W modules and minimizes wiring lengths
modified pin grid array because there are four rows of pins— and propagation delays.
In Fujitsu's Facom VP series of supercomputers, logic chips
along two opposite outside edges—and two more rows of pins
parallel to those along the outside edges but running between are housed in leaded chip carriers with cylindrical heat sinks.
the columns of chip carriers. (A full pin grid array is not For memory, special leaded chip carriers hold four high-speed
RAM chips, each with its own cylindrical heat sink. The logic
possible with chip carriers on both sides of the substrate.)
The vector register hybrid modules consist of ceramic chip and RAM modules are mounted on alarge (30-by-30-cm) multicarriers with radiator fins on one side of the ceramic sub- layer pc board called amultichip carrier.
A maximum of 13 multichip carriers can be installed in one
strate. The substrate has flatpack-type gullwing leads on all
carrier stack, forming acube of about 50 cm. All these feafour sides.
NEC's SX-1, SX-2, and SX-1E have the most advanced su- tures help the vector unit operate at amachine cycle of 7.5 ns.
The Facom VP series is now air cooled. Fujitsu's next-generpercomputer packaging in Japan. They combine tape-automatation
supercomputer may go to aone-board system, as did its
ed-bonded low-power CML gate arrays, composite multilayer
recently announced M-780 mainframe. This will increase the
polyimide/alumina substrates, and water cooling [Electronics,
Nov. 11, 1985, p. 26]. Low-power CML gate arrays with 1,000 thermal density and will force Fujitsu to convert to liquid
cooling of the single large board, as it did on the M-780.
D
gates are bonded into special bumped leadless carriers (Fig.
5). These, in turn, are mounted on special 10-cm2 ceramic/
polyimide multilayer substrates, with apin-grid-array format, Additional reporting was provided by Charles L. Cohen in
Tokyo.
that hold 36 of the bumped chip carriers. These assemblies are

FULL SPEED AHEAD FOR SOFTWARE
by Alexander Wolfe
its Unix-like Unicos operating system and the CFT77 Fortran
upercomputing software is moving into
gie high gear, spurred by the rapid spread of compiler in versions running on Cray X-MP and Cray-2 hardware (Fig. 7).
supercomputers into new applications. The
At Cornell University's Center for Theory and Simulation in
critical challenge is how to develop tools that
Science and Engineering in Ithaca, N. Y., supercomputing
will make it easier for programmers to write
applications that take advantage of vectorizing research centers on an IBM 3084-QX mainframe with four
in the classical supercomputer and the paral- processors, to which four Model 264 array processors from
Floating Point Systems have been attached. Over the next six
lelism that is emerging in supercomputers and
minisupercomputers. Writing parallel software is achallenge months, the Theory Center will be adding software for multithat every programmer must face because parallel architec- tasking on the system, according to director Kenneth Wilson.
"Here, the emphasis will be more on taking old, dusty decks
tures are springing up across the range of computing.
"In the supercomputer arena, software has not been keep- [existing programs], and taking advantage of opportunities
ing pace" with the hardware, says David Kuck, director of the for small-scale parallelism that don't require wholesale rewritUniversity of Illinois Center for Supercomputing Research ing of these decks—doing the sort of thing where you discovand Development (Fig. 6). Illinois is one of the hotbeds of er that your whole program has four parts which can run in
supercomputer software research, along with Cray, Cornell four processors, or that there's one outer loop which you can
University, and IBM. "I think we're just all starting to learn— divide among four processors," says Wilson.
Iguess Iwould put it in the infancy stage," says Margaret
6. LEADING THE WAY. David Kuck of the University of Illinois is one of
Loftus, vice president of software at Cray. "We have so much
horsepower available. The ease with which we can put it at the guiding lights in software for parallelization and vectorization.
the programmer's fingertips is going to make all the
difference."
Cray is developing ahost of tools for programmers. Tools
to support multitasking (in supercomputer parlance, multitasking means dividing up asingle program to run on multiple processors) are high on Cray's agenda. "Our aim is to
make things as automatic as possible," explains Loftus.
On tap for multitasking is Premult, dubbed amicrotasking
tool. As a preprocessor for Cray's CFT77 Fortran compiler,
Premult will provide fine-grain multitasking: "Much of the
multitasking done today has been done at avery high level—
big chunks of code which run on multiple processors. Microtasking will break programs into pieces smaller than a[small]
subroutine," says Loftus.
Cray's current lineup of tools includes Flowtrace, an analyzer that logs information on where aprogram spends its time,
an important aid during debugging. Also available is the CFT
compiler, avectorizing compiler for the Cray-1. Vectorization
lets the applications software take advantage of the vector
hardware in a machine, using it to rapidly execute program
loops containing large arrays of data.
Cray is also at work adapting existing operating systems,
subroutine libraries, and compilers from the Cray-1 to its
other machines. Within the next few months, Cray will release
50
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The objective is to move the technology out of the lab. "We
will make amajor effort to try to get actual scientists using
these systems and starting to change their thinking, not just
the people writing systems software. Part of our plan has
been to have big iron which we put the scientists on and get
them to see that parallelism has areal advantage for them,"
Wilson explains.
STARTING OUT IS HARD

example, each processor is connected to, and can communicate
with, every other processor in the same parallel computer
system. But parallel machines are suffering from the same
shortage of software tools that plagues bona fide
supercomputers.
"It's mainly an individual programmer's job to figure out
how to program aparallel machine," according to John Palmer, chairman and chief executive officer of parallel-computer
manufacturer Ncube Corp., Beaverton, Ore. "Some companies
will say they've got some of this automated stuff. But if you
actually try to use it, you'll find out that it's pretty much
research stuff."
Palmer believes that the computer world does not yet know
how to design effective parallel-programming tools. "If it
were amatter of development, we would certainly be doing it;
but it's really amatter of invention," he explains. "It's pretty
hard to decide to invent something." On the other hand, with
so many scientists and engineers at work on the problem,
Palmer believes abreakthrough may be forthcoming.
"The problem with software that can take advantage of the
parallelism is that it is extremely application-dependent," says

One big hurdle facing any new venture in supercomputers
or minisupers is developing asoftware base. Some idea of the
effort it takes comes from IBM's experience in preparing
programming languages and development tools for its recently introduced 3090 Vector Facility. Software engineers at
IBM's Kingston (N. Y.) Laboratory prepared anew version of
the IBM VS Fortran compiler to add automatic vectorization.
Other major efforts at Kingston included a new interactive
debugging facility with windowing and animation, and amajor rewrite of Fortran's intrinsic functions (sine, cosine, etc.).
Another important tool developed by IBM programming talent around the world is the Engineering Scientific Subroutine
Library. ESSL includes many scientific
WHICH SYSTEMS RUN THE SUPERCOMPUTERS
and engineering functions that were recoded to produce routines optimized for
Computer
ati
the Vector Facility architecture. The com-COS
(proprietary)
X-MP (Cray Research)
pany and third-party vendors also adapted
-AT&T Co. Unix (Unicos)
several big scientific and engineering apCray-2
Unix
plications for the Vector Facility.
Cyber 205 (Control Data)
VSOS (proprietary)
Last month IBM released two more
-Unix
ETAl° (ETA Systems)
pieces of software to aid programmers in
-VSOS
developing software for the Vector FaciliVP series (Fujitsu)
VSP (proprietary, IBM-compatible)
ty. One is an execution analyzer for idenS-810 series (Hitachi)
VOS3 (proprietary, IBM-compatible)
tifying the hot spots in aprogram—those
SX-1 and SX-2 (NEC)
SXCP
(proprietary)
sections that use many processor cycles.
The other is a simulator that runs under the VM operating Alison Brown, manager of system development at the Cornell
system and allows programmers to develop and debug pro- Theory Center. Certain applications—signal processing or sci
grams for the Vector Facility without having one installed.
entific calculations replete with arrays, for example—natural
IBM also is supporting parallel programming on the multi- ly lend themselves to being broken down into small, separate
ple CPUs and multiple Vector Facility machines that can be pieces that can run on separate, parallel processors. Other
installed in 3090s. The VF Fortran library contains a multi- applications, including many artificial intelligence problems,
tasking facility that programmers can use to introduce paral- are much more difficult to decompose; these applications' comlelism. As yet, IBM has no auto-parallelization software to putations occur irregularly, and aprocessor's load cannot be
modify programs to run in parallel, but it is working on it.
easily anticipated.
The University of Illinois' Kuck is also attacking the short"The basic problem is finding out how to keep in balance
age of supercomputer software tools through his Champaign,
the computing that each processor does, and that's what all
Ill., company, Kuck & Associates Inc. K&AI has two auto- the software is trying to address," explains Brown. Some of
vectorizing preprocessor products on tap, one for use with this can be done either manually or with automated tools,
Cyber 205 machines and the other for an array processor by looking at a problem and determining the pattern of
from Star Technologies Inc., Irvine, Calif.
interaction between the pieces of the
These preprocessors take existing procomputation in order to figure out a
The
problem:
parallel
grams and generate highly vectorizeci
way to decompose it. But there are
programs that can be compiled by a
software is extremely
some inherently unpredictable proCyber or Star compiler.
application-dependent grams, which may not be possible to deAs Kuck describes it, the idea behind
compose in advance. Instead, they would
an auto-vectorizing preprocessor is to
require some way to redistribute loads
"take a nest of loops and interchange them, and get all the dynamically while running on a machine.
vector work in the innermost loops and all of the concurrency
At the University of Illinois, Kuck is developing software to
in the outermost loops. You optimize it so that for amachine support parallel processing for use on Alliant Computer Syswhich has vector processors, you get lots of vectors in the tems Corp. machines. "We're buying Alliants and building the
innermost loops so the instructions that you can compile are Cedar [a University of Illinois hardware project] out of them.
vector operations. [In the outer loops] you get what we call
We're building our own software, which is able to do quite a
Do-Across. And that's where each of these iterations can be bit better with the Alliant than Alliant's own software does."
done on aseparate processor. So now you've got lots of work
Programmers have not generally realized that parallelism
for individual processors." The technology has been demon- should be considered at the beginning of designing an applicastrated on the University of Illinois' Paraphase preprocessor; tion. There are three phases in the development of asoftware
Kuck says the K&AI products will be ready this summer.
application, according to Dave Rodgers, vice president of engiThe new parallel machines are beginning to push the price/
neering at Sequent Computer Systems Inc., Beaverton, Ore.,
performance edge and may ultimately challenge their larger maker of the Balance family of parallel computers: design,
cousins. Several different parallel architectures are competing implementation, and "tuning."
in the supercomputing arena. In aHypercube architecture, for
Areas ripe for parallel decomposition should be uncovered
Electronics! March 10, 1986
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in the design phase. During implementation, he says, "what you're concerned
about is technology that allows you to
express higher-level ideas, and have the
compiler do the hard work of actually
scheduling the execution. Then in the tuning phase, you need to be able to look at
how the application actually runs, because at the analysis time you can't anticipate some of the asynchronous events.
For example, you can't predict the effect
on acollection of programs of input and
output done by one of them."
A parallel debugger like the one that is
in the works for Sequent's Balance machines would allow programmers to dynamically monitor the operation of aprogram. A major benefit will be the ability
to view the effect of individual asynchronous events such as inputs and outputs
on the whole program.
"When you're finally done designing an
application, you have to be able to observe its actual behavior, and then go
back and adjust the parameters of the
application so that you're balancing [the
program] for the real environment for
which the program is designed," Rodgers
explains. Sequent's parallel debugger,
currently in beta testing, will be available
in the late spring.
Software cannot pick up all the parallel-computer slack, says Ray Naeini,
Flexible Computer's vice president for
2 is the most powerful machine in the world running Unix.
software engineering. Some hardware 7. BIG UNIX. The Cray issues remain to be resolved. "A multias a tool for their research. The computer-wise covet powerful
ple-processor system doesn't mean having several computhardware more than they do user-friendly software tools. But
ers on abus—it goes way beyond that. In amultiprocessor
the less computer-oriented users need a lot of hand-holding,
environment, we have had a lot of old problems such as
and tools are just beginning to arrive for them.
busy/waiting [where processors are sometimes idle because
"The concept of the parallel environment in software develthey're waiting for bus access] form of operation and not
opment has been around for quite a while," says Flexible's
having avery quick and efficient synchronization tool, and
Naeini. "Now we need to deliver the actual software packpreviously we have been trying just to remove those probages. Then we face the issue of how much of that is required.
lems in software environments. These famous problems
Obviously, this is the first question in terms of haw we can
should be resolved first in hardware and in an efficient
satisfy different users."
way, and software should actually utilize those features."
"The real bottleneck in programming these things is whethBOTH SIDES NOW
er or not you're willing to learn a new set of techniques,"
Common to both the supercomputer and parallel-computer says Cornell's Brown. "And there are a lot of people in the
worlds is the issue of operating systems. Today, AT&T's Unix world that are not willing to learn anything new, period.
is the leader of the pack. Cray is promoting Unix as the Those people sit and say parallel processing is tenibly
operating system of choice on its equipment, amove that will
difficult"
Ncube's Palmer believes that sophisticated users, even if
probably influence other supercomputer makers to adopt it as
well. ETA will also offer Unix on the ETA'°, but for compati- they are not computer scientists, will be able to handle the
bility, the Cyber 205 operating system (VSOS) will also be machines. "My experience is that physicists who use computoffered. Fujitsu, Hitachi, and NEC in Japan currently offer ers are at least as smart as computer scientists. I've never
found a physicist who relied on a computer scientist to give
non-Unix operating systems for their supercomputers (table,
him software—they almost always write their own."
p. 51).
Still, less savvy users might have some difficulty. "It's less
"Operating systems are kind of a psychological matter: if
you've used Unix on the VAX and if you've used it some- likely that we'll come across self-taught star programmers in
biology," Palmer says.
where else, then you might as well have it on your Cray,"
"I firmly believe in two things," sums up Illinois' Kuck.
according to Kuck. "I think that's the whole reason Unix is so
popular—Bell Labs basically gave it away to all the universi- "One of them is that you need tools to bootstrap yourself onto
ties, but now AT&T is selling it inexpensively, and it's easy to new machines. And two, even if we have ideal languages with
parallelism in them explicitly and we have vast libraries of
port."
In terms of demand, there appears to be asplit between the parallel algorithms, tools for restructuring programs for the
two important categories of supercomputer and parallel-com- newer architectures are always going to be able to pay for
puter users. On one side are the technically sophisticated themselves, because [parallel] architectures are such that peopie can't really comprehend what to do, whereas a piece of
users with backgrounds in computer science and engineering.
software can do abetter job."
In the other camp are scientists who see the computer mainly
52
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When it's time to build
your ISDN system...
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SIEMENS

...Siemens
new ISDN chips
can set it
all straight!

"Getting it straight" in the complex world of ISDNbased telecommunications systems hasn't been easy.
Until now. That's because now Siemens offers two
important "firsts" -two key ISDN chips specifically
designed to meet your most demanding
requirements:
• PEB 2070 - ISDN communications controller (ICC)
• PEB 2080 -S-bus interface circuit (SBC)
Designed to meet CCITT specifications, both chips
are based on 2µm CMOS technology. In switching,
transmissions, terminals, and telephone sets they offer
maximum flexibility for the needs of today's telecom
system suppliers by providing:
• IOM® interface for flexible allocation of ICs within
asystem
• Efficient use of the same chip for multiple system
applications
• And much more!

Our new PEB 2070 and PEB 2080 are the nucleus of
afamily of VLSI chips for ISON applications designed
by Siemens in cooperation with major systems
houses.
Now that's afoundation you can build on!
Call Siemens at (800) 222-2203, or circle the bingo
number for our literature package.
Siemens Components, Inc., 186 Wood Avenue South.
Iselin, NJ 08830.
10Me — ISDN Oriented Modular Architecture

The key to digital
communication systems

The personal computer
that raised high performance
to new heights.
If you work with high volumes of information,
you need answers fast.
You need apersonal computer that's up
to the task.
Which is why IBM created the Personal
Computer AT® system. It's changed alot of
ideas about business computing.
The idea of "fast" has become much
faster. The idea of "data capacity" has
become far greater.
There are new definitions of "power" in a
stand-alone PC. While phrases like "sharing
files" and "multi-user systems" are being
heard more often.
And surprisingly, words like "affordable"
and "state-of-the-art"are being used together:
Clearly, the Personal Computer AT is
different from anything that came before.
And what sets it apart can be neatly summed
up in two words.
Advanced Technology.
If you've ever used apersonal computer
before, you'll notice the advances right away.
To begin with, the Personal Computer AT
is extraordinarily fast. That's something
you'll appreciate every time you recalculate a
spreadsheet. Or search through adata base.
It can store mountains of information —
literally thousands of pages' worth—with a
single "hard file" (fixed disk). And now you
can customize your system to store up to

30,000 pages with the addition of asecond
hard file.
The Personal Computer AT runs many of
the thousands of programs written for the
IBM PC family. Like IBM's TopView, the
program that lets you run and "window"
several other programs at once.
Perhaps best of all, it works well with both
the IBM PC and PC/XT. Which is welcome
news if you've already made an investment in
computers.
You can connect aPersonal Computer AT
to the IBM PC Network, to share files,
printers and other peripherals with other
IBM PCs.
You can also use aPersonal Computer AT
as the centerpiece of athree-user system,
with your existing IBM PCs as workstations.
Most important, only the Personal
Computer AT offers these capabilities and
IBM's commitment to quality, service and
support. (A combination that can't be
cloned.)
If you'd like to learn more about the IBM
Personal Computer AT, see your Authorized
IBM PC Dealer, IBM Product Center or IBM
marketing representative. For astore near
you, call1-800-447-4700 (in Alaska, call
1-800-447-0890).

The IBM Personal Computer AT,
for Advanced Technology.
IBM, Personal Computer AT PC/XT and TopView are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Circle 57 on reader service card
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Super
Powers
Remote power supplies for microprocessors
Table Top Units

Wall Units

±- 5VDCEL 1.0 A
12VDC qi 310 ma
(T5121000/1)

+ 5VDC @ 750 ma
-± 12VDC @ 80 ma
(W512750/1)

e

MPI's remote new plug-in units let you take
the power supply out of your product and put it
practically anywhere. Insert it directly into awall
plug, or rest it on atable top, desk top, bench, or
any flat surface.

Specifications:

Designed for use with modems, calculators, appliances, games and avariety of other electronic
products, MPI wall and table top power supplies
are super-performers; providing outstanding dependability, flexibility and economy. They free up
valuable board space, reduce weight and eliminate
hazardous voltages, power supply heat and the
need for costly cooling devices.

Regulation:

— 15V or — 12V 5% overall

Ripple:

50 MV P-P

Operating Temp:

0°C to + 40°C

Storage Temp:

— 55°C to 105°C

Input:

120V ± 10% 50/60 H:

Regulation:

+ 5V 5% overall

Regulation:

+ 15V or +12V 5% overall

Operating
Altitude:

15,000'

All MPI wall and table top models
are UL listed.
Get the MPI super powers
working for you. Check these exclusive features and specifications and call us today for
details.
•Multiple & single output
•Regulated low ripple
•UL and CSA listed
•hilly isolated outputs
•Comply with FCC EMI
regs.
•High efficiency

Multi Products International

218 Little Falls Rd., P.O. Box 238, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
(201) 239-8183rn Telex 219289° Cable: MUPRINUSA-CEDG
Circle 58 on reader service card
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PROBING THE NEWS
CAN IBM MAKE THE
LAPTOP MARKET HAPPEN?
INDUSTRY FEARS THAT EVEN BIG BLUE CAN'T CREATE BOOM
by Craig D. Rose

Dataquest Inc., San Jose, Calif., which office, they'd have one of these for a
classifies
laptops by features rather guy to take along—there are few large
omputer marketers learn
customers. How do you get to all these
their first day on the job that than by price, projects that higher-end
little people? It's been an active market
IBM Corp.'s move into amarunit sales will be about 2.75 million in
that had a lot of sex appeal, but it's a
1989 after experiencing an annual
ket is enough to drive that
market in search of customers."
sector to unprecedented lev- growth rate of about 12%. That's less
Merrin and others believe that the
than half earlier Dataquest estimates, a
els. But many of them think that even
market would grow substantially if
revision the market researcher attriBig Blue's entry into laptop computers
butes to lagging technology, particular- prices dropped to, say, $1,000 to $1,200
won't spark aboom, as did its entry into
for a machine with a good display and
ly in displays. Other problems cited are
the personal computer market. They
don't even think that the Internal Reve- battery weight, typically contributing true desktop capability. George Colony,
president of Forrester Research Inc. in
nue Service's decision to buy 15,000 40% to system weight and 30% to volCambridge, Mass., adds that some
ume.. In both areas, reunits from Zenith Data
reduction for the high-end laplief may be in sight.
Systems (probably for
Technology and Vendors report progress weight
tops would also be aplus. Most of them
about $1,800 apiece, conweigh from 10 to 15 lb. "I think it's got
on the display front, and
price are the
siderably less than the
Dataquest expects that to be 4or 5lb," Colony says.
$3,244 list price) is
stumbling blocks new battery technology OFF THE DIME. Apart from the stamp of
enough of an endorselegitimacy, many believe, IBM's arrival
such as rechargeable
ment of laptops.
will knock some customers out of their
lithium units will be forthcoming.
The Zenith Z-171 is an example of the
holding patterns. For example, John
disk-based "laptops" that are too big
Another drag on the market has been
Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co. is
cost, specifically for display and CMOS
and heavy to sit comfortably on a lap.
shopping for laptops for point-of-sale acDiskless machines fit on alap, but most memory. Some reduction is expected in
tivities and wants them this year. "We're
have considerably fewer functions than
CMOS prices, but they will remain relalooking at anumber of machines," says
tively high for awhile.
the bigger machines. Both types are
Because of the cost, "it's a second- John Baker, director of marketing sysbattery-powered.
tems. But the Boston company would
machine market," says Seymour Merrin,
Projections of the market for the diskbased machines have undergone sub- vice president of personal computer ser- prefer to see IBM's before making a final decision. "IBM creates standards."
vices at Gartner Group, the Stamford,
stantial downward revision of late
One of the standards IBM could set
(chart, p. 60) as the sense grows that Conn., market researcher. "Maybe in an
there is more lacking in this market
LINEUP FOR BATTERY-POWERED COMPUTERS IN US.
than just the industry's biggest player.
r
Inadequate technology is one reason;
% of market (1985)
Number of units (in thousands)
Company
high cost is another.
Disk-based units
A new sobriety has arisen from the
28.3
15
Grid
market's dismal reaction generally to re22.6
Data General
12
cent products and a consequent reas15.1
8
Zenith
sessment of what customers will accept.
11.3
6
Texas
Instruments
Still, many companies already market7.5
4
Kaypro
ing laptops look forward to IBM's entry
5.7
3
Morrow
in the market. "I just wish IBM would
2.8
1.5
Tandy
hurry up and announce their machine,"
6.6
3.5
Other
says Paul Pecka, marketing manager
Diskless units
for microcomputing products at Sony
30.7
47
Tandy
Corp. of America, which last November
26.4
40
Epson
announced an IBM-compatible laptop.
16.5
25
NEC
Laptops costing $1,000 to $3,000 will
6.6
10
Hewlett-Packard
be the fastest-growing segment of the
6.6
10
Sharp
business between now and the end of
3.3
5
Convergent
the decade, believes market researcher
1.3
2
Sord
InfoCorp, Cupertino, Calif. Sales of
8.6
13
Other
these machines will jump from 400,000
SOURCE FUTURE COMPUTING INC.
units this year to 3.2 million by 1990.
BOSTON

C
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them "this year or next year."
Zenith's approach in winning the IRS
Combined annuat
contract was to place functionality
1984
1985
1989
growth rate 1984-1989
ahead of portability, with its winning ZOriginal count
292.5
838.4
5,254.2
78.2%
171 weighing in excess of 14 lb [Electronics, March 3, 1986, p. 16]. "The comRevised count
260.5
481.1
2,770.4
58.1%
petition said, `Let's build the lightest
Decrease (%)
11
43
47
and smallest possible package and then
SOU RCE DATAQU EST INC.
see what functionality we can build
with alaptop is disk size. Although the
A product that demonstrated custom- in,'" says Frank. Zenith's priority was
IRS opted for a 5Y4-in. floppy-disk for- er resistance to existing technology was
matching its laptop's functionality with
mat when it made its Zenith award,
the Data General/One, introduced in desktop machines. Similar thinking led
most suspect IBM will opt for a31
2 -in.
/
1984. The much-ballyhooed 31
2 -in, flop/
Compaq Computer Corp. to shelve its
format. It had requested bids on a31
2 - py-disk-based product packed more func/
laptop plans entirely and instead trim
in. Winchester disk-drive prototype to be
tionality into a 10-lb machine than any the size of its portable computer [Elecdelivered by April or May of this year.
previous product, but it has sold poorly
tronics, Feb. 24, 1986, p. 64].
Later, the timetable was pushed back to despite several price cuts. Most, includ- SOFTWARE KEY. Others in the industry
midyear, which one industry insider ing Data General Corp. president Edson
believe the market's key will be applicasays puts the laptop introduction at de Castro, blame the machine's liquid- tion software. "If the right [software] is
least 18 months away. However, others
crystal display, which users find hard to available at agood price, then the marpredict that it will arrive at any time read. De Castro remains convinced that ket will grow significantly," says Peter
there is a significant market for small
from the end of March through August.
Burgman, a group product manager at
If IBM goes for the smaller format,
portables and says the Westboro, Mass.,
Epson Computers Inc., Torrance, Calif.
some supply problems could develop,
company has made along-term commit"Just lowering the price alone will not
says Barry K. Berghorn, president of ment to developing products for it.
have a major impact." He adds that a
Morrow Designs Inc., San Leandro,
Others blame the Data General ma- significant market would exist for an
chine, at least partly, for slowing the
Calif., which markets alaptop that uses
MS-DOS portable for $1,495 with the
the larger floppy. Berghorn believes acceptance of laptops. "I think it hurt right application software.
drive production cannot shift quickly beLefkof of Grid adds, "The potential
cause there is not enough 31
2 -in.
/
for this market is very different from
The
biggest
challenge:
capacity.
desktops. Companies bought desktops
More important than IBM's disk foran acceptable
and doled them out one at atime. They
mat will be the machine's functions.
were implemented totally as personal
low-power display
"IBM usually has a substantial impact
machines. Laptops are not personal prowhen they introduce anything," says
ductivity tools. People will use corpoJohn Frank, vice president of marketing
the market," says Alan Lefkof, vice
rate-prepared software, and there will
at Zenith Data Systems. But IBM's clout president of marketing at Grid Systems
be more turnkey applications."
will take longer to be felt if its laptop Corp. of Mountain View, Calif., which
Merrin of Gartner Group says that
does not offer functionality and price was the sales leader in disk-based lap- after IBM's rejection by the IRS, cuscomparable to a desktop's. That is be- tops in 1985. "The screen was so bad it tomers will look much more critically at
cause the largest potential group of cus- ruined the reputation of LCD technolIBM's offering than they might have
tomers for laptops is experienced com- ogy. We had to work for six months
otherwise. So he thinks IBM will want
puter users who see it as a"second car with a very good LCD to regain the
to put some time between the IRS conin the garage," says Frank, and they reputation."
tract announcement and its product
will be seeking compatibility with IBM's
For the near term, vendors are ruling
introduction.
Personal Computer.
out alternatives to LCD, such as plasma
Among those who have seen IBM lapNO TRICKS. A smaller group of potential
or electroluminescent displays, because top prototypes, there is little excitement
buyers consists of first-time users, usu- of power requirements. The trend is to about its technology. Of course, the
ally working with computer-savvy For- continue improving back-lit LCDs. "This
same was said about the IBM PC, which
tune 1,000 companies, with portable-spe- technology has now reached an accept- nonetheless lit a fire under its market.
cific applications. According to Frank,
able level and it will continue to get Either way, IBM's entry is likely to
"They're not going to be tricked into better," says Frank at Zenith. Other bring others onto the dance floor, inbuying aproduct that doesn't do every- technologies will continue to come on,
cluding many that have rejected the lapthing they need."
he adds, but he does not expect to see
top market as limited.
With customers identified
"There's no vendor who
and products in place, the
says we're going to make a
U.
S.
ALSO
BUYS
ZENITH
DESKTOPS
only thing missing thus far is
$4 billion market out of this,"
volume sales orders. "The The last week of February tract ever awarded by the
says Forrester Research's
market is not where industry
was abig one for the people
U. S. government. Under
Colony. "It's a cover-youranalysts said it would be 20 at Zenith Data Systems in terms of the deal—worth an butt, 'Let's not let IBM outmonths ago," says John GanGlenview, Ill. Not only were estimated $242 million—Ze- flank us on this the way they
non, product marketing manthey able to celebrate the nith Data Systems will sup- did on personal computers'
ager of the portable computcompany's big victory in the ply about 90,000 of its Z-200 kind of thing."
er division at Hewlett-Packportable arena, but the Ze- machines over the next three
Merrin of Gartner Group
ard Co., whose offerings are
nith Electronics Corp. subsid- years. The computers, com- agrees and expects a crowddiskless. "But we do feel
iary scored another big kill
patible with the IBM Corp.
ed field of vendors racing to
very bullish about the laptop
on the desktop front.
Personal Computer AT, will gain position in what they bemarket and still feel the
On Feb. 28, Zenith re- be used by the Air Force,
lieve will be a big market.
numbers and the market size
ceived what's said to be the
Navy, Army, and Marine
"And they'll all be wondering
are the same."
largest microcomputer conwhy it didn't happen."
El
Corps.
—Wesley L Iversen
WORLDWIDE SALES OUTLOOK DROPS SHARPLY (in thousands of units)
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IT'S SLOW GOING FOR U. S. FIRMS
IN JAPAN'S TELECOM MARKET
THE 'OPEN DOOR' COULD LEAD TO SUCCESS ONLY IN NICHE MARKETS
by Michael Berger
TOKYO

ir

he scramble to score in the
Japanese telecommunications
market is proving even tougher than the most pessimistic
U. S.
equipment
makers
thought when the market was opened to
foreign suppliers ayear ago. Nevertheless, some companies have set up shop
in Tokyo, trying to carve out niches in
many sectors while remaining realistic
about their limited market chances.
One of the busiest markets is valueadded networks (see "Japan is hit by
epidemic of VAN fever," p. 62), but perhaps the most promising sector is radio
communications. Here two markets in
particular—cellular mobile telephone
and subscriber paging, and portable
data transmission—are set for explosive
growth over the next 15 years, says
Emory Wakat, director of land-mobile
products for Nippon Motorola Ltd., Tokyo. Switching equipment and satellite
communications are other niches that
U. S. companies are targeting.
U. S. companies have managed to
score a few market victories. Among
them:
a Japanese
satellite-communications
ventures have bought an estimated $2
billion worth of U. S. equipment.
a Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Corp.
has announced a five-year $225 million
deal to purchase switches from Northern Telecom Inc., Nashville, Tenn.
a Daini-Denden Inc., Tokyo, has agreed
to buy its core switching equipment
from Digital Switch Corp., Richardson,
Texas.
The two switch deals are seen as
clearly linked to pressure to buy American products in light of last year's estimated $49 billion Japanese trade surplus
with the U. S. But political pressure can
only open the door; it can't guarantee
sales. And some foreign players have
made more than their share of marketing errors. U. S. companies in particular
have found that if they aren't willing to
cut profit margins to the bone, they
can't compete—even against makers
with less-than-leading-edge technology.
There are some 60,000 mobile telephones in Japan—about one fifth the
U. S. market total—with an approximate
market value of about $62 million, based
Electronics! March 10, 1986

on Wakat's estimate of average price
per unit. But by the year 2000, according to Japanese market forecasts, the
number of units will multiply by more
than 70 to atotal of 4.5 million. Nippon
Motorola's chances in pagers, another
part of that promising market, depend
largely on approval by the Ministry of
Posts and Telecommunications of new
technologies such as numeric display
and message readout devices, in which
Wakat says his company has leading
products.
Virtually every foreign company regards the time factor as crucial to its
long-term plans in Japan. "We have a
window of opportunity of perhaps five
years to cash in on our investment,"
says Randall C. Harris, vice president of
Uninet Japan Ltd., a joint venture of
Kanematsu-Gosho Ltd., Tokyo, and 60%
owner U. S. Telecom Data Communications Co., Tokyo.
Harris is confident that his company
can provide international packet-switching and data-base access services superior to those of any Japanese operation.
Still, that time constraint is worrisome.
"We can't get into the business we're
aiming at until the Ministry of Posts
and Telecommunications implements a
new RPOA [Recognized Private Operating Agency] policy," he says.
For now, Tokyo's Kokusai Denshin
Denwa Co. is the only recognized international telecommunications carrier in
Japan, which means that all operations
wishing to crack the expanding business

must use the company as their carrier
to foreign locations. The MPT has
pledged to open the market, but the process is moving slowly.
Harris sits on an advisory committee
that will submit its RPOA recommendations to the MPT this month, but that's
just one step. "We've got to keep the
momentum going," says Harris. If the
MPT drags its feet on this and other
issues—in effect giving Japanese companies achance to catch up in technical
areas where they trail foreign companies—the millions of dollars that Uninet
has invested to build its Japan and Far
East markets could go down the drain.
STRONGER POSITION. Nippon Motorola is
in astronger position. The company has
been in Japan for more than 20 years
and has established a working relationship with NTT and the MPT on the radio
market issue.
"We've agreed on agood compromise
on allocation of wavelength for our private radio-transmission equipment," Wakat says. "But we still have to work on
getting other technical standards set so
we can introduce our newer paging
products to the market." He adds that
he would like to be selling those products by early next year.
There are three key issues in radio
communications, says Mark Foster, the
Tokyo representative of the U. S. Electronics Industries Association. "The allocation of frequency and easing of licensing procedures for American wirelessservice companies is one. Another is de-

FOREIGN COMPANIES PICK THEIR TARGETS
Market interest

Company
AT&T International (Japan)

Value-added networks, central
and packet switches, PBXs, telephones

Digital Switch

Packet switches

Ford Aerospace

Communication satellites

General Electric Information Services

VANs

GTE Communication Systems

Electronic mail, voice mail

Hughes Communications

Communication satellites

IBM-Japan

VAN s, terminal equipment

ITT

Packet switches

McDonnell Douglas
Nippon Motorola

VAN s
Mobile communication systems

Northern Telecom Pacific

Central switches, PBXs, telephones

Rolm

PBXs
SOURCE. EDP JAPAN REPORT
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its first major client, Daini-Denden,
fining customer-premises equipment so gy of going for a niche makes sense
that NTT, which used to have amonopo- because of the enormous potential in the plans to market its products, including
telecommunications business, making the digital signal processing equipment
ly, no longer has any advantage. And
the niches worth going after. One analy- of its Granger Associates subsidiary,
the third is making sure we have access
elsewhere in Asia.
to all the information we need to comply sis, by the U. S. Embassy in Tokyo,
Satellite communications, a growing
forecasts that Japan's telecommunicawith Japanese market standards and
tions equipment and services market market in which U. S. technology is
procedures."
clearly superior, has different problems.
The standards and procedures them- will be worth close to $8.5 billion by the
Japan Communications Satellite Co., a
selves are no longer an issue, Foster end of 1987.
There are avariety of strategies. But Tokyo venture in which Hughes Comsays. "We've achieved virtual parity befor the larger companies, such as AT&T munications has a30% stake with Mitsui
tween the Japanese and U. S. markets.
(35%) and C. Itoh (35%), has invested
Now we've got to see that what's on
more than $300 million in ground suppaper is translated into reality in 'the
A big lure: Japan's
port facilities in Japan for an initial
marketplace."
launch set for December 1987.
telecom market could
In that market, more than 15 foreign
The schedule backup created by the
manufacturing and service companies
near $8.5 billion in 1987
space shuttle disaster places the venture
have established offices in Tokyo—and
in atight spot, however, one in which it
47 companies, double the number ayear
must compete with other private satelago, will have displays at the Communi- and Northern Telecom, the tendency is
to look at Japan not only as aplace for lite ventures and the military for space
cations '86 Tokyo show running April
on future launches. Europe's Ariane resales but often as a production base,
12-15. But mere presence in Japan does
not add up to sales success, as one of with some of the products headed for mains an alternate possibility.
Growth in U. S. company sales, howthird-country markets. Northern Telethe biggest of them all has found.
ever, is likely to be a gradual process.
com has added Oki Electric Industry Co.
GOOD GROWTH. AT&T International (JaRolm Corp., which has spent four solid
as the third distributor for its SL-1 pripan) has gone in three years from aonevate branch exchange system, and indi- years mining the Japanese market, still
man operation to a staff of more than
90, engaged in everything from soft- cated that manufacture in Japan is a holds only about a 3% share of a PBX
market that is valued at about $283 milfuture possibility. And Digital Switch,
ware development to joint ventures with
which is opening aTokyo office to serve lion this year.
such Japanese companies as Ricoh Co.
and Toshiba Corp. But the
news has been more bad
JAPAN IS HIT BY EPIDEMIC OF VAN FEVER
than good.
VAN is ajoint venture with
In January, when AT&T The most active and yet un- and then getting systems
Intec Inc. (Toyama), a govpredictable Japanese telecom- running."
announced in the U. S. that it
ernment-licensed private teleThe most formidable VAN
munications market of all is
was deep-sixing its Network
company.
is the extensive tieup an- communications
1000 data-transmission sys- value-added networks. More
nounced in December be- The venture opened electrontem because of technical
than 100 new ventures have
ic-mail services in December
created a phenomenon that tween IBM Japan Ltd. and
problems, there was an
Nippon Telegraph & Tele- and has plans to begin voicehas become known as VAN
earthquake of sorts in Tokyo.
messaging services.
-M. B.
phone Corp. Called Nippon
Suddenly, 16 Japanese part- fever, and companies such as
ners in a VAN venture with
Information & CommunicaU. S. Telecom Data CommuFARWELL: Synergistic market.
tion Corp., it will allow NTT
nications Co. and General
AT&T had to reassess the ento use IBM's Systems Nettire venture.
Electric Technical Services
A month earlier, three
Co. Inc. (Getsco) see the mar- work Architecture, and, from
IBM's view, create expanded
years of AT&T efforts to sell
ket as abase from which to
markets for its systems
its top-of-the-line ESS5 cen- offer services internationally.
products. .
John F. Barber, managing
tral digital switches to NTT
GTECommunication
Syscollapsed when rival North- director of Getsco's Informaern Telecom won its $225 mil- tion Services Division in Ta tems-Asia Inc. (Tokyo), which
kyo, is cautious about how
tried and failed to sell its cenlion sale. "NTT chose to go
with older, less risky technoldramatic such VAN market tral switches to NTT, now
ogy," says AT&T Japan pres- growth will prove to be. "It thinks the packet-switched
services, in company presiident William J. Moody (see
may be worth perhaps $200
million this year," he says.
dent Robert H. Farwell's
story, p. 65). "We think our
switch would have improved
"But there's still a lot of words, "is the best market
floundering around, trying to for synergy with the Japaservice."
identify services in demand
nese."
GTE-Asia's
Japan
Northern Telecom Pacific
(Tokyo)
president
Hugh
VALUE-ADDED NETWORKS GROW IN JAPAN
Hamilton responds: "We deliberately chose our DMS-10
% of market
Sectors
r
V
(
I
elute
rather than our larger capaci) •
ell
ty DMS-100 [which competes
100
1986
150
On-line data processing
directly with AT&T's ESS5]
66
495.5
On-line
data
processing
1990
so we could aim for a niche
27
Basic communication services
in the Japanese market."
7
Data-base services
AT&T
couldn't
compete,
2,000
50
1995
On-line data-processing services
Moody says, "because we
39
Basic communication services
don't have a switch in that
11
Data-base services
[5,000-line] range."
SOURCE EDP JAPAN REPORT
Northern Telecom's strate62
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ket position or where the product life is
over," Hickey says. "Mostly, we're
cleansing the peripheral distractions
from our central businesses." In the last
six months, General Instrument has consolidated its Microelectronics Division
into one facility in Chandler, Ariz., and
closed the Business Systems Division
THE COMPANY IS PRUNING OPERATIONS AND REFOCUSING
and sold off its assets. It will also stop
ON CORE BUSINESSES IN ATTEMPT TO REGAIN ITS LUSTER
making keyboards and surge arresters,
because, Hickey says, the market opporNEW YORK
tunity is too small.
eneral Instrument Corp., once
Financially, says Hickey, the company
WI a top manufacturer of all
has some definite strengths. General Inmanner of electronic products, is
strument today is cash rich and faces
no stranger to success and just as
minimal debt. At the end of its third
familiar with failure. Its fortunes
quarter, it had total current assets of
over the last 20 years have rico$455.9 million against liabilities of only
cheted between profit and loss.
$195.7 million. "We've got more resilNow the question is whether
chairman and president Frank
ience to come back" than in 19'76, when
net income slipped 37.7%, to $7.2 million,
Hickey can work his magic and
the chairman says. Industry-watcher
raise the company out of the
Glazer agrees: "They've got the best
ashes once again. Hickey certainly thinks so. By pruning some opbalance sheet of any technology company, including IBM Corp."
erations and focusing on the core
areas of data systems, broadband
Glazer thinks that General Instrucommunications, semiconductors,
ment will rebound with avengeance. He
predicts the company will post fiscal
and components, he says, he will
1987 earnings of about $32 million, risturn General Instrument around.
ing to about $72 million in 1988. Hickey
The company was off and rundeclines to project figures. But he is
ning in the 1960s with subscriber FRANK HICKEY: Profits will return this year.
confident of profits in fiscal 1987 and
equipment for the cable television
footed when business swooned. "The
says that in 1988 "we'll begin to make
industry, then suffered a near-disastrous nosedive when the electronics in- changes took place rapidly. We weren't some decent money."
NEW LINES. Contributing to those profits
dustry tottered in the mid-19'70s. Then
prepared for the suddenness of this
market swing and, hell, I'm the first to will be new products. General Instrucame 30 straight quarters of growth
into the early 1980s. But the 1980-81 re- admit it. Our resources got stretched
ment's schedule of advanced semiconcession triggered a swing from which
too thin."
ductor products is "the most impressive
the company is still struggling to recovBut today's General Instrument is a I've ever seen," says Glazer. A 1.5-µm
er. In fiscal 1986, it will post a loss of mature corporation, he says, focusing 64-K CMOS electrically erasable prosome $76 million, more than five times
on its core businesses and steering clear grammable read-only memory with onthe 1985 deficit.
of the overwhelming urge to diversify.
chip error correction is the first of what
•nvo VIEWS. Industry watchers are diHe envisions aforward-looking commuGlazer says will be seven significant
vided about the company, some seeing it nications company, concentrating on
new items scheduled for introduction in
as ahas-been, others lauding its technol- semiconductors, defense electronics, and coming months.
ogy and resources. "They're going to cable television yet poised to launch a
Those products will lead aresurgence
in General Instrument's semiconductor
snap back," says Eliot Glazer, senior an- drive into satellite communications, loalyst for aerospace and electronics at cal-area networking, and other business- business that will push the division's opDerby Securities, New York. Jay Sames when the opportunity is ripe.
erating profits over the $50 million mark
in fiscal 1988, he predicts. For fiscal
stag, senior analyst at Duff & Phelps
The strategy "is to divest our losing
businesses where we 10 not have marInc., Chicago, agrees, noting that the 571985, General Instrument lists semicon
year-old Hickey "has done it be.LEAD TO ERRATIC PROFITABILITY
GENERAL INSTRUMENT UNEVEN SALES
fore and people believe in him."
Among the naysayers is Joseph
1,1 00
100
Bellace, an analyst at Merrill
Lynch in New York. He holds that
80
1,050
recent organizational changes.
60
which decentralized the chain of
1.000
40
command and relieved Hickey of
cn
cn
some responsibilities, won't maki'
o 950 20
much difference. But even he see
—à
1985 1986'
possibilities for success.
900
1987* 1988'
ce
Hickey acknowledges that Gen20
850
eral Instrument may have gotten
—40
too cocky during its heyday in thu
800
late 1970s, when it invested in ev—60
erything from keyboards to artifi—80
750
cial intelligence and direct-broad'ESTIMATE
1983
984 1985 1986' 1987 1988'
cast satellite communications. Hu
'ESTIMATE
SOURCE. GENERAL INSTRUMENT
NOUSTRY SOURCES
also admits he was caught fiat-

ONCE AGAIN: CAN HICKEY
TURN GI AROUND?
G
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portunity—the company's 55% interest
ductor sales of $279.6 million, with an
operating profit of $18 million.
in Sytek Inc., a leading supplier of
broadband LANs. Sytek has a close
Analyst Samstag is more cautious,
however. He recalls how three or four working relationship with IBM, which
has options to buy about 5% of its stock.
years ago, General Instrument, which
supplied ROMs for cartridges, was a Hickey praises Sytek for its "brilliant
performance" in the LAN market and
primary beneficiary of the video game
says General Instrument has "enormous
boom. But when that market dried up,
ambition in this sprawling market."
he says, "their revenue and earnings
The company's investment in Phasedied with it. I'd have hoped that new
corn (Israel) Ltd., a modem manufacproducts would have helped them
turer, has been less fruitful. "We
along, but that hasn't happened. The
only business that's
thought we'd be a hell
of a lot further on in
been
consistent
for
'We
weren't
point-to-point modems
them is defense."
prepared for the than we are," Hickey
General Instrument's
says. He also says that
Government Systems Dimarket swing'
vision, which has operaGeneral Instrument is
tions in passive radar
now weighing whether
warning, surveillance, and targeting
Pliaseconi is "going to be apart of the
future of this company.
systems for military aircraft and ves"We are looking at acquisitions vigorsels, has grown steadily, helping to keep
ously now, but only where it fits closely
the Data Systems Sector in the black.
Hickey agrees that the steady perfor- with the businesses we have afirm commance of its defense business is key to
mitment in." Those businesses, rooted in
the communication field that General Inthe company's future. Also important,
he says, will be judicious investment in
strument knows so well, will make or
new ventures. In the past, General In- break the company as it clears a new
strument's track record has been spotty.
road to redemption. General Instrument
That could be changing, starting with
has learned its lesson, Hickey admits—
-Tobias Naegele
what analyst Bellace calls a major op- the hard way.
BOTTOM LINES

VENTURE CAPITALISTS
RAISE $2.3 BILLION
There appears to be no shortage of
money for investment in new companies. The venture capital industry last
year raised $2.3 billion in new capital
commitments, reports Venture Capital
Journal, aWellesley Hills, Mass., publication that tracks the venture capital industry. The 1985 amount is substantially
lower than the $3.4 billion raised in 1983
and the $3.2 billion raised in 1984. However, the journal cautions that "the explosive activity of 1983, which carried
over into 1984, was an unusual occurrence and should not be used as the
standard against which to measure industry growth." Venture organizations
in California raised 32% of the 1985
funding, followed by New York companies with 22% and Massachusetts venture companies with 17%.

TANDON, HYUNDAI
FORM DISK VENTURE
Disk-drive maker Tandon Corp., Chatsworth, Calif., and Hyundai Electronics
Industries Co., a part of Seoul's Hyundai Group, have formed ajoint venture
to make and market disk drives in Korea. Hyundai Magnetics Co. Will manufacture hard- and floppy-disk drives designed by Tandon. The partners hold

equal equity in the new venture, which
will have exclusive marketing rights in
Korea.

DALLAS SEMI
GETS NEW FUNDS
Two-year-old
Dallas
Semiconductor
Corp. last week received $10.8 million in
asecond round of venture capital, bringing total investments to $32.2 million.
President John Smith expects the company to be profitable by the end of this
year. The Dallas company, which makes
late-definition semicustom CMOS products, had revenue of $3 million in its
fiscal year ended Oct. 31, 1985.

FORTUNE SYSTEMS
POSTS BIG LOSS
Adjustments and write-offs of nearly
$14 million in the final quarter gave ailing Fortune Systems Corp. a loss for
1985 of $23.5 million on sales of just
$47.5 million. In 1984 it lost $21.9 million
on sales of $70.1 million. The Belmont,
Calif., maker of office systems based on
AT&T Co.'s Unix operating system said
it finished 1985 with $22 million in cash.
Last year, Fortune Systems cut its
workforce by nearly half, reduced its
facilities by a third, and moved some
manufacturing offshore. The company
says those actions are enabling it to reduce operating expenses and improve
margins in 1986.
Electronics/ March 10, 1986
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MOODY GOES AFTER A NEW
IMAGE FOR AT&T IN JAPAN
AT&T's estimated $300 million worth of
illiam J. (Mike) Moody, the 46-year- annual purchases from Japanese makold president of AT&T Internation- ers by 1989. With that in mind, he's
al (Japan) Ltd., describes himself as a honed his strategy in two ways since
salesman—facing the toughest sell of arriving in Japan last June after serving
as director of business market managehis life. He's not only trying to promote
ment for AT&T Communications Corp.
AT&T products in Japan—he's also try"One is the sense of how important
ing to re-instill Japanese confidence in
communication is in succeeding here.
the company.
That's both 'big C,' techThe 21-year AT&T vetnology, and `little e,' the
eran has to do more than
ability to communicate
overcome the historic Japyour ideas.
anese reluctance to deal
"The other important
with foreigners. He also
difference is that I am
must pick up the pieces
more careful now in exafter the washout of
ploring alternate ways of
AT&T's
much-heralded
doing things," he continNetwork 1000 data-proues. "You've got to be
cessing and distribution
able to modify your apsystem, a failure that
proach, or you'll always
shook AT&T's Japanese
be off-target."
partners in the value-addRival companies and ined-network venture.
dustry analysts see in
The debacle came right
on the heels of another MIKE MOODY: AT&T is atough such comments an indication that the U. S. monoAT&T defeat:
Nippon sell in Japan.
lith has been humbled.
Telegraph & Telephone
"Not just in Japan, but all over the
Corp.'s decision, announced last December, to purchase $255 million worth of world, AT&T has a reputation for arrogance," says one rival executive. "Now
telephone switches from AT&T rival
Northern Telecom Corp. The two set- they're discovering that they've got to
change that attitude if they expect to
backs were major blows to the company's sweeping plans for making market compete successfully." One way is to
pay more attention to local market
inroads in Japan (see story, p. 61).
needs for its products.
"We ought to be able to sell here,"
That could be another reason for
says Moody, whose aim is to balance

TOKYO

W

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
WALTER TErSCHNER

D As the new vice president
of engineering at Voicetek
Corp., Walter Tetschner will
be responsible for development of the Newton, Mass.,
company's voice-processing
products. Tetschner moves
from
Digital
Equipment
Corp., where he managed the
Voice Products Group and
led the development of DECtalk, atext-to-speech product,
and also helped develop the
interface to DEC machines.
Before his stint with DEC,
Tetschner was with Delta
Data Systems and GTE Information Systems.
ROBERT G. BROWN

0 Intelligent Systems Corp.,
Norcross, Ga., has appointed
Electronics/ March 10, 1986

Robert G. Brown president
of subsidiary Quadram Corp.,
also in Norcross. Brown
joined Quadram, which specializes in microcomputer enhancements, two years ago
as general manager of the
Communications Products Division. He was subsequently
named national sales manager and most recently vice
president of sales and marketing. Brown has been a
consultant for several major
computer retailers.
RODNEY C. LANCASTER

C As part of a program to
gear up for an expected
growth spurt later this year,
Semieon Components Inc. has
named Rodney C. Lancaster
as president. He will assume
the duties performed by Rolland V. Robison of parent

Moody's tough work schedule, which
routinely includes 13-hour days plus at
least half a day on Saturday. But, he
says, for the first time he is forcing
himself to make sure that work is balanced by other activities. "If you don't
do that, you can't be fully effective on
the job. The pace of economic life in
Japan is incredible. Ilook up every once
in awhile and realize that Ihaven't read
abook or seen ashow for weeks."
One outlet is exercise; Moody calls
himself "the heaviest jogger in Tokyo."
And when time permits, he and his wife
travel in Japan. You never know where
you can make asale. -Michael Berger

GOOZÉ BRINGS HIS
ZIP TO TELEDYNE
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF.

itchell Goozé has been in a whirlM
m wind since he graduated from the

University of California at Los Angeles
with a BSEE in 1973. At 34, he is already into his second company presidency, this time with Teledyne Semiconductor, a division of Teledyne Inc. whose
principal product is analog linear integrated circuits. His charge there is to
revitalize one of the oldest semiconductor companies, founded by Teledyne 25
years ago under the name Amelco Semiconductor. "We're trying to bring back
to this company the feeling, the excitement, and the image we had in the
1960s"—when the company was near
the top of the supplier heap.
A man blessed with a great deal of
energy, Goozé has learned most of the

holding company Semicon
Inc. Lancaster joins the Burlington, Mass., manufacturer
of discrete semiconductors
from
the
Semiconductor
Equipment Operations, Test
Systems Division of Eaton
Corp. He was vice president
and director of Asia/Pacific
Operations after serving as
the division's vice president
and general manager.
MARLIN L SHOPBELL

D Thesis Group Inc., aDallas
single-source systems integrator for computer-integrat
ed
manufacturing,
has
named Marlin Shopbell to be
vice president of semiconduetor automation. Shopbell, one
of the founders of Mostek
Corp., held anumber of engineering management positions relating to process de-

velopment and wafer fabrica.
tion with the Carrollton, Texas, chip maker. Most recently
he had been the company's
manager of manufacturing
technology.
CHRISTOPHER L HAMLIN

ID Office-automation
equipment manufacturer Seicom
Business Systems Inc., Carrollton, Texas, has named
Christopher L. Hamlin vice
president of planning and development. Hamlin returns to
the wholly owned subsidiary
of Hattori-Seiko Ltd. ' Tokyo,
after spending the last two
years heading Xebec Corp.'s
Systems Research Division.
There he was instrumental in
the development of the first
compact-disk read-only-memory controller for the IBM
Corp. Personal Computer.

POSITIONS VACANT

COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

FREE DEMO DISK

Design Engineer. As member of a design
team in the development of employer's
product for the industrial market place, applicant will be responsible for the hardware/software design, debugging and integration of the logic control sub-system for
the end product. The product being designed is semi-conductor test equipment.
Design includes high speed ECL logic, state
machine theory, transmission line analysis,
noise and cross talk minimization and microcode design and programming. Debug and
integration includes back plane design,
power and heat analysis and system
software development. Minimum education
requirement:
Master
of
Engineering
required, major field of study — Electrical
Engineering. Other special requirements:
Thorough knowledge of high speed logic design techniques (ECL technology), including
transmission line and state machine theory,
as well as a knowledge of control software
architecture required. Education in software
operation systems required. Must be able to
work in ateam environment. Total hours per
week: 40; Work Schedule: 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Rate of Pay: $2,600 per month. Apply at
Texas Employment Commission, Dallas,
Texas or send resume to Texas Employment
Commission, TEC Building, Austin, Texas
78778, Job Order #4506900. Ad paid for by
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.
South? Technical/Professional Placement
Network-Fee paid. Murkett Associates. Box
527, Montgomery, AL 36101
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Electronic Expert For Hire. I do Microprocessor hardware/software, assembly
language. Analog, digital design in my N.Y.
lab or worldwide. Project rates. Mr. Barry
Masel (718) 476-1516.
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SCHEMA is acomplete, integrated schematic
drawing software package for IBM l'brsonal Computers. Use SCHEMA with your PC to draw schematics and automatically generate design documentation such as Wire and Net Lists, Bills of
Materials, Design Rule Checks, etc. SCHEMA is
$495 and supports most common PC hardware
configurations. Call or write today for afree demo
disk and brochure.
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MITCHELL GOOZE: Pulling Teledyne Jp in
the analog market with sheer energy.

basic job functions in the semiconductor
business in a relatively short period of
time. He began his career as aproduct
engineer on calculators for now-defunct
Lloyd's Electronics, where he worked
for two years before signing on with
Waugh Controls as a design engineer.
MOVING UP. Two years later, in 1976, he
saw an opportunity in the rising wave
of microprocessors and moved into marketing with Motorola Inc. in Phoenix,
Ariz. He stayed with Motorola till 1978,
when he moved on to American Microsystems Inc. (now Gould AMI Semiconductors), Santa Clara, Calif. In three
years, he rose to director of the gatearray and microprocessor product
groups while completing the course
work for his MSEE and almost finishing
the requirements for an MBA.
Rather than complete his degree in
business, however, Goozé went out and
started his own company. Solosystems
was the brainchild of Goozé and several
AMI colleagues, who quit their jobs to
embark on the new endeavor in 198,1.
Goozé served as president of the San
Jose, Calif., concern, which made programming tools. And while Solosystems
failed in 1.984, Goozé considers his stint
there "a very valuable use of my time."
The essential lesson he learned, he
says, was "the difference between being
a president and being a profit-and-loss
manager. When you're president, you
don't have anyone else to blame things
on. You are ultimately responsible."
After the company folded, Goozé
signed on as general manager of the
Custom Power Division of Micro Power
Systems, an IGmanufactuting company
in Santa Clara.
He had been there for about a year
when he heard about the Teledyne position. He applied, and last November became president of one of Teledyne's 137
companies. His aim is far from modest:
"We're going to be a major player in
the analog market. Not No. 1, but in the
top five."
-Eve Bennett
Electronics/March 10
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The Electronics Index, a seasonally adjusted measure of the U.S.
electronics industry's health, is a weighted average of various
indicators. Different indicators will appear from week to week.

U. S. GENERAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Index of leading economic indicators

173.6

172.0

164.1

Budgeted outlays of the federal government ($ billions)

84.079

84.763

77.583

Budgeted outlays of the Department of Defense IS billions)

23.915

21.971

20.156

Operating rate of all industries 1% capacity)

78.5

78.1

78.9

Industrial-production index

126.3

125.4

123.3

Total housing starts (annual rate in thousands)

1,804

1,654

1,607

Office and data-processing equipment

267.1

262.9

256.4

Communications equipment

223.7

223.9

218.0

Radio and TV equipment

175.3

150.2

150.0

Electronic and electrical instruments

141.0

140.7

138.9

Components

248.2

243.2

298.1

U. S. ELECTRONICS PRODUCTION INDEX

P

roduction of electronics equipment in the U. S. edged up
0.5% in December, even though it fell from levels of a year
ago in many sectors. Overall U. S. output of electronics
goods slipped almost 1% in 1985, compared with 1984's
21.3% increase,
The December rise translates into a 3% jump in the
Electronics Index, putting it at its highest level in the past 12
months. Industry sources say this strong showing, which
comes on the heels of a 3.7% decline in output in NovemElectronics/March 10, 1986

ber, could indicate that the U. S. electronics industry is finally starting to recover.
For the full year, the beleaguered U. S. components industry saw production fall 10%, and production of consumer
electronics equipment dropped nearly 12% following 1984's
19% increase. On the plus side, computer and office-equipment manufacturers ended 1985 with production up 4.3%
from the end of 1984, and manufacturers of communications equipment boosted 1985 output by 9%.

GSI's System:
PC-800 Model 4.

The perfect tool
for SMD design.
Faced with growing demands for more
performance in less real estate, PCB
designers are turning to SMD's. And
they are discovering that it takes a
special kind of CAD system to handle
new design techniques like SMD.
Fortunately, there's aproven, perfect
tool for the new directions in
electronic design: the new PC-800
Model 4. The CAD system with the
flexibility, precision and interactive
nature SMD's mandate. Even the
necessary outputs, like solder paste
templates and pick and place NC tapes
needed for their individual job or
panelized manufacture.
Since there are no standard sizes or
configurations to SMD's, designers
need the PC-800's vast and flexible

Circle 68 on reader service card

symbol storage. A library from simple
SO-IC's to complete jobs. They need its
floating variable grid to accommodate
the variety of SMD shapes and
footprints. They need continuity
checking and design rules checking
features that recognize components on
both sides of the board. And the ability
to create shielding and ground planes
accurate to .0001 inch in unusual
geometric shapes and voids. With the
right tool, SMD's can be the next big
mover in your company. And the right
tool is the PC-800 Model 4. Call or write
for ademonstration today.

The Gerber Scientific
Instrument Company
83 Gerber RoadWest,South Windsor,CT 06074

Tel:(203)644-1551
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NEW PRODUCT
A FAST REACTIVE ION ETCHER
THAT DOESN'T DAMAGE WAFERS
MATERIALS RESEARCH'S NEW MACHINE MINIMIZES ION DAMAGE
newest plasma etcher from MateThe
rials Research promises to remove

the stumbling block that has kept other
reactive ion units from widespread use
on production lines. Aries, for Advanced
Reactive Ion Etching System, uses magnetron technology to get a throughput
comparable to other plasma etchers, but
without the wafer damage that earlier
machines can cause.
The promise of plasma etchers is their
ability to lay down the fine geometries
and complex structures required in today's ICs. The critical goal is to achieve
good anisotropy—the ability to cut clean
vertical features, such as trenched capacitors and isolation trenches, without
undercutting the wafer surface and
thereby damaging performance.
LOW-PRESSURE ETCHING. A major step
toward that end was the development of
dry processing systems, such as reactive
ion etchers, that use gas plasmas instead of liquids to etch silicon wafers.
But these systems were slow. Increasing the pressure of the plasma speeds
up the processing rate, but the stronger
ion dose can damage wafers.
Aries operates at low pressure but
does not sacrifice throughput for definition, or vice versa. The magnetron keeps
the plasma's excited ions close to the
wafer surface at low pressures, thereby
maximizing throughput and minimizing
damage from ions. Other companies,
such as Applied Materials Inc. and
Veeco Instruments Inc., are making reactive ion etchers, but no other etcher
maker uses amagnetron.
Materials Research found that by
generating a plasma at radio frequencies between two parallel electromagnets on either side of the wafer, it could
achieve throughputs between 25 and 70
wafers/h, depending on the process, at
a pressure of just 100 mTorr. Though
the number of wafers etched in an hour
is comparable in other systems, the total
yield is increased because there are fewer—if any—damaged wafers.
The company first applied the magnetron principle to plasma etching in its
MIE 700 series [Electronics, April 21,
1983, p. 184], a pair of high-output research and development machines that
Electronics/ March 10, 1986

NO DAMAGE. The Aries etcher uses little
pressure and does not undercut wafers.

failed to muster any market share—only
51 machines have been sold. Two factors account for the disappointing showing, says Walter Vanden Bosselle, senior product manager for plasma etching. First, the industry was apprehensive about investing in a new and
untried technology; second, Materials
Research, misjudging the market, did
not provide a production-oriented machine with ahost of automatic features.

Fully automated with cassette-to-c.assette wafer handling, the serial processing Aries system requires minimal operator know-how. Instead, sophisticated,
user-friendly software runs acomputer
controller that handles the entire process, stopping only to warn the operator
if there is trouble on the system—the
company guarantees 90% uptime. Aries
can handle multiple processes for manufacturers that switch among a variety
of production techniques. The system
handles wafers of up to 6in., but can be
equipped for 8-in. wafers.
NICHES. In light of its experience with
the MIE 700 series, the company realized that it would have to focus on
niches to penetrate the market. "This is
not the greatest thing since sliced bread
for all materials," Vanden Bossche admits. "We're going to concentrate on
two families of applications—optical lithography and silicon trench etching.
Magnetron ion etching is particularly
good for these technologies."
Aries will come in two versions—one
for fluorinated gases, one for chlorinated gases. Orders are being accepted for
the $395,000 fluorine system, and delivery will take four months. The company
is shipping the first such system to Siemens AG in Stuttgart, West Germany,
this month. Chlorine systems, which
have not yet been priced, will be available by mid-May.
-Tobias Naegele
Materials
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MINISUPER'S PRICE TAG IS
ONLY 10% THAT OF A CRAY
new price/performance champ in
The
the 64-bit minisupercomputer field is

the SCS-40 from Scientific Computer
Systems. It sells for $595,000 for an entry-level system and executes up to 44
million floating-point operations/s. This
is about 25% of the performance of the
Cray X-MP/1 at only one tenth the cost.

For scalar operations, the SCS-40 does
18 mips.
The SCS-40, which is the first model
in Scientific Computer Systems' line of
minisupercomputers, runs the same
software as the Cray Research Inc. XMP/1 because it uses a compatible instruction set. In addition, it runs soft69

WE HAVE THE BEST
LOCATION FOR HI-TECH
INVESTMENT IN ASIA
As Taiwan's answer to the
Silicon Valley, this ambitious,
innovative Science-based Industrial
Park has alot to offer, making it
one of Asia's best choice for hi-tech
investors worldwide.
•An access to Taiwan's bountiful resource of scientific and
technical brainpower.
•Up to 49% government
joint venture.
•Attractive tax incentives and

low interest loans.
•Favorable government
attitudes toward hi-tech industries.
•Well-established infrastructure.
•A modern community boasting
housing, clinic, bilingual school,
recreational center and other public
facilities.
Scores of international companies
are already operating successfully in
this Science-based Industrial Park. Join
them and make it your base in Asia, too.

41fle
a
SCIENCE-BASED INDUSTRIAL PARK
2 HSIN ANN ROAD, HSINCHU, TAIWAN, REPUBLIC OF CHINA
TEL:(035)773311
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COMPUTERS fl IC EQUIPMENT H MEMORIES
ware written for Digital Equipment
Corp.'s VAX minicomputers.
"Our price/performance provides an
entry into the supercomputing environment for users whose needs have outgrown their current systems. And our
Cray compatibility gives them a head
start by providing access to afull selection of proven application packages,"
says Robert Schuhmann, chairman and
chief executive officer of Scientific Computer Systems.
NOT MARKET. Minisupercomputers show
signs of becoming the fastest-growing
segment of the scientific and engineering computer market (see story, p. 44).
They are garnering attention by providing avery high price/performance ratio
for supercomputing and filling agap between the giant supercomputers with gigantic price tags such as the Cray XMPs, and computers with much lower
vector processing speed, such as the
DEC VAX 8600 and 8800, and IBM Corp.
4381 product lines.
In addition to Cray compatibility, the
SCS-40 is compatible with the VMS operating system used on the VAX. The machine fits into existing computer configurations, boosting system throughput
without compromising software investments. Cray and VAX users do not have

to modify their software environments.
The system comes with vectorizing
Fortran 77 compilers, which are in the
public domain. The compilers, which adhere to ANSI 77 standards and accept
VAX Fortran source code, permit users
to convert their existing Fortran programs and keep the user interfaces that
they are familiar with. The compilers
automatically optimize and vectorize
code, and are supported by anumber of
libraries and development tools.
The computer incorporates an innovative architecture that combines multiple
64-bit data buses and permits up to five
vector operations, one scalar operation,
and an address operation to execute concurrently in a single clock cycle. The
design minimizes signal paths, resulting
in high bandwidths. Data is transferred
from I/O buffers to central memory at 1
word per 45-ns clock cycle (equal to a
rate of 533 Mb/s). The processor busing
structure moves 6words per clock period (1.07 Gb/s) between registers and
functional units.
The SCS-40 will be available beginning in the third quarter. -Tom Manuel
Scientific Computer Systems Corp., 25195
S. W.

Parkway

Ave.,

Wilsonville,

Ore.

97070. Phone (503) 682-7223 [Circle 342]

MASK REPAIRER TAKES ON
SUBMICRON DEFECTS
Instruments' SIR-1000 mask-reSeiko
pair system performs fast, precise
repair of both clear and opaque defects

down to 0.25 gm on glass photomasks
and reticles. In addition, the system can
make changes in mask design in the laboratory, which Seiko says will shorten
the design cycle.
The SIR-1000 uses focused ion beams,

which provide the submicron resolution
and accuracy needed for the emerging
generation of very large-scale integrated circuits based on 1.5- to 1.2&gm geometries. Ordinary laser photomask repair systems can remove only opaque
defects larger than 1gm. The focusedion-beam principle also applies to X-ray
mask repair.
Like Micrion's KLA/Micrion 808 [Electronics, Jan. 6,
1986, p. 65], the SIR-1000 removes opaque defects—such
as dust and poorly etched
chromium, which block light
through the mask—by scanning the ion beam directly
over them. But unlike the
808, Seiko's machine completely mills away defects
without damaging the substrate—an end-point monitor
automatically stops the sputter etching when the repairs
are completed.
TWO KINDS. Seiko's repair system removes opaque and clear
defects as small as 0.25 pm.
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The two machines also differ in their
procedures for eliminating clear defects,
or missing parts of the chromium pattern. Where Micrion's machine etches
optical refractors into the glass substrate, the Seiko system selectively deposits an opaque carbon film over the
defect. The carbon films can be modified
if necessary, allowing greater repair
and design flexibility. The operator can
review
repairs
during
processing
through secondary ion imaging, a feature that uses Seiko's proprietary scan
sequences. It allows precise imaging up
to 30,000 x magnification.
SCRATCH-PROOF. A gas injector continuously deposits the carbon, which is in a
hydrocarbon base, onto the mask's adsorbent defect area. The gas molecules
are adsorbed in the jetted area. The
user then programs the system to scan
the ion beams over the defect area, inducing a reaction that provides an
opaque film. The carbon films are as
resistant to scratching as the mask's
chromium films.
The SIR-1000 uses the same hardware
for both clear and opaque defects, which
Seiko says provides consistency of operation and improved throughput. The
company will introduce the system in
May at Semicon West in San Mateo,
Calif. The first SIR-1000, which is priced
at $1 million, will be delivered to aU. S.
customer in May 1986. The SIR-1000 is a
version of another Seiko machine modified—with mouse-driven software—to
serve the U. S. market. -Jerry Lyman
Seiko Instruments U. S. A. Inc., 2620 Augustine Dr. Suite 290, Santa Clara, Calif.
95054. Phone (408) 727-0768 [Circle 341]

INTEL'S 1-Mb EPROM:
A TRIPLE SOLUTION
Intel is trying to ease the migration to
higher EPROM densities by offering
three architectures for its 1-Mb part,
which it announced at Wescon. The
chips are intended for customers who
need aclear upgrade to the higher density, for those who do not want to modify their existing designs, or for those
working on new designs that can take
advantage of advanced 16- and 32-bit
processors.
The company is alone among makers
of 1-Mb EPROMs to offer three architectures [Electronics, Oct. 14, 1985, p. 55].
"What we've found is that the diversity
of today's system designs, combined
with the sheer density of a1-Mb device,
demand multiple architectural solutions
to meet the wide variety of application
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WIN $1,000 CASH
ADVERTISER AUDIT
E

lectronics' unique new contest makes it easy to win big.
The rules are simple. Each issue this month contains aballot
asking you to select your three favorite ads in the issue. All you
do is fill in your choices and drop it in the mail. Your returned ballot or reasonable facsimile is automatically entered in the prize
drawing at the end of the month. If your name is drawn at
random, you win one thousand easy dollars.
Ads receiving the most votes each week and during the course of the contest will be rerun for free.
You can win money and let advertisers
know what you think of their selling
messages. Advertisers can win extra
insertions.
So watch for contest ballots and rules in
each March issue. And get ready to win big
this month.

ADVERTISERS: YOU CAN WIN $1,000, TOO!
All advertising and marketing personnel in companies and
agencies are invited to participate along with our readers by
filling out aspecial Advertisers Ballot included in each March
issue. Whoever comes closest to picking the 15 winning ads for
the month (3 from each issue) in this special Advertisers Contest
will receive an award for skill in evaluating advertising, plus a
free ad insertion for his or her company, and $1,000 cash!

Electronics

THE ADVERTISERS AUDIT STUDY CONTEST
Enter adrawing for $1,000 cash by selecting
your favorite ads in the March issue of Electronics.

Reader Contest Rules

Advertiser Contest Rules

1. After you have examined this issue of Electronics, pick your
three favorite ads and enter your selections on the entry blank
bound in this issue or on a3" x5" index card. Your entry should
include: 1) the name of the advertiser; 2) the advertiser's Reader
Service Number; 3) the page number the advertisement appears
on; and, 4) if you would like, your comments explaining what you
like most about the ads you selected. Ads placed by McGrawHill, Inc. should not be considered in this contest.

1. All advertising and marketing personnel in companies and
agencies (other than McGraw-Hill, Inc. and its advertising agencies) are invited to participate in aseparate contest for advertisers. All rules for the Reader Contest will similarly apply for this
contest, with two exceptions: 1) the winner of the Advertiser Contest will not be selected in arandom drawing from among all
eligible entries; and 2) the box on the entry blank marked "Advertiser Contest" must be checked.

2. Examine the March issues of Electronics with extra care.
2. Check the box on the entry blank marked "Reader Contest."
No more than one entry per issue may be submitted by any one Choose the three ads in each issue that you think readers of
individual. All entries must be postmarked no later than midnight, Electronics will pick as their favorites and enter your selections
on the entry blanks bound in each issue or on a3" x5" index
April 18, 1986. The winner will be notified in May, 1986.
card. No more than one entry per issue may be submitted
by any one individual.
3. The winner of the $1,000 cash prize will be selected in a
random drawing from among all eligible entries. Winner will be
notified by mail. Odds of winning depend on the number of
entries received.

3. All entries must be postmarked no later than midnight, April
18, 1986. Each individual's qualifying entries will be matched
against the winning ads as determined in the Reader Contest.
Whichever individual in this Special Advertiser Contest comes
4. No purchase necessary. Contest void where prohibited or
closest to picking the 15 winning ads for the month of March,
restricted by law. Liability for any taxes on the $1,000 cash prize
1986 will receive: 1) $1,000 cash; 2) one free full-page ad in
is the sole responsibility of the winner. Employees of McGraw-Hill,
Electronics for their company or client; and 3) aplaque acknowlInc., its advertising agencies, and their families are not eligible
edging their skill in evaluating advertising. McGraw-Hill, Inc.
to participate.
reserves the right to schedule the free ad at its discretion.
4. This special Advertisers Contest is open to all advertising and
marketing personnel in companies and agencies (other than
McGraw-Hill, Inc. and its advertising agencies), whether or not
their companies or agencies have an advertisement in the
March, 1986 contest issues.
5. No purchase necessary. Contest void where prohibited or
restricted by law. Liability for any taxes on the $1,000 cash prize
is the sole responsibility of the winner. Employees of McGraw-Hill,
Inc., its advertising agencies, and their families are not eligible
to participate.

Winning Advertisers Earn Free Ad Reruns
The three advertisers receiving the most votes in each March 1986 issue of Electronics will receive afree rerun of their winning ads and aplaque commemorating their achievement. Since there are five issues of Electronics in March, there will be a
total of 15 winning ads.
After all the March Reader Contest ballots are received, the three ads that scored the highest over the course of the entire
contest will be determined and announced in May, 1986. These three Grand Prize Winners will receive aspecial plaque, plus
afree rerun in Electronics of all the ads they ran in Electronics during the entire month of March.
All reruns will be made from existing plates or negatives. If the advertisement qualifying for afree rerun is an insert, the winner
may run up to afour-color, Iwo-page spread on R.O.P stock from existing plates or negatives. McGraw-Hill, Inc. reserves the
right to schedule reruns at its discretion.
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MEMORIES El COMPUTER-AIDED-DESIGN SOFTWARE
needs," says Don Knowlton, product marketing
manager for the company's Programmable Memory Operation.
The three EPROMs consist of the 27010, housed
in a 32-pin package and
organized as 128-K bytes
by 8bits; the 27011, which
comes in a28-pin package
and is configured as eight
pages of 16-K bytes by 8
bits;
and
the
27210,
housed in a 40-pin package and organized as 64-K
words of 16 bits each.
The 32-pin 27010 is suitable for designers who
are concerned about an
upgrade path from the
lower-density EPROMs to
ones with high densities.
The lower 28 pins are directly compatible with the
existing Jedec-approved FASTER. Intel's three 1-Mb EPROMs have 200-ns access
28-pin configuration cur- times, but the 40-pin memory also comes in a 150-ns version.
rently occupied by 256and 512-K EPROMs. To take advantage
can use Intel's iUP 200/201 PROM proof the 1-Mb density, system designers
grammers with the addition of a new
need only alter their layouts to accomgeneric universal programmer-interfacemodate the additional four pins.
personality module. Using the QuickIn addition, if designers use the 32-pin
Pulse Programming algorithm, the 1-Mb
configuration today, they can still use
EPROMs can be programmed typically
28-pin EPROMs until their applications
within 15 seconds.
warrant 1Mb. A board design that acThe three parts, which have 200-ns
commodates the 32-pin configuration
maximum access times, are made in Inwill assure system designers of an untea's compacted HMOS II-E process, a
impeded path to 8Mb in the future.
process that results in 1.4-p.m features.
LOCKED IN? For designers who are
The 27010 and 27011 are available
locked into a 28-pin configuration, the
now for $72 each in lots of 10,000. The
27011 page-addressed memory is a di27210 is available in sample quantities,
rect replacement for the byte-wide
with production quantities to be ready
27513, a 512-K EPROM. The page-adduring the second quarter of the year.
dressing mode feature expands the adThe memories will first be offered in
dressing capabilities of 8-bit microwindowed, ceramic side-brazed packprocessor systems to accommodate
ages; Cerdips will be available in the
higher-density memories while conservsecond quarter.
-Steve Zollo
ing the 28-pin site.
The third EPROM, the 40-pin 27210,
Intel Corp., Literature Department W-287,
represents anew 16-bit word-wide archi3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara, Calif.
tecture and is designed to optimize the
95051
[Circle 339]
capabilities of advanced 16- and 32-bit
microprocessors. In such applications,
where the system's EPROM array must
be wider, the 27210 can serve as a single- or multiple-chip memory solution.
The 27210's nonmultiplexed organization ensures compatibility with a broad
base of CPUs. Its flow-through layout,
ow that programmable logic devices
where addresses are on one side of the
are becoming denser, more intricate,
chip and data on the other, simplifies
and more expensive, the PLD engineer's
board layout. The memory also provides
time-honored way of designing them—
adirect upgrade path to handle 8Mb. It trial and error—is no longer the work
is also available in ahigher-performance
method of choice. Valley Data Sciences
150-ns version.
has stepped in with a solution: Perfect,
Programming support for the 1-Mb a computer-aided-design compilation
memories is available now. Customers
software with timing simulation capabil-

CAD SIMULATOR
CHECKS PLD TIMING

N
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ity that allows its use on both synchronous and asynchronous circuits.
The software can be used alone or
with the company's Vista PLD schematic-capture software, which runs on the
IBM Corp. Personal Computer. It can
also be incorporated into AT&T Co.'s
Unix operating systems.
"Most engineers who design PLDs
don't simulate the part," says Keith
Barnes, vice president of marketing and
sales for Valley Data Sciences. Typically, most programmable logic devices
have been inexpensive to make, allowing
engineers the luxury of blowing fuses
on anumber of devices as they worked
out the right program by trial and error.
But the devices are changing character,
Barnes says, becoming denser and more
intricate as they incorporate asynchronous capabilities. This means they're
getting more expensive, and therefore
less expendable.
Until the introduction of the Perfect
software, the few PLD simulators available—such as Cupl and Abel—have had
only stimulus-and-response capability.
Perfect's timing simulation lets asynchronous circuits be modeled as accurately as synchronous ones.
EASY CONVERSION. Perfect takes Boolean equations, state-machine syntax,
truth-table input, or schematic entry
from the company's Vista software and
compiles it for downloading to a device
programmer for use with commercially
available PLDs. Converting the software
from one manufacturer's PLD to another is easy thanks to Perfect's translator:
it transforms standard Jedec PLD files
into Boolean equations or net lists, so
the designer doesn't have to convert different compilers' syntaxes. At the equation level, the design can be altered and
quickly recompiled for different PLDs.
The Perfect software also includes algorithms that help optimize adesign for a
specific programmable device.
Engineers can model and simulate
complex logic designs for different
PLDs as well as for systems employing
PLDs and standard TTL parts (whose
parameters are included in Valley Data
Sciences' simulation).
Perfect for the IBM PC family sells
for $995. A system with ahard disk and
512-K bytes of RAM is recommended,
though the software can run on adualfloppy-disk system with just 256-K bytes
of RAM. Bundled with Vista software,
graphics card, and mouse, the Perfect
package sells for $3,650. A Unix 4.2bsd
version is priced at $2,495. Delivery
takes 30 days.
-Eve Bennett
Valley Data Sciences, 2426 Charleston
Rd., Mountain View, Calif. 94043.
Phone (415) 968-2900.
[Circle 340]
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MEETINGS

INFOCOM WILL FOCUS ON LOCAL NETWORKS
'T he increasing importance of local. area networks comes to the fore at
this year's Infocom conference, says
Harvey Freeman, chairman of this
year's standing committee. Freeman
founded the computer-communications
conference five years ago.
LANs will be a chief topic at this
year's conference, and Freeman notes
that papers will cover the push for standardization at all levels. Not too long
ago, standardization efforts were limited to the lower hardware level, such as
wiring. Now "people are starting to
choose networks based on what they
can do," he says, and that means "they
want to be able to get software off the
shelf and use it." That's where Infocom
comes in, Freeman says. The conference
"has been oriented to laying the theoretical groundwork and gauging practical

considerations for standardization." One
session, on various LAN standards includes a paper on fiber-optic standards.
Another key topic will be the inclusion
of networking software in computer operating systems—but by no means will
LANs be the sole topic at the conference. Two of the 30 sessions will address issues in network management; in
addition, mobile radio systems and satellite networks will receive coverage.
Infocom, which grew to 500 attendees
in 1984, dropped off in 1985, reflecting
the general industry slowdown. Freeman, vice president at Architecture
Technology Corp., Minneapolis, hopes it
will "get back on track this year." Its
sponsors are the IEEE's two largest
groups—the 84,000-member Computer
Society and the 24,000-member Communications Society.
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KODAK PLANS
CHIP EQUIPMENT...
Continuing its recent efforts
to expand into more hightechnology markets, Eastman
Kodak Co. is forming acompany to build and market
semiconductor-manufacturing
equipment. The Rochester,
N. Y., photographic giant
says the new company—to be
called Estek—will draw extensively on technology developed internally to produce
custom integrated circuits for
use in Kodak products. It will
operate as adivision of Eastman Technology Inc., awholly owned Kodak subsidiary,
and will incorporate Xertronix
Inc., a Rochester maker of
rinser-driers for wafer processing, which Kodak bought
last summer. Estek will introduce its first products, microcontamination-control equipment, in May.
... AND REALIGNS
ITS R&D EFFORT
As part of a planned decentralization of its research and
development activities to
"more directly link specific
technology efforts and business strategies," Eastman
Kodak Co. has closed its
prestigious Kodak Research
Laboratories, which were established in 1912. The realignment creates seven independent laboratories, each assigned to abusiness group.
AT&T ESTABLISHES
EUROPE OEM BASE
Strengthening its presence
in European markets, AT&T
Co.'s Components and Electronic Systems Division has
set up headquarters in Munich to sell electronic and optoelectronic devices to original-equipment manufacturers
in central Europe. The new
operation, AT&T Microelectronics GmbH, also encompasses the U. S. company's
first design center for application-specific integrated circuits in Europe. The Munich
facility will serve customers
78

in West Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and the Benelux countries.
AMD JOINS MENTOR
IN CAE DEAL
Advanced
Micro Devices
Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., has
chosen
Mentor
Graphics
Corp., Beaverton, Ore., to
jointly develop new computer-aided-engineering applications. Looking toward future
custom integrated-circuit design, AMD and Mentor say
they intend to further integrate the design process,
from Mentor's Idea work station series through its Chipgraph physical-layout tools.

were not disclosed. Vision
Systems will operate as part
of Gould's Industrial Automation Systems Group, in
Andover, Mass.
ITT SEEKS HIGHER
EUROPEAN PROFILE

ment, has narrowed to Siemens, Ericsson, and Northern Telecom. ITT West Germany, ITT Italy, Japan's
NEC, and France's Alcatel
were eliminated after a first
round of bidding, despite substantial political pressure
from their governments. The
current
project
involves
building afactory, setting up
150,000 telephone lines, and
manufacturing private area
branch
exchanges
in
Pakistan.

With the introduction last
meek at its Brussels headquarters of a line of officeautomation and data-processing equipment, ITT Europe
is ready for the first time to
sell a family of products under its own trademark
FAIRCHILD CLOSES
throughout the Continent.
HYBRID OPERATION
Office 2000 is aline of digital
I
o keeping with its plan to
private automatic branch exchanges for voice and data concentrate on high-perfortransmission with capacities
mance integrated circuits,
Fairchild
Semiconductor
of 10 to 3,000 lines. With OfAPPLIED MATERIALS
fice 2000, ITT is seeking a Corp. will shut down its hyCUTS BACK
high-profile image as an inte- brid circuit operation at the
end of March. It is negotiatThough the Semiconductor grator of office systems
ing with several firms for
made up of heterogeneous
Industry Association says
sale of the manufacturing
equipment. The company has
chip makers' book-to-bill ratio
sales of some $1 billion per rights. Fairchild has been
is improving, business activity for equipment manufac- year in Europe in office sys- making hybrids since 1965,
turers appears slower to re- tems and expects that figure but last year the custom
to grow at least 15% per modules accounted for just
bound. Applied Materials
year. Until now, ITT had gen- over 1% of sales, mostly for
Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., has
automobile ignition systems.
laid off more than 100 em- erally marketed its products
ployees and plans five scat- under the names of its Euro- Fairchild will close its Mountain View, Calif., hybrid faciltered one-day plant shut- pean subsidiaries.
ity and try to absorb its 58
downs through April, affectemployees elsewhere in the
ing about 1,000 workers. AlCIPHER DATA GETS
company. A Hong Kong asthough last week the maker
TAPE-DRIVE PATENT
sembly plant will also be
of wafer-fabrication systems
closed.
Cipher Data Products Inc.
introduced afully automated
epitaxial reactor system at has been granted aU. S. patSemicon
Europa,
Zurich,
ent on the mechanical configIEEE MAP, OFFICE
Switzerland (p. 13), president uration fundamental to 51/
UNITS COMBINED
in. tape drives. According to
James C. Morgan says that
User groups interested in the
there is a "continued softthe San Diego company, all
IEEE 802.4-based Manufacstreaming-tape drives using
ness in bookings for semiconturing Automation Protocol
ductor production systems on
standard 1
/-in, cartridges in
4
the 51
/-in. format may be (MAP) and the IEEE 802.34
aworldwide basis."
based Technical and Office
covered in this patent, and
Protocol (TOP) have been
Cipher
is
studying
its
alternaGOULD BUYS
combined into a single orgatives; presumably the main
CIM COMPANY
nization. Both MAP and TOP
one is to charge royalties to
aim to provide standard
Gould Inc. has added maother manufacturers.
methods by which computerchine-vision capabilities to its
controlled equipment from a
bag of industrial-automation
FIELD NARROWS IN
variety of vendors can comtricks. The Rolling Meadows,
PAKISTANI PROJECT
municate on the same netIll., company announced last
Competition for a coveted work—MAP on the factory
week the acquisition of the
Vision Systems Division of Pakistani digital telephone
floor linked to TOP in the office. Both approaches are
Automation Intelligence Inc.,
project, which would give the
based on the International
a private Orlando, Fla., supcontractor an edge for a bilplier of computer-integrated- lion-dollar modernization of Organization for Standardization's seven-layer open-sysmanufacturing software and
the country's entire Telesystems. Terms of the deal
graph and Telephone Depart- tems interconnection model.
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Afresh breeze
across the Pacific.

The airline that serves more top
business centers in the United States
now serves more top business centers
across the wide Pacific with more
nonstops than any other airline.
Convenient service to thirteen
cities in all, with all the advantages
that come with one airline service.
One airline to handle
ticketing, seat assignments,

boarding passes, and baggage for your
whole trip.
And, of course, United's incomparable Mileage Plus, offering awhole
world of exciting travel awards.
You'll enjoy United's famous
Royal Pacific Service, the best of the

the friend&
skies.

friendly skies in First Class, Business
Class, and Economy.
Best of all, you'll be flying with a
friend. United Airlines. Now the
friendly skies covers the wide Pacific.
Call United or your Travel Agent.
You're not justflying,
you'reflying thefriendly skies.

United

2,000 sharper-than-ever characters
all on aportable LCD display.
Toshiba's newest LCD modules give you 640 x 200 dot displays in a
Specifications
choice of two viewing sizes. One is approximately the size of amagazine,
TLC-402
Display
and the other about half that size.
80 x25
Both sizes put an enormous amount of information on view .... an
Number of Characters
(2,000 characters)
array of 80 characters x 25 lines. But still bulk and power consumption
Bot Format
8x8, alpha-numeric
are at aminimum. Battery powered, these slim modules interface with
Overall Dimensions
274.8 <240.6 x17.0
(wxHxD)
various systems through LCD controller without renewing software.
mm
Maximum Ratings
Toshiba's advanced technology has also eliminated surface reflection
Storage Temperature
.
—20° — 70" C
and developed asharper contrast which gives abrighter and easier to
Operating Temperature
0° — 50° C
read viewing screen. And for low light or dark viewing an optional
7V
VDD
I
Supply
backlightable LCD is available.
Voltage
!Von — VEE
20 V
These versatile LCDs are ideally suited for applications as displays for
O<ViN Vtiri
Input Voltage
personal computers, POS terminals, portable
Recommended Operating Conditions
VDD
5±0.25V
Supply
word processors and other display terminals.
Voltage
VEE
,
—1 it 3V Var.
You can also look to Toshiba with confidence
High
!
VDD — 0.5V min.
Input Voltage
for awide range of
Low
0.5V max
sizes and display
Typical Characteristics (25°C)
capacity to suit your
Turn ON
300 ms
Response
Time
ITurn OFF
300 ms
LCD requirements.

TLC-363

TLC-402

TLC-3638
80 x25
(2,000 characters)

275.0 x126.0 x15.0 1
mm
l
—20° — 70° C

I

0° — 50° C
7V
20 V
Vss< VIN SVDD
5±0.25V
—11±3V Var.
VDD — 0.5V min.
0.5V max.
•
300 ms
300 ms

Contrast Ratio

3

3

Viewing Angle

15 — 35 degrees

15 — 35 degrees

Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.

TOSHIBA

I

8x8, alpha-numeric

Toshiba America, Inc.: Electronic Components Business Sector: Head Office: 2692 Dow Avenue, Tustin, CA 92680, U.S.A. Tel (714) 832-6300
Chicago Office:1101A Lake Cook Road, Deerfield, IL 60015, U.S.A. Tel. (312) 945-1500
Toshiba Europa (I.E.) GmbH: Electronic Components Div.: Hammer Landstrasse 115,4040 Neuss 1, F.R. Germany Tel. (02101) 1580
Toshiba (UK) Ltd.: Electronic Components Div.: Toshiba House, Frimley Road, Frimley, Camberley, Surrey GU 165JJ, England Tel. 0276 62222
Toshiba Electronics Scandinavia AB: Vasagatan 3, 5TA S-111 20 Stockholm, Sweden Tel. 08-145600
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